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FINAL REPORT
SOUTHAMPTON – CONCEPTUAL DESIGN SERVICES
ASSOCIATED WITH REDEVELOPMENT OF THE
PONQUOGUE BATHING FACILITY
PROGRAM SUMMARY
The Town of Southampton requested conceptual design alternatives for the
redevelopment of the Ponquogue Bathing Facility located at 276 Beach
Road in Hampton Bays.
The current facility is a deck of timber construction approximately 6584 sf in
size supporting three main buildings which are connected by both open and
enclosed breezeways. A boardwalk extend from the deck to the ocean size
traverses the dune. There is a 4.4 acre asphalt parking field that is striped
with 507 parking spaces.
The conceptual design alternatives were to include but not limited to the
following amenities:
- restaurant with customary accessible facilities
- restroom and shower facilities
- indoor and outdoor seating
- beach maintenance and equipment storage
- adequate parking
Sustainable design elements were to be included. The process was to
included soliciting public input through a series of public workshop
/charettes (multiple and/or individual meetings as necessary) which would
be presented in a workshop format with agreed-upon revisions with Town
Staff incorporated in the following progress review presentation. In addition
to local community participation, a web based community application was
to be utilized in order to maximize public input into the process. Final
recommendations were to be presented by the design professional at a
Community meeting to achieve public buy in.
The design professional shall provide a report that includes the designs
discussed including architectural design style, sizes and areas of the
components of the facility, sustainable HVAC systems discussion,
environmental and regulatory constraints, required permitting, sanitary
requirements, and fiscal analysis to determine return on investment
considering incomes from park fees and associated restaurant and bar
vending operations.
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The following is the final report prepared by Savik & Murray.

STAKEHOLDER SURVEY & FINDINGS
PUBLIC WORKSHOP 1 AND
TOWN BOARD WORK SESSION 1
Summary

Stakeholder survey consisted of a beach questionnaire survey and
an online survey. Beach survey was conducted on August 26 and
27, 2016. An online survey was performed in September and
October, 2016. Statistics were compiled together with the
demographic information for the users (age, sex, frequency of
how often the facility is used, length of time a visitor stays at the
facility, etc. ). In addition a public workshop was conducted on
September 28, 2016. Compiled findings were presented to the
Town Board in a Work Session I on October 27, 2016. Stakeholder
Survey results are attached as Appendix A.
Basic findings characterize the typical responder/ facility user who
preferred to renovate and improve the existing facility, keeping it
simple, improve food offerings and provide additional seating,
especially covered seating. There was a desire for more showers,
improvement in refuse pickup and maintenance, traditional
architectural design, and more space and equipment for
lifeguards. Overall site and building renovation considerations
were also addressed.
The conclusion for an overall approach was:
•
•
•
•
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maintain low-key, family beach, in a natural setting
upgrade deteriorated materials and structures
provide minimal increase in size where needed
add sustainable features where appropriate

PRELIMINARY CONCEPT DESIGN,
PUBLIC WORKSHOP II (November 15, 2016)
Preliminary Concept Designs were developed in response to the
results of Stakeholder Survey and Public Workshop I, and presented
at Public Workshop II to solicit opinions and further suggestions.
Three concept designs were presented, ranging from minimal
redevelopment (deck expansion for seating, additional outdoor
showers, providing change rooms, minimizing congestion in front of
snack bar, expanded lifeguard storage, new interior finishes, and
exterior upgrade) to more extensive redevelopment of the facility
(all of the minimum improvements plus addition to pavilions, new
roofs, skylights, glass cupolas).
Site design improvements were suggested as well as the extension
of ramps and site lighting.

TOWN BOARD WORK SESSION II (February 9, 2016)
Concept designs were refined and revised with additional design
considerations obtained at the Public Workshop, such as widening
the ramp, adding new design elements to the exterior (columns,
new fiber cement shakes, trim), replacing decking and railing with
no maintenance IPE wood, consideration of sustainable elements
such as waterless toilets, touchless faucets and dryers, and repair of
deteriorating elements (termite damage on building sills, pile caps,
stair stringers, roofing and skylights, etc.)
Site plan design considerations were further developed.
The refined options were incorporated into a final site plan concept
and 3 building options and presented at the Board meeting. One
concept design was selected, and is presented in Appendices E
through G.
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FINAL CONCEPT DESIGN,
TOWN BOARD WORK SESSION III (May 23, 2016)
Based on refined preliminary designs concepts, developed with the
community participation and with the input of the Town Board the
final concept design was selected and presented at the Town Board
Work Session to conclude the concept development process.
The selected design concept maintains the traditional architectural
design style and local character of the facility and incorporates the
following improvements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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deck expansion for additional outdoor seating
new pergolas and shaded outdoor seating
new replacement decking made of Ipe wood
new railings
planters and benches
new bar counter
additional and larger outdoor showers with water
conservation faucets
measures to minimize congestion in front of snack bar
expanded lifeguard storage
efficiently designed bathrooms and new changing rooms
new interior finishes and new fixtures
touchless plumbing faucets
waterless urinals
new interior and exterior lighting
new roofing and new siding
open snack bar and lifeguard room windows facing the
beach
new glass cupolas operable for ventilation
new Life Guard equipment storage under the existing deck
in compliance with FEMA regulations
replace deteriorated wood members
adjusting stair and ramp attachments to the deck to comply
with FEMA regulations.

Details of concept design are presented in Appendices E and F.

FINAL CONCEPT DESIGN cont’d.

Site design improvements include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

improvements to parking lot drainage
new signage and fence
new guard booth
new landscaping at the entrance of the site, and around
the bathing facility
extension and widening of ramp access to ocean
replacing existing pole mounted light fixtures with new
LED, dark-sky luminaires.

Throughout the design, emphasis was placed on employing the
sustainable practices and design elements.
Details of site concept design is presented in Appendix G.
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SUSTAINABLE FEATURES
The following sustainable features are incorporated in the Final
Concept Design.

INCREASED NATURAL LIGHTING
Larger skylights and additional windows incorporated in the proposed
design will permit greater reliance natural lighting and a reduction in
artificial lighting.

SOLAR CHIMNEY
Solar chimney allows for natural ventilation of enclosed spaces without
the use of electricity for mechanical ventilation. Operable glass panels
on the side of cupolas will allow for passive ventilation.

WATERLESS URINALS
Waterless urinals promote water conservation. The fixtures rely on a
seal formed by the oil based liquid that separates it from the plumbing
system, and thus does not require flushing. Hybrid systems flush about
1 gallon of water every third day to prevent clogs and mineral buildup
and are recommended for a facility such as Ponquogue beach.

SUSTAINABLE WOOD
Ipe wood was overwhelmingly preferred over man made materials.
Ipe is a sustainable wood when farm grown and certified.
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SUSTAINABLE FEATURES cont’d
EV CHARGING STATIONS
EV charging stations are an enticement for the use of electric or hybrid
vehicles. One charging station is recommended at this location.

DARK SKY LED LIGHTING
LED lighting will be very cost efficient, and a selection of dark-sky light
fixtures will minimize light polution. Lighting will be kept to a minimum
required for safety and security.

BICYCLES or SHARING PROGRAM
Bicycle parking is more symbolic, as anyone interested in biking to the
facility will do so anyway. Bicycle sharing program could be considered
town wide.
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SUSTAINABLE FEATURES
NOT ADOPTED FOR THIS PROJECT
WATERLESS TOILETS
Waterless toilets of the chemical, composting, and evaporative type were
considered but not recommended for this location. Chemical toilets are
primarily temporary and not justifiable for a permanent use. Composting
and evaporative toilets were not practical given a high volume of users in a
short period of time. Continual maintenance is a further problem either
during the heavy usage or during the inactive winter months, as is the
location of tanks in the flood plain.

SOLAR PANELS
This facility utilizes a small amount of electricity and in the investment in
solar panels with the accompanying setup is not justified. Small and broken
up roof area limits the number of panels that can be installed. Panels were
also not considered visually desirable in this location.

WIND TURBINES
Similar to solar panels, given the small size structure, small turbines would
generate a limited amount of electricity and setup costs would exceed the
benefits.

RAIN WATER HARVESTING
Rain water harvesting from the roofs of the building was considered for the
collection, cleaning and use for flushing the toilets. The primary benefit is
water conservation. The detriments include expensive setup, tanks in the
flood plain, and limited benefit given the size of the installation.
Also discarded was the potential for graywater collection, treatment and
reuse from the showers and sinks.
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EXISTING FACILITIES
LAND SURVEY AND ELEVATION CERTIFICATE
Land survey was performed in January 2017 and the survey and the
elevation certificate are attached as Appendices B and C.
The survey shows the dividing line between FEMA Zone AE with
elevation 8 and VE with elevation 16, passing through the elevated
deck. The top deck elevation of 20, and the underside at 18.9, puts it
safely over the minimum free-board of 2 feet over the elevation 16.
Electric transformer at elevation 15.8 is outside the wave action area,
but it services the building in the VE-16 zone. It shall be thus
elevated to a minimum elevation of 18.
Propane tank is mounted on a concrete pad at elevation 13, and
outside the Wave action area. Due to its proximity, we recommend
that it is elevated to a minimum elevation of 18.

SANITARY SYSTEM INSPECTION
An assessment of existing sanitary disposal system was performed on
March 16, 2017 by ZEB Environmental Solutions and is attached as
Appendix D. The system consists of one septic tank and two open
bottom leaching cesspools on the west side of existing facility. It is a
pre-existing, non-conforming system in a very good condition and
with a minimum of two foot separation to the groundwater level.
The scope of planned work will not require an update to the current
Suffolk County Department of Health Services standards. Existing
kitchen serving the concession stand does not have a grease trap.
We recommend installation of the grease trap, which will trigger the
need to update the sanitary disposal system.

FACILITY ASSESSMENT
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An assessment of existing facilities was performed in March 2016 by
the Town of Southampton and is attached as Appendix I.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
PILES AND FEMA
Existing piles were observed to be in good condition, with the
exception of some insect and rot damage listed in the Facility
Assessment in Appendix I. There is no visible settlement or scour
problem observed at the facility. Detailed evaluation of
subterranean conditions was not conducted. The facility design in
general conforms to the current FEMA standards, with the exception
of transformer, propane tank, and the attachment of stairs and
ramps to the main structure. These existing features will need to be
addressed in the renovation plans. New construction below the deck
will need to conform to the FEMA regulations in effect at that time.

PERMITS
State Environmental Quality Review:
Suffolk County Department of Health Services,
Short Environmental Assessment Form
Sanitary disposal system:
Suffolk County Department of Health Services,
Office of Wastewater Management - Form WWM-004
Food Establishment:
Suffolk County Department of Health Services,
Food Control Unit – Food Establishment Permit
Coastal Erosion Management Permit:
Town of Southampton, Building and Zoning Division – Coastal Erosion
Management Permit
Site Plan Approval:
Town of Southampton Planning Board
Architectural Review Board Approval:
Town of Southampton, Architectural Review Board
Building Permit:
Town of Southampton Building & Zoning Division
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Sign Permit:
Town of Southampton Building & Zoning Division
Trade Construction Permits

APPENDIX A
USER SURVEY
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Survey for the Redevelopment of the Ponquogue Bathing Facility

Q1 What is your gender? (optional)
Answered: 1,321

Skipped: 20

Female

Male
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Answer Choices

50%

60%
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80%

90%

100%

Responses

Female

67.52%

892

Male

32.48%

429

Total

1,321
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Survey for the Redevelopment of the Ponquogue Bathing Facility

Q2 What is your age? (optional)
Answered: 1,312

Skipped: 29

Under 21

21-40

41-60

0ver 60

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%
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Responses

Under 21

1.75%

21-40

17.23%

226

41-60

45.35%

595

0ver 60

35.67%

468

Total

23

1,312
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Survey for the Redevelopment of the Ponquogue Bathing Facility

Q3 Are you a resident of the Town of
Southampton, or a visitor?
Answered: 1,308

Skipped: 33

Resident

Visitor
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Responses

Resident

89.45%

1,170

Visitor

10.55%

138

Total

1,308
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Survey for the Redevelopment of the Ponquogue Bathing Facility

Q4 How often do youvisit this beach
annually?
Answered: 1,334

Skipped: 7

1-4 times

5-10 times

11-20 times

21 or more
times
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Responses

1-4 times

10.72%

143

5-10 times

18.37%

245

11-20 times

22.41%

299

21 or more times

48.50%

647

Total

1,334
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Survey for the Redevelopment of the Ponquogue Bathing Facility

Q5 I typically go to the beach
Answered: 1,330

Skipped: 11

Alone

With Friends

With Family

Other (please
specify)
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Responses

Alone

8.50%

113

With Friends

27.44%

365

With Family

64.06%

852

Other (please specify)

0.00%

0

Total

#

1,330

Other (please specify)

Date

There are no responses.
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Survey for the Redevelopment of the Ponquogue Bathing Facility

Q6 How far do you typically travel to get to
this beach?
Answered: 1,328

Skipped: 13

Under 5 miles

6-20 miles

21-40 miles

Over 40 miles
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Responses

Under 5 miles

71.76%

953

6-20 miles

22.67%

301

21-40 miles

1.88%

25

Over 40 miles

3.69%

49

Total

1,328
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Survey for the Redevelopment of the Ponquogue Bathing Facility

Q7 Please check the season in which you
use this beach area (check all that apply):
Answered: 1,338

Skipped: 3

Summer

Fall

Winter

Spring
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Summer

97.91%

1,310

Fall

75.19%

1,006

Winter

41.03%

549

Spring

69.51%

930

Total Respondents: 1,338
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Survey for the Redevelopment of the Ponquogue Bathing Facility

Q8 How doyou get to the beach?
Answered: 1,335

Skipped: 6

Drive

Walk

Bike

Other (please
specify)

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

Answer Choices

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Drive

98.43%

1,314

Walk

9.51%

127

Bike

12.81%

171

Other (please specify)

1.65%

22

Total Respondents: 1,335

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

other

10/11/2016 11:02 AM

2

Trustee 4x4 permit

10/5/2016 10:56 AM

3

Uber it

10/4/2016 10:37 PM

4

Run

10/4/2016 7:03 PM

5

I drive to my daughters house in Hampton Bays and then we drive to the beach

10/3/2016 5:13 PM

6

unsafe to use bike or pedestrian on Foster Ave & bridge

10/3/2016 6:45 AM

7

boat

10/1/2016 9:49 AM

8

Ran

9/29/2016 1:49 PM

9

dropped off

9/29/2016 1:41 PM

10

Dropped off

9/27/2016 1:13 PM

11

run

9/27/2016 9:41 AM

12

Dropped off

9/22/2016 2:34 PM

13

boat

9/22/2016 1:26 PM
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14

Run

9/22/2016 10:32 AM

15

Dropped off

9/20/2016 12:00 PM

16

Dropped off

9/20/2016 11:03 AM

17

Boat

9/19/2016 4:04 PM

18

Boat

9/19/2016 12:10 AM

19

Run

9/18/2016 5:30 PM

20

Please gave a parking plan for the influx

9/18/2016 12:58 PM

21

Boat

9/17/2016 1:53 PM

22

A broom

9/17/2016 11:08 AM
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Survey for the Redevelopment of the Ponquogue Bathing Facility

Q9 How long do you typically spend at the
beach?
Answered: 1,331

Skipped: 10

1-2 hours

2-4 hours

4-6 hours

more than 6
hours

0%
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30%

40%

Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

1-2 hours

13.45%

179

2-4 hours

48.99%

652

4-6 hours

32.01%

426

more than 6 hours

5.56%

Total

74
1,331
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Survey for the Redevelopment of the Ponquogue Bathing Facility

Q10 Which beach pavilion facilities do you
use? (check all that apply):
Answered: 1,307

Skipped: 34

Restrooms

Showers

Changing Rooms

Snack Bar

Outdoor Seating
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Responses

Restrooms

95.56%

1,249

Showers

30.30%

396

Changing Rooms

20.05%

262

Snack Bar

65.03%

850

Outdoor Seating

56.31%

736

Total Respondents: 1,307
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Survey for the Redevelopment of the Ponquogue Bathing Facility

Q11 How would you rate the existing Beach
pavilion facilities?
Answered: 1,299

Skipped: 42

Very good

Satisfactory

Inadequate

0%

10%
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Answer Choices

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Very good

8.55%

111

Satisfactory

54.12%

703

Inadequate

37.34%

485

Total

1,299
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Survey for the Redevelopment of the Ponquogue Bathing Facility

Q12 Please respond to the following:
Answered: 1,315

Skipped: 26

Is the number
of restrooms...

Is the number
of changing...

Is the number
of showers...

Is the oudoor
seating area...

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

Yes
Is the number of restrooms sufficent?

Is the number of changing rooms sufficient?

Is the number of showers sufficent?

Is the oudoor seating area sufficient?

1.2

1.4

No

1.6

Total

1.8

2

Weighted Average

67.06%
863

32.94%
424

1,287

1.33

56.65%
622

43.35%
476

1,098

1.43

41.34%
463

58.66%
657

1,120

1.59

43.70%
545

56.30%
702

1,247

1.56

#

Comments for "Is the number of restrooms sufficent?"

Date

1

They should be renovated

10/17/2016 3:20 PM

2

Very nice

10/11/2016 11:12 AM

3

Dated

10/7/2016 8:09 PM

4

not sufficient in the summer, closed rest of year

10/7/2016 3:32 PM

5

These could be left open after hours to accomodate the public.

10/7/2016 3:21 PM

6

Number of stalls is adequate but the cleanliness and lighting is atrocious

10/7/2016 9:38 AM

7

Need mirrors

10/7/2016 9:23 AM

8

Current societal conditions require that we can't make facilities attractive to "non-resident tax-payers"

10/7/2016 7:51 AM

9

While the number of stalls is sufficient, the use of space in the women's room is terrible and could easily
accommodate additional stalls and perhaps a trough style sink could offer more facuets to wash hands.

10/7/2016 6:26 AM

10

Short wait

10/6/2016 9:48 PM

11

They need major updates and should remain open later.

10/6/2016 6:10 PM

12

they are really outdated and unsanitary

10/6/2016 5:48 PM
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13

Needs to be updated

10/6/2016 4:57 PM

14

Needs updating

10/6/2016 10:45 AM

15

Rest rooms need to stay open later than 4:55p

10/5/2016 12:02 PM

16

Dirty, Smelly, T.P. unavailable often, should be open till at least 6:00 p.m.

10/5/2016 10:08 AM

17

Need to be updated

10/5/2016 8:48 AM

18

many to choose from

10/4/2016 10:37 PM

19

Would love it to stay open longer!

10/4/2016 7:47 PM

20

restroom are old and tired

10/4/2016 7:02 PM

21

sufficient but unpleasant

10/4/2016 6:45 PM

22

Haven't used them

10/4/2016 5:59 PM

23

In need of an update

10/4/2016 5:38 PM

24

Sometimes a wait, sometimes not. They are not particularly clean.

10/4/2016 4:55 PM

25

Should be upgraded - make in nicer.

10/4/2016 4:45 PM

26

Would be nice if there was another set of restrooms down the beach so people don't have to walk forever to get there

10/4/2016 4:09 PM

27

yes

10/4/2016 3:45 PM

28

Facilities are adequate but need to be much better maintained

10/4/2016 2:55 PM

29

it gets by the way it is,could use a little sprucing up and afew more stalls, kind of dingy as far as lighting, dryer & sink
fixtures are corroded

10/4/2016 2:29 PM

30

Bathrooms are dirty and need to be taken care of

10/4/2016 11:06 AM

31

NOT CLEAN - STAY OPEN LATER

10/4/2016 11:04 AM

32

Not clean and close too early

10/4/2016 11:01 AM

33

Restrooms in poor shape

10/4/2016 10:55 AM

34

Restrooms disgusting

10/4/2016 10:54 AM

35

Although they could be update so that all the sinks work

10/4/2016 10:03 AM

36

on weekends restrooms are crowded,and not cleaned often enough.

10/4/2016 9:50 AM

37

Usually there is one or more toilets out of order. I dont believe the staff cleans or checks the restrooms enough during
the day. While there are 4 or more people sitting checkng permits on the lower volume times I believe it is in their job
description to check bathrooms

10/4/2016 9:18 AM

38

Not on busy days

10/4/2016 8:35 AM

39

Need to be expanded and imprived

10/4/2016 7:04 AM

40

Have them open off season

10/4/2016 4:34 AM

41

Bathroom is hot, always dirty and locked up to early. This should not be the lifeguards responsibility. They have a job
to do and are excellent at what they do. Someone from the town should lock the bathrooms before dark so beach

10/3/2016 11:25 PM

patrins may enjoy the evenings at the beach.
42

Need additional at peak times, but not too many

10/3/2016 11:20 PM

43

up date

10/3/2016 8:46 PM

44

They are so old, and not maintained. Unfortunately people are slobs and leave the bathroom disgusting.

10/3/2016 8:36 PM

45

The ladies room never has soap or ways to dry hands, ie paper towels or hand dryers that work and mirrors that you
can see yourself in. Also, by the afternoon on weekends there is no toilet paper.

10/3/2016 8:22 PM

46

Bathrooms are in very poor condition

10/3/2016 7:05 PM

47

dont' know

10/3/2016 6:40 PM

48

no enough and its dirty

10/3/2016 6:22 PM

49

Need 2 b renovated

10/3/2016 6:18 PM
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50

NEED TO BE UPDATED

10/3/2016 6:09 PM

51

Terrible Shape

10/3/2016 5:46 PM

52

no

10/3/2016 5:24 PM

53

Could be more handicapped accessible.

10/3/2016 5:13 PM

54

If you are redeveloping can you make toilets environmentally friendly and have more female than male toilets please.
also door latches should be designed to work when the doors and frames shift. It will be built on sand.

10/3/2016 4:14 PM

55

I suggest have the restrooms smaller, nicer, and a separate entrance so they are not used as and are separate from
the changing rooms

10/3/2016 3:21 PM

56

yes but the area is old and warn out

10/3/2016 3:04 PM

57

could use a renovation

10/3/2016 2:37 PM

58

enough, but the condition is deplorable

10/3/2016 12:42 PM

59

Could be cleaner

10/3/2016 10:15 AM

60

they definitely need updating and expansion

10/2/2016 9:01 PM

61

Always a line out of the restrooms

10/2/2016 12:19 PM

62

No they are antiquated and subpar for southampton town

10/2/2016 12:13 PM

63

The restroom is in very poor condition... the floor is always filthy, the toilets are always gross...

10/2/2016 10:37 AM

64

do not use

10/1/2016 9:14 AM

65

The bathrooms are locked at 4:55 every day. I feel they should be open later.

9/30/2016 12:29 PM

66

People use the restrooms to change out of their suits

9/30/2016 12:25 PM

67

Needs renovation

9/30/2016 11:10 AM

68

up grade

9/30/2016 11:09 AM

69

but in need of updating with more natural light

9/30/2016 10:59 AM

70

The restrooms are not in working order and not maintained

9/30/2016 6:37 AM

71

But in poor shape

9/29/2016 11:05 PM

72

I'd settle for the same number of restrooms if they were totally renovated and cleaned frequently.

9/29/2016 9:59 PM

73

# is fine, need to be improved

9/29/2016 9:10 PM

74

We need a few additional, and better supplied.

9/29/2016 9:04 PM

75

They would be sufficient if there were also changing facilities. People changing in the stalls makes the number too
low.

9/29/2016 8:38 PM

76

They are awful restrooms & should NOT close at 5pm during summer

9/29/2016 8:12 PM

77

Could be cleaned up some - sink area.

9/29/2016 7:45 PM

78

The rest rooms are in poor condition and need total overhaul. The amenities such as hot water soap and an adequate
means of drying hands is essential.

9/29/2016 7:42 PM

79

not clean

9/29/2016 6:11 PM

80

The men's room is terrible and filthy. It's been the same way for years.

9/29/2016 3:30 PM

81

Need to be cleaner

9/29/2016 1:53 PM

82

need expanding

9/29/2016 1:41 PM

83

cleaner

9/29/2016 1:11 PM

84

Better sinks

9/29/2016 1:09 PM

85

Could be nicer

9/29/2016 1:05 PM

86

Too many people use the restrooms as changing rooms

9/29/2016 12:49 PM

87

Always a line for the womesn

9/29/2016 12:30 PM
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88

the restrooms need to be refurbished...painted, etc.

9/29/2016 10:18 AM

89

Especially women's. Wish there was a family one with changing table

9/29/2016 7:38 AM

90

Toilets need to be cleaner; have toilets fitted with attachable bidets to avoid a lot of unnecessary waste and expense
an trash from paper products

9/28/2016 11:45 PM

91

Too many stalls. Wasted floor space

9/28/2016 9:07 PM

92

Need to be open later

9/28/2016 7:17 PM

93

Dirty, needs updating

9/28/2016 5:45 PM

94

dirty

9/28/2016 4:30 PM

95

Add a few more.

9/27/2016 4:47 PM

96

Include indoor rest rooms IF indoor facility is built

9/27/2016 12:35 PM

97

but not nice

9/27/2016 12:19 PM

98

Could be cleaner and should stay open later

9/27/2016 11:53 AM

99

more needed

9/27/2016 11:02 AM

100

Not sure, haven't used

9/27/2016 9:41 AM

101

need renovation

9/27/2016 5:15 AM

102

However, having soap in there to wash hands would be good.

9/25/2016 9:36 PM

103

Rest rooms are closed as soon as lifeguards leave, making them useless most of the time. That should be changed to
allow later access.

9/23/2016 4:48 PM

104

Upgrading needed

9/22/2016 2:00 PM

105

CLEANER

9/22/2016 1:36 PM

106

Poor quality

9/22/2016 1:23 PM

107

Always a line

9/22/2016 1:09 PM

108

LGBT

9/22/2016 12:56 PM

109

Messy

9/22/2016 12:24 PM

110

Could use more/better facilities

9/22/2016 12:11 PM

111

Not for summer crowds.

9/21/2016 5:33 AM

112

no

9/20/2016 6:02 PM

113

More toilets

9/20/2016 1:47 PM

114

facility is fine, but could use an upgrade

9/20/2016 1:44 PM

115

More womens bathrooms are need that are kid friendly

9/20/2016 1:42 PM

116

ALWAYS dirty

9/20/2016 1:35 PM

117

1 or 2 more on womens side

9/20/2016 12:56 PM

118

The restrooms are old and outdated. The facilities for employees are horrible as well. One bathroom, No shower for
lifeguards, No changing rooms period for anyone.

9/20/2016 12:46 PM

119

Need remodeling

9/20/2016 12:42 PM

120

They are gross and need improvement

9/20/2016 12:32 PM

121

But VERY dirt and poorly functioning

9/20/2016 12:30 PM

122

More womens

9/20/2016 12:24 PM

123

2 more needed

9/20/2016 11:57 AM

124

Need to be cleaned

9/20/2016 11:52 AM

125

needs update.. working hand dryer and needs to be cleaner

9/20/2016 11:11 AM

126

Needs upgrading

9/20/2016 10:56 AM
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127

They need updating

9/20/2016 12:31 AM

128

needs upgrading

9/19/2016 4:33 PM

129

Need more

9/19/2016 4:04 PM

130

Need to be upgraded

9/19/2016 3:51 PM

131

Could always use more in the height of the season

9/19/2016 2:53 PM

132

Always a line for women

9/19/2016 1:29 PM

133

Need to be updated and cleaned more often

9/19/2016 10:52 AM

134

Quality could be better

9/19/2016 9:47 AM

135

Sufficient but gross!

9/19/2016 9:27 AM

136

Need more

9/19/2016 9:03 AM

137

For when I am there

9/19/2016 8:45 AM

138

restrooms need to be updated

9/19/2016 8:21 AM

139

They are terribly maintained.

9/19/2016 8:12 AM

140

Dirty and old

9/19/2016 7:38 AM

141

Could be updated though

9/19/2016 7:20 AM

142

there are not enough and they are dated & filthy. No seems to oversee the bathrooms

9/18/2016 10:57 PM

143

In the busy summer months, there is usually a line

9/18/2016 4:52 PM

144

Needs updating

9/18/2016 4:00 PM

145

Depends on which beach

9/18/2016 3:52 PM

146

Need updating and frequent cleaning

9/18/2016 3:06 PM

147

I don't know. The restrooms are closed when Summer is over.

9/18/2016 2:30 PM

148

Need better layout with more privacy

9/18/2016 1:12 PM

149

They, are not kept up well and painful to have to use!

9/18/2016 12:58 PM

150

4-stalls in the womens room is ridiculous. Please plan appropriately going forward

9/18/2016 12:58 PM

151

Need more then 1 location

9/18/2016 12:01 PM

152

Could use more baby changing stations

9/18/2016 11:05 AM

153

I haven't used facilities for 20 yrs since they are disgusting !

9/18/2016 10:31 AM

154

Maybe add two more

9/18/2016 9:20 AM

155

Need updating and food cleaning. Bleach.

9/18/2016 8:57 AM

156

Can us some updating

9/18/2016 7:37 AM

157

Ladies need 3-4 x's more accommodations than men

9/18/2016 7:34 AM

158

Need to be updated

9/17/2016 11:38 PM

159

Dirty old unsanitary

9/17/2016 10:42 PM

160

Lower doors for privacy

9/17/2016 10:20 PM

161

Dirty

9/17/2016 9:29 PM

162

They really need to be upgraded

9/17/2016 9:23 PM

163

The bathrooms definitely need to be updated

9/17/2016 7:48 PM

164

Umxlean at points; little ventilation

9/17/2016 7:16 PM

165

Need upgrade

9/17/2016 7:12 PM

166

They are outdated and often dirty

9/17/2016 6:04 PM

167

Typically haven't had to wait to use - only when grease band is in town

9/17/2016 5:12 PM
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168

Usually adequate except during peak summer days, but hours are not conducive to those of us who stay after 5:00.
Restrooms should be open til at least 6:00 during the summer season!

9/17/2016 4:05 PM

169

They are closed to early

9/17/2016 3:08 PM

170

Very old and not maintained

9/17/2016 2:14 PM

171

They are old and very beat up

9/17/2016 1:56 PM

172

Closes early, opens late. Never open after summer season

9/17/2016 1:31 PM

173

They are always in terrible condition!

9/17/2016 1:22 PM

174

Needs to be updated and be kept clean

9/17/2016 12:36 PM

175

Gross - slight flooding issue on floor, dirty and not open in the evening.

9/17/2016 12:09 PM

176

The restrooms could use some updating

9/17/2016 11:47 AM

177

Not on the weekends.

9/17/2016 11:07 AM

178

As long as the are kept clean they are adequate.

9/17/2016 10:58 AM

179

Need a few more in ladies room

9/17/2016 10:58 AM

180

Restroom facilities should be opened later, until at least 6:30pm. There are many people at the beach after 5:00 and it
would be nice to be able to use the restrooms.

9/17/2016 10:42 AM

181

I think they could be improved, better maintained too

9/17/2016 10:31 AM

182

not maintained

9/16/2016 2:54 PM

183

Should be modernized and kept clean

9/16/2016 8:06 AM

184

filthy

9/15/2016 12:42 PM

185

Need to be updated

9/15/2016 12:35 PM

186

Run down. Update and restore

9/15/2016 12:33 PM

187

needs update

9/15/2016 12:24 PM

188

But too dirty and old

9/15/2016 11:23 AM

189

but they're dirty and old

9/15/2016 11:20 AM

190

outdated and dirty

9/15/2016 11:11 AM

191

For 25$ to get on beach, there should be adequate facilities

9/15/2016 10:49 AM

192

there is only one!

9/15/2016 10:36 AM

193

Mens room not sure about ladies room

9/15/2016 7:42 AM

194

Dirty,smelly,mirrors need replacing ,need update

9/15/2016 7:32 AM

195

Upgrade badly needed.

9/14/2016 1:31 PM

196

There is never enough restrooms assigned to women. Consider that they are the ones who typical assist children and
elderly

9/14/2016 11:55 AM

#

Comments for "Is the number of changing rooms sufficient?"

Date

1

?

10/17/2016 3:20 PM

2

very nice

10/11/2016 11:12 AM

3

not sufficient in summer, closed after the seasononly adequate

10/7/2016 3:32 PM

4

Yes.

10/7/2016 3:21 PM

5

N.A.

10/7/2016 9:59 AM

6

never used them

10/7/2016 9:50 AM

7

Revamping the bathroom facility to include more changing rooms - separate from toilets - will be important. Also,

10/7/2016 9:38 AM

family changing tables is important.
8

Need mirrors

10/7/2016 9:23 AM
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9

I see no need for them

10/7/2016 9:21 AM

10

we need changing rooms- we used to have them and there is room for them

10/7/2016 8:35 AM

11

There are changing rooms? We just go home, but I honestly can't remember where there is a changing room.

10/7/2016 6:26 AM

12

I did not know they had them

10/6/2016 9:48 PM

13

I generally don't use them because they are unwelcoming.

10/6/2016 5:48 PM

14

don't use

10/6/2016 5:21 PM

15

Needs to be updated

10/6/2016 4:57 PM

16

Do not need

10/6/2016 3:14 PM

17

N/A

10/6/2016 10:19 AM

18

Do not know as I have never used them and have no need.

10/5/2016 3:47 PM

19

N/A-never used changing rooms

10/5/2016 12:02 PM

20

N/A

10/5/2016 6:21 AM

21

no need, change in bathroom stall

10/4/2016 10:37 PM

22

Don't use.

10/4/2016 10:12 PM

23

NA

10/4/2016 5:59 PM

24

People change in the open area since the changing room are either taken or dirty / not well maintained.

10/4/2016 4:55 PM

25

N/A

10/4/2016 3:53 PM

26

yes

10/4/2016 3:45 PM

27

There should be well maintained changing rooms

10/4/2016 2:55 PM

28

Don't use

10/4/2016 11:22 AM

29

Didn't realize there were any

10/4/2016 11:21 AM

30

too crowded,no privacy

10/4/2016 9:50 AM

31

Have not used changing rooms

10/4/2016 8:35 AM

32

needs to be expanded

10/4/2016 7:04 AM

33

showers and lockers would make the visit more convenient

10/4/2016 4:34 AM

34

Didn't even know there was changing rooms have never used them. Why can't it be like Robert Moses with nice
bathrooms, showers and changing rooms with....lockers. Go take a look.

10/3/2016 8:36 PM

35

Weekends there is always a line for the ladies room.

10/3/2016 8:22 PM

36

N/A

10/3/2016 6:22 PM

37

Need 2 b renovated

10/3/2016 6:18 PM

38

Terrible Shape

10/3/2016 5:46 PM

39

Don't need them.

10/3/2016 5:25 PM

40

no

10/3/2016 5:24 PM

41

Actually I don't use a changing room.

10/3/2016 5:13 PM

42

Don't use them unable to answer

10/3/2016 5:02 PM

43

way too much space wasted there.

10/3/2016 4:06 PM

44

There are none

10/3/2016 3:25 PM

45

Not sure they exist at current facility

10/3/2016 2:57 PM

46

There aren't any.

10/2/2016 9:01 PM

47

do not use

10/1/2016 9:14 AM

48

There are no changing rooms

10/1/2016 8:58 AM
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49

No comment

9/30/2016 8:20 PM

50

I don't believe that there are any changing facilities. Just bathrooms.

9/30/2016 7:07 PM

51

N/A

9/30/2016 5:56 PM

52

No idea

9/30/2016 5:27 PM

53

Additional changing rooms would only encourage transient beachgoers, which I'm not sure we want to do.

9/30/2016 5:09 PM

54

not applicable to me...I don't use them

9/30/2016 8:18 AM

55

Wasn't aware we had changing rooms

9/29/2016 9:59 PM

56

There is no need for changing rooms.

9/29/2016 9:04 PM

57

There are no dedicated changing rooms.

9/29/2016 8:38 PM

58

N/a

9/29/2016 7:24 PM

59

N/a

9/29/2016 7:21 PM

60

not clean

9/29/2016 6:11 PM

61

N/A

9/29/2016 4:41 PM

62

Don't use them

9/29/2016 3:30 PM

63

no changing rooms

9/29/2016 1:14 PM

64

More needed

9/29/2016 1:09 PM

65

n/a

9/29/2016 1:05 PM

66

Dont know where they are

9/29/2016 12:59 PM

67

Where are they?

9/29/2016 12:56 PM

68

Don't know where they are

9/29/2016 12:49 PM

69

There are none

9/29/2016 12:45 PM

70

Are there any?

9/29/2016 12:30 PM

71

have never used them

9/29/2016 10:18 AM

72

I don't use them

9/29/2016 10:15 AM

73

Need a larger one for small children

9/29/2016 7:38 AM

74

theses need to be more clean, have more clothing hooks, more young-family friendly

9/28/2016 11:45 PM

75

There are no changing rooms

9/28/2016 10:33 PM

76

Dirty, needs updating

9/28/2016 5:45 PM

77

no

9/28/2016 4:30 PM

78

I don't use them.

9/27/2016 4:47 PM

79

?? what rooms

9/27/2016 1:55 PM

80

Never have had to wait more than a few minutes

9/27/2016 12:35 PM

81

Are none

9/27/2016 11:17 AM

82

are not any

9/27/2016 11:02 AM

83

There are none - could use some

9/27/2016 10:46 AM

84

not sure

9/27/2016 10:21 AM

85

Not sure, haven't used

9/27/2016 9:41 AM

86

I've never used the changing rooms

9/23/2016 4:48 PM

87

there are none!

9/22/2016 1:09 PM

88

Not for summer crowds.

9/21/2016 5:33 AM

89

na

9/20/2016 6:02 PM
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90

No opinion - have not utilized changing room

9/20/2016 5:25 PM

91

There are none

9/20/2016 1:51 PM

92

No changing rooms at all. There needs to be changing rooms that are private for all members of the community to use
and employees should have their own area including male/female bathrooms, male/female showers, male/female
locker room

9/20/2016 12:46 PM

93

Not sure

9/20/2016 12:05 PM

94

2

9/20/2016 11:57 AM

95

Are there any?

9/20/2016 11:47 AM

96

Not aware if there are changing rooms

9/20/2016 10:53 AM

97

Not sure if there is a changing room

9/20/2016 10:43 AM

98

I don't use the changing rooms

9/20/2016 1:50 AM

99

Change at home

9/19/2016 10:00 PM

100

Don't know. I don't use them

9/19/2016 5:29 PM

101

needs upgrading

9/19/2016 4:33 PM

102

No some places don't even have changing rooms

9/19/2016 4:04 PM

103

Currently need to use the restrooms, need a separate area with clean floors

9/19/2016 2:53 PM

104

The Town should consider renting cabana like spacing with lockers

9/19/2016 1:03 PM

105

Do not use

9/19/2016 10:52 AM

106

There's a changing room?

9/19/2016 9:27 AM

107

Need more

9/19/2016 9:03 AM

108

There is no real changing room.

9/19/2016 8:12 AM

109

there should be more changing and clean showers so that people that come from other areas can shower and then
stay in HB and go to dinner here and enjoy our area . Now people stay in Riverhead as we do not have sufficient
lodging here. If they could at least have a nice place to clean up they would stay in HB and spend some money here.
Some additional hotels would help our hamlet as well.

9/18/2016 10:57 PM

110

There are no separate changing rooms

9/18/2016 9:03 PM

111

Needs updating

9/18/2016 4:00 PM

112

Don't use them

9/18/2016 3:27 PM

113

There are none

9/18/2016 3:14 PM

114

don't use

9/18/2016 2:43 PM

115

There are no changing rooms of which I am aware.

9/18/2016 2:34 PM

116

no comment

9/18/2016 2:30 PM

117

There are no designated changing rooms and there should be

9/18/2016 2:00 PM

118

Changing rooms and restrooms should be separate for best effect. Please donaider a suit rinsing area.

9/18/2016 12:58 PM

119

same

9/18/2016 12:01 PM

120

Never used

9/18/2016 9:20 AM

121

I don't use them.

9/18/2016 8:57 AM

122

I'm not familiar with the changing rooms

9/18/2016 7:37 AM

123

N/A

9/18/2016 7:02 AM

124

Don't use them

9/18/2016 5:45 AM

125

Dirty old

9/17/2016 9:29 PM

126

never noticed them

9/17/2016 9:01 PM
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127

We never use the changing rooms because we live very close

9/17/2016 7:48 PM

128

I dont use them

9/17/2016 7:16 PM

129

Particularly on weekends. Again very dirty.

9/17/2016 6:04 PM

130

No - there aren't any changing rooms just stalls use for toilet and changing

9/17/2016 5:12 PM

131

Don't know

9/17/2016 5:00 PM

132

There are NO real changing rooms

9/17/2016 4:34 PM

133

I do not use the changing rooms.

9/17/2016 3:40 PM

134

Never use the changing rooms didn't even know they had them

9/17/2016 2:14 PM

135

see above

9/17/2016 1:56 PM

136

I doubt it! Always busy and kind of dirty so I don't use.

9/17/2016 1:22 PM

137

No opinion

9/17/2016 12:22 PM

138

Not on the weekends.

9/17/2016 11:07 AM

139

No opinion

9/17/2016 11:04 AM

140

None at Ponquogue, perhaps you can add 1-2.

9/17/2016 10:58 AM

141

I never use them.

9/17/2016 10:42 AM

142

not sure if there are changing rooms?

9/17/2016 10:31 AM

143

not maintained

9/16/2016 2:54 PM

144

There are none

9/16/2016 1:00 PM

145

n/a

9/15/2016 12:20 PM

146

There are none?

9/15/2016 11:20 AM

147

Wasn't aware any existed

9/15/2016 11:18 AM

148

need some private inside

9/15/2016 11:11 AM

149

There are no changing rooms

9/15/2016 11:08 AM

150

not sure

9/15/2016 11:02 AM

151

no changing rooms

9/15/2016 10:33 AM

152

dont really utilize

9/15/2016 7:42 AM

#

Comments for "Is the number of showers sufficent?"

Date

1

They should be renovated

10/17/2016 3:20 PM

2

very nice

10/11/2016 11:12 AM

3

adequate in summer, closed rest of year

10/7/2016 3:32 PM

4

Are you talking about the outdoor shower? yes

10/7/2016 3:21 PM

5

N.A.

10/7/2016 9:59 AM

6

never used them

10/7/2016 9:50 AM

7

Showers are constantly broken. There used to be many along the front, now just two on the pathway. The placement
is inefficient - as people wait for the shower they are blocking the walkway! This needs to be fixed.

10/7/2016 9:38 AM

8

More outside showers needed

10/7/2016 9:23 AM

9

Again, unnecessary

10/7/2016 9:21 AM

10

could add showers at the side -away from the dunes

10/7/2016 8:35 AM

11

I personally don't use showers

10/7/2016 7:03 AM

12

I did not know they had showers (only the outside ones)

10/6/2016 9:48 PM

13

And I generally don't use these either because they are unattractive

10/6/2016 5:48 PM
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14

I don't use the showers

10/6/2016 5:01 PM

15

N/A

10/6/2016 10:19 AM

16

Are you referring to the Beach rinse off showers? If so yes.

10/5/2016 3:47 PM

17

Need more then two and they need to be set back further from the ramp.

10/5/2016 12:51 PM

18

N/S-never used showers

10/5/2016 12:02 PM

19

don't know

10/5/2016 9:08 AM

20

N/A

10/5/2016 6:21 AM

21

warm water would be nice. a few more installed would also be nice

10/4/2016 10:37 PM

22

Don't use

10/4/2016 10:12 PM

23

NA

10/4/2016 8:37 PM

24

shower on walkway creates bottleneck

10/4/2016 6:45 PM

25

NA

10/4/2016 5:59 PM

26

I am only aware of the one outdoor public shower. It only has cold water which is slightly salty.

10/4/2016 4:55 PM

27

N/A

10/4/2016 3:53 PM

28

There should be well maintained indoor/ outdoor showers

10/4/2016 2:55 PM

29

could use a few more shower off posts

10/4/2016 2:29 PM

30

have not taken one

10/4/2016 2:18 PM

31

Don't use

10/4/2016 11:22 AM

32

Too crowded

10/4/2016 11:08 AM

33

The showers definitely need to be updated.

10/4/2016 9:18 AM

34

Should add more on the walkway to beach

10/4/2016 8:35 AM

35

needs to be expanded

10/4/2016 7:04 AM

36

An additional shower would be a good idea

10/3/2016 8:47 PM

37

update

10/3/2016 8:46 PM

38

If you consider the one on the ramp a shower that is pathetic.

10/3/2016 8:36 PM

39

They are usually broken

10/3/2016 8:22 PM

40

One outdoor shower

10/3/2016 7:05 PM

41

Not Really

10/3/2016 6:22 PM

42

Need 2 b rwnkvates

10/3/2016 6:18 PM

43

Terrible Shape

10/3/2016 5:46 PM

44

Don't use them.

10/3/2016 5:25 PM

45

no

10/3/2016 5:24 PM

46

Use the showers only minimally

10/3/2016 5:13 PM

47

3 showers

10/3/2016 5:02 PM

48

Need 2 more

10/3/2016 4:53 PM

49

I have never had to wait, well maybe once.

10/3/2016 4:14 PM

50

Should not be in the walkway, should have more than one.

10/3/2016 4:06 PM

51

There are none

10/3/2016 3:25 PM

52

its in sorry shape

10/3/2016 3:04 PM

53

The showers which are outdoors often have a line

10/3/2016 2:57 PM

54

only one

10/3/2016 12:42 PM
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55

There's only one outdoor shower .. several more are needed

10/2/2016 9:01 PM

56

They are outdoors and most likely salt water, not typical considered showers

10/2/2016 12:13 PM

57

What showers? You mean the outdoor shower?

10/2/2016 10:37 AM

58

do not use

10/1/2016 9:14 AM

59

Need a few more outside

10/1/2016 8:58 AM

60

No comment

9/30/2016 8:20 PM

61

NO

9/30/2016 5:56 PM

62

No idea

9/30/2016 5:27 PM

63

not applicable to me...I don't use them

9/30/2016 8:18 AM

64

Only know of the outdoor shower on the ramp

9/29/2016 9:59 PM

65

Better to have a few just for the feet so the line is not too long.

9/29/2016 9:04 PM

66

There is only one outdoor shower, but I would never use the shower at the beach.

9/29/2016 8:38 PM

67

Not nearly for the amount of people that use the beach.

9/29/2016 7:45 PM

68

I assume you are referring to the shower heads at the walkway.

9/29/2016 7:42 PM

69

N/A

9/29/2016 7:24 PM

70

N/a

9/29/2016 7:21 PM

71

not clean

9/29/2016 6:11 PM

72

N/A

9/29/2016 4:41 PM

73

Adequate

9/29/2016 3:30 PM

74

More needed

9/29/2016 1:09 PM

75

2 more would be nice

9/29/2016 1:05 PM

76

Don't know where they are

9/29/2016 12:49 PM

77

Only 1!

9/29/2016 12:30 PM

78

A third shower may be nice, but not a priority.

9/29/2016 12:06 PM

79

are there any?

9/29/2016 11:44 AM

80

There is always a line, and a crowd which blocks the walkway to the pavilion!

9/29/2016 10:17 AM

81

I don't use them

9/29/2016 10:15 AM

82

I feel there should be more outdoor showers but not blocking the boardwalk

9/29/2016 7:58 AM

83

long lines to shower

9/28/2016 11:45 PM

84

No indoor showers

9/28/2016 10:33 PM

85

Dirty, needs updating

9/28/2016 5:45 PM

86

no

9/28/2016 4:30 PM

87

Add a few more outdoor showers.

9/27/2016 4:47 PM

88

Where are they?

9/27/2016 1:55 PM

89

Leave option to increase if attendance increases due to improvements

9/27/2016 12:35 PM

90

need another outside

9/27/2016 12:19 PM

91

Need atleast 3 more

9/27/2016 12:11 PM

92

need more not only on pathway

9/27/2016 11:42 AM

93

more needed

9/27/2016 11:02 AM

94

Could use one more

9/27/2016 10:46 AM

95

no showers available

9/27/2016 10:35 AM
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96

Not Sure

9/27/2016 10:21 AM

97

Why do we need them?

9/27/2016 10:14 AM

98

Not sure, outside shower is sufficient

9/27/2016 9:41 AM

99

I've never used the showers

9/23/2016 4:48 PM

100

More

9/22/2016 2:47 PM

101

Need more

9/22/2016 2:24 PM

102

MORE

9/22/2016 1:56 PM

103

Only one and always a line!

9/22/2016 1:09 PM

104

Showers should be fresh water

9/22/2016 12:19 PM

105

Nit first summer crowds. A few more outdoor showers would be nice.

9/21/2016 5:33 AM

106

Don't know how many there are

9/20/2016 5:33 PM

107

No opinion - have not utilized showers

9/20/2016 5:25 PM

108

outside showers sufficient enough

9/20/2016 1:44 PM

109

would prefer more shower areas with children height options

9/20/2016 1:42 PM

110

Lines sometimes form at the outdoor shower during the summer. While the wait is usually not long, a second shower
stand would be useful.

9/20/2016 1:20 PM

111

Having fresh water showers with warm water would be great!

9/20/2016 1:14 PM

112

what showers? you mean those things that barely work outside. no those are to rinse the sand off your feet. you can
not call those showers.

9/20/2016 12:46 PM

113

Warm water

9/20/2016 12:24 PM

114

2 enclosed with a changing room

9/20/2016 11:57 AM

115

There is only 1

9/20/2016 11:47 AM

116

Not sure if there are showers

9/20/2016 10:43 AM

117

No opinion

9/20/2016 9:52 AM

118

I don't use the showers

9/20/2016 1:50 AM

119

Don't use. It's a beach not a club.

9/19/2016 10:00 PM

120

Do not use

9/19/2016 5:43 PM

121

No half the time they don't even work it is very upsetting

9/19/2016 4:04 PM

122

Always a line to use those old showers

9/19/2016 2:53 PM

123

Two showers are definitely not enough for the amount of people using them at the end of the day.

9/19/2016 1:31 PM

124

Could use one or two more

9/19/2016 10:52 AM

125

Need updating

9/19/2016 9:03 AM

126

N/a

9/19/2016 8:45 AM

127

They are disgusting

9/19/2016 8:12 AM

128

Not enough for amount of people

9/19/2016 7:38 AM

129

see above comment

9/18/2016 10:57 PM

130

It would be much more helpful to have more showers.

9/18/2016 9:03 PM

131

Should have indoor showers and changing.

9/18/2016 8:51 PM

132

Could use another

9/18/2016 8:02 PM

133

I never knew there were showers.

9/18/2016 7:39 PM

134

Needs updating

9/18/2016 4:00 PM
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135

Don't use them

9/18/2016 3:27 PM

136

n/a don't use showers

9/18/2016 2:43 PM

137

don't use

9/18/2016 2:43 PM

138

The shower should be moved inside to locker room areas separate from the restrooms

9/18/2016 2:34 PM

139

no comment

9/18/2016 2:30 PM

140

Outdoor showers of sea water should not be considered showers but rinsing starions. Showers and sinks should be
fresh water

9/18/2016 12:58 PM

141

same

9/18/2016 12:01 PM

142

There should be more and outside

9/18/2016 10:57 AM

143

Never used

9/18/2016 9:20 AM

144

I don't use them

9/18/2016 8:57 AM

145

N/A

9/18/2016 7:02 AM

146

Don't use them

9/18/2016 5:45 AM

147

Don't use

9/17/2016 10:42 PM

148

None

9/17/2016 10:20 PM

149

Only one

9/17/2016 9:29 PM

150

We could use more showers outside to rinse off sand

9/17/2016 9:23 PM

151

I have never used the showers

9/17/2016 7:48 PM

152

Crowded, dirty and outdated

9/17/2016 6:04 PM

153

Only an outdoor option - nothing with privacy

9/17/2016 5:12 PM

154

Don't know

9/17/2016 5:00 PM

155

There is only one half broken one

9/17/2016 4:34 PM

156

Indoor showers would be nice

9/17/2016 4:25 PM

157

More showers a little privacy

9/17/2016 4:00 PM

158

One double headed shower is not enough for the most popular beach in the town.

9/17/2016 1:56 PM

159

Stopped using them!

9/17/2016 1:22 PM

160

Add another outdoor shower

9/17/2016 1:20 PM

161

There's always a line for the showers

9/17/2016 11:47 AM

162

There should be a shower that covers your whole body.

9/17/2016 10:58 AM

163

Just need to be updated

9/17/2016 10:58 AM

164

I never use them.

9/17/2016 10:42 AM

165

Outdoor showers to rinse off...could use one more maybe

9/17/2016 10:31 AM

166

poorly maintained

9/16/2016 2:54 PM

167

Don't know

9/16/2016 8:06 AM

168

n/a

9/15/2016 12:20 PM

169

no indoor showers

9/15/2016 11:23 AM

170

Only 2 and no indoor

9/15/2016 11:20 AM

171

Move away from busy walk way

9/15/2016 11:18 AM

172

need inside showers

9/15/2016 11:11 AM

173

There are no showers

9/15/2016 11:08 AM

174

need more showers

9/15/2016 10:53 AM
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175

no showers

9/15/2016 10:33 AM

176

Need an indoor shower

9/15/2016 10:19 AM

177

could use another one

9/15/2016 7:42 AM

178

Showers would be nice, like Suffolk county parks

9/15/2016 7:32 AM

179

The current "showers" should not be considered showers as they are saltwater. Rinsing stations at best. Fresh water
needed.

9/14/2016 11:55 AM

#

Comments for "Is the oudoor seating area sufficient?"

Date

1

Wooden tables & a few more would be a great improvement

10/17/2016 3:20 PM

2

very nice

10/11/2016 11:12 AM

3

could use more seating in summer, and off season

10/7/2016 3:32 PM

4

Yes.

10/7/2016 3:21 PM

5

Perhaps move the snack bar to allow more ocean views. The outdoor seating is uncomfortable and it's unclear what
the contraption is that looks like a "roof" but does nothing

10/7/2016 9:38 AM

6

plenty

10/7/2016 9:21 AM

7

could us a few more of the same type tables on the side as well, as there used to be

10/7/2016 8:35 AM

8

Expansion would be nice

10/7/2016 7:03 AM

9

I think most people eat on the beach so this isn't really an issue now. If the quality and availability of the food is going
to change seating could be an issue.

10/7/2016 6:26 AM

10

Need more tables & seats

10/6/2016 7:48 PM

11

There could be several additonal tables and chairs

10/6/2016 5:48 PM

12

I generally sit on the beach

10/6/2016 5:01 PM

13

Built in tables would be very useful

10/6/2016 4:57 PM

14

The only seating is the few tables and the two benches. Not enough

10/6/2016 4:56 PM

15

Little seating and no shade

10/6/2016 10:18 AM

16

Never overcrowded. Very friendly atmosphere.

10/5/2016 3:47 PM

17

seems to be

10/5/2016 12:02 PM

18

Do not really sit up there--but have never seen people waiting to sit

10/5/2016 10:08 AM

19

fine up on the deck. nice view. keep it casual

10/4/2016 10:37 PM

20

We could use more seating, both unshaded and shaded

10/4/2016 8:37 PM

21

again simply aged facility needing update

10/4/2016 7:02 PM

22

Gets crowded and seating in a high traffic area

10/4/2016 6:41 PM

23

I'd like to see more seating, with overhead protection, with a beautiful view....

10/4/2016 6:15 PM

24

Could use some shade

10/4/2016 5:59 PM

25

could be a bit more comfortable

10/4/2016 5:38 PM

26

Needs more seating. Run out of seats in the summer.

10/4/2016 4:45 PM

27

yes

10/4/2016 3:45 PM

28

Should be better maintained

10/4/2016 2:55 PM

29

no. Need additional inside and outside seating

10/4/2016 2:54 PM

30

I think it works most of the time, cause mostpepole go down to their blankets

10/4/2016 2:29 PM

31

Needs some shaded areas

10/4/2016 12:30 PM

32

Tables are rusted and need to be replaced

10/4/2016 11:13 AM

33

Too crowded

10/4/2016 11:08 AM
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34

Not on busy days

10/4/2016 8:35 AM

35

Too small

10/4/2016 7:50 AM

36

serious lack of adequate seating

10/4/2016 7:04 AM

37

Covered seating especially for elderly

10/3/2016 11:20 PM

38

A few more benches would allow you to spend time without bringing a beach chair

10/3/2016 8:47 PM

39

ok

10/3/2016 8:46 PM

40

Usually full so I don't even try to sit up there

10/3/2016 8:22 PM

41

Need more seats

10/3/2016 7:05 PM

42

Not enough

10/3/2016 6:22 PM

43

Yes

10/3/2016 6:14 PM

44

Terrible Shape

10/3/2016 5:46 PM

45

no

10/3/2016 5:24 PM

46

If the facility is enhanced then ther should be more seating and it should be adjacent to a play area for children.

10/3/2016 5:13 PM

47

uncomfortable

10/3/2016 4:53 PM

48

It could be nicer, and have more shade

10/3/2016 3:21 PM

49

not very appealing so not much use

10/3/2016 2:37 PM

50

Could use a little more outdoor seating

10/3/2016 2:27 PM

51

No, needs more

10/3/2016 12:42 PM

52

Could use more in the summer

10/3/2016 10:15 AM

53

old decrepid tables

10/3/2016 6:45 AM

54

This area also needs to be expanded.

10/2/2016 9:01 PM

55

It is not kept clean and the tables are old and rusty

10/2/2016 2:39 PM

56

During the prime of summer more seating is necassary.

10/2/2016 12:19 PM

57

I think there are three picnic tables available

10/2/2016 12:13 PM

58

The benches are always full, and are always dirty

10/2/2016 10:37 AM

59

More is needed-- especially views of the ocean

9/30/2016 8:20 PM

60

NO-

9/30/2016 5:56 PM

61

Could use additional seating.

9/30/2016 5:09 PM

62

Never use the seating area

9/30/2016 12:25 PM

63

more seating needed during height of season

9/30/2016 10:59 AM

64

add more benches on ground level

9/30/2016 7:18 AM

65

Insufficient especially on holidays and weekends

9/30/2016 6:37 AM

66

Could use a bit more outdoor seating

9/29/2016 9:10 PM

67

A few additional tables would help.

9/29/2016 9:04 PM

68

Needs more seating and tables

9/29/2016 8:22 PM

69

Would be wonderful,to,expand the seating area to include the bayside. Ned to make the entire decking area bigger

9/29/2016 7:42 PM

70

No. need more tables and benches especially during the summer months

9/29/2016 3:30 PM

71

Not sure...while I see people sitting, I never see it where there are folks waiting to sit.

9/29/2016 3:26 PM

72

Need shade on deck area

9/29/2016 1:41 PM

73

ould be larger area

9/29/2016 1:09 PM

74

need 50% more

9/29/2016 1:05 PM
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75

More woulld be nice

9/29/2016 12:30 PM

76

you can use more tables and perhaps a shaded area

9/29/2016 10:18 AM

77

there are always people using the few seating options. I often see people that picnic at the pavilion without ever going
onto the beach itself!

9/29/2016 10:17 AM

78

A few smaller tables for 2-4 people

9/29/2016 10:15 AM

79

There should be much more outdoor seating and tables

9/29/2016 7:58 AM

80

Often in the early hours all the tables are filled

9/29/2016 7:38 AM

81

we need enough room for at least a school class size gathering

9/28/2016 11:45 PM

82

West side could have tables and benches

9/28/2016 10:33 PM

83

no

9/28/2016 4:30 PM

84

Add more.

9/27/2016 4:47 PM

85

not enough

9/27/2016 1:55 PM

86

more shade

9/27/2016 12:19 PM

87

uncomfortable seats and uncovered

9/27/2016 11:42 AM

88

more and covered

9/27/2016 11:25 AM

89

more needed

9/27/2016 11:02 AM

90

Not sure

9/27/2016 10:21 AM

91

Should be enlarged

9/27/2016 9:41 AM

92

sufficient but could use more, especially in the shade

9/27/2016 5:15 AM

93

More tables of various sizes would be better than just picnic tables.

9/23/2016 4:48 PM

94

Need more shade

9/22/2016 2:47 PM

95

Sometimes

9/22/2016 2:10 PM

96

Not enough seats

9/22/2016 12:35 PM

97

More seating would be nice

9/22/2016 11:46 AM

98

More would be good

9/22/2016 11:11 AM

99

could use a few more tables

9/22/2016 11:05 AM

100

There is enough of everything but it's so worn out.

9/20/2016 3:49 PM

101

not good shape

9/20/2016 1:51 PM

102

not on busy days

9/20/2016 1:47 PM

103

good for snack and sometimes we return to beach with dinner and use the beach or seating area

9/20/2016 1:44 PM

104

more public seating would be helpful

9/20/2016 1:42 PM

105

There should be more areas for handicapped seating and there definitely needs to be more tables.

9/20/2016 1:14 PM

106

tables are always dirty. no one takes care of those tables.

9/20/2016 12:46 PM

107

A little more seating needed

9/20/2016 12:15 PM

108

Maybe some adirondack chairs

9/20/2016 11:57 AM

109

this needs alot more areas for seating

9/20/2016 11:35 AM

110

too crowded on weekens

9/20/2016 1:50 AM

111

Could use more tables, overhead shade, if the concession stand is upgraded to encourage more pavilion dining

9/19/2016 6:19 PM

112

Could be larger with more table space

9/19/2016 5:43 PM

113

Need more some places don't even have seating

9/19/2016 4:04 PM

114

If you build it they will come

9/19/2016 2:53 PM
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115

There could be more picnic tables. Two at Tiana and four at pq are not enough. There is nothing at pikes.

9/19/2016 1:31 PM

116

Most people eat on the beach

9/19/2016 9:27 AM

117

It is rarely full.

9/19/2016 9:05 AM

118

Need more tables and benches.

9/19/2016 8:12 AM

119

Not enough for the amount of people

9/19/2016 7:38 AM

120

Needs to be more room due to people lingering over there food.

9/19/2016 12:10 AM

121

there is quit a bit wasted space that could be utilized.

9/18/2016 10:57 PM

122

Need more seating and shade.

9/18/2016 8:51 PM

123

This is a beach - get your snack and head back to what you actually are there for beach, water, friends and family.

9/18/2016 5:41 PM

124

Not at all! You can bring your ice cream back down to the beach, but it melt before you get there :/

9/18/2016 4:52 PM

125

Needs more tables and possibly some shade.

9/18/2016 4:00 PM

126

Positively don't like a snack bar on the parking lot level as they have rebuilt at cupsogue beach. When I ate there this
summer it was way to hot on ground level along w flys b/c there was no ocean breeze or view .

9/18/2016 3:27 PM

127

Newer tables would be nice

9/18/2016 3:14 PM

128

Needs updating. Add a few more seats and tables.

9/18/2016 3:06 PM

129

could use more/updated

9/18/2016 2:43 PM

130

Please consider covered areas to eat and escape the sun. Cleaning staff needed. Improve waste recepticals. Take
recycling seriously.

9/18/2016 12:58 PM

131

Not enough tables

9/18/2016 12:01 PM

132

Alittle more for elderly

9/18/2016 11:05 AM

133

Shaded area would be nice

9/18/2016 10:56 AM

134

the new bldg should plan for restrooms hidden from outdoor seating

9/18/2016 10:31 AM

135

Should have more seating and a boardwalk or pier

9/18/2016 9:52 AM

136

Extend seating along side and back of pavilion

9/18/2016 9:20 AM

137

Need more.

9/18/2016 8:57 AM

138

old wood leaves splinters

9/18/2016 6:12 AM

139

Horrible

9/17/2016 10:42 PM

140

Better seating needed and covering

9/17/2016 9:29 PM

141

It would be great to have more seating including cafe tables for four or more people

9/17/2016 9:23 PM

142

When it is very crowded there are not enough tables and chairs

9/17/2016 7:48 PM

143

Could be more comfortable; more tables on the east side of the pavilion would be nice.

9/17/2016 7:16 PM

144

Ugly

9/17/2016 7:12 PM

145

Too few tables.

9/17/2016 6:04 PM

146

Yes, but it could use a few more picnic tables.

9/17/2016 5:41 PM

147

Insufficient number of tables and no shaded area

9/17/2016 5:12 PM

148

Don't use it

9/17/2016 5:00 PM

149

Would be nice to accommodate a few more tables

9/17/2016 4:00 PM

150

Tables are old and damaged. Metal could cut a small child or elderly patron

9/17/2016 1:56 PM

151

Around lunch time you usually wait for a table.

9/17/2016 1:22 PM

152

Beed more seats in the shade

9/17/2016 1:20 PM

153

An updated look would be nice.

9/17/2016 12:35 PM
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154

More shade would be nice!

9/17/2016 11:55 AM

155

Need smaller tables too.

9/17/2016 11:49 AM

156

There should be covered seating where you don't have to eat in the sun

9/17/2016 11:47 AM

157

4 tables are not sufficient.

9/17/2016 10:58 AM

158

Needs more seating

9/17/2016 10:58 AM

159

more or less

9/17/2016 10:31 AM

160

Decking material is old and weathered.

9/16/2016 3:00 PM

161

Usually

9/16/2016 8:06 AM

162

They need more seating so people can just go and eat if they want.

9/15/2016 12:35 PM

163

need larger decks for eating

9/15/2016 11:11 AM

164

Could be better

9/15/2016 10:33 AM

165

I believe there are 3 picnic tables available on the pavillion. More access to seating on the pavillion will curb litter on
the beaches.

9/14/2016 11:55 AM
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Q13 Should the beach pavilion include:
Answered: 1,314

Skipped: 27

Lockers?

Unshaded
outdoor...

Shaded outdoor
Seating?

IndoorSeating?

Any other
facilities?

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

Yes
Lockers?

Unshaded outdoor Seating?

Shaded outdoor Seating?

IndoorSeating?

Any other facilities?

1

1.2

No

1.4

1.6

Total

1.8

2

Weighted Average

39.07%
472

60.93%
736

1,208

1.61

75.63%
894

24.37%
288

1,182

1.24

91.09%

8.91%

1,175

115

1,290

1.09

33.33%
396

66.67%
792

1,188

1.67

39.23%
324

60.77%
502

826

1.61

#

Comments for "Lockers?"

Date

1

not necessary

10/11/2016 11:12 AM

2

Yes. So long as the building does not have to be enlarged.

10/7/2016 3:21 PM

3

Really this depends on the size. Are these day lockers for purses (I suppose this could be useful) or overnight lockers
for chairs (not recommended)

10/7/2016 9:38 AM

4

definitely not

10/7/2016 9:21 AM

5

in this day and age we do not need to worry about dangerous things left in locker -ie explosives

10/7/2016 8:35 AM

6

Our town beach is not a "club" - lockers can be "mis-used"

10/7/2016 7:51 AM

7

Make it pay. That's fine

10/7/2016 3:19 AM

8

Nice but not necessary

10/6/2016 10:12 PM

9

not if you live locally. But it could be a draw for visitors

10/6/2016 5:48 PM

10

I really don't think lockers are necessary, but that's just my opinion

10/6/2016 5:01 PM

11

I do not see any need for lockers. Lockers could induce crime.

10/5/2016 3:47 PM
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12

no just causes issues and theft.

10/4/2016 10:37 PM

13

Use your car or keep stuff with you.

10/4/2016 4:55 PM

14

no need

10/4/2016 3:45 PM

15

small amount

10/4/2016 2:54 PM

16

for me personaly i don't think so, we only bring what we need.

10/4/2016 2:29 PM

17

Not sure, I don't use them

10/3/2016 8:30 PM

18

no

10/3/2016 6:22 PM

19

Wonderful idea

10/3/2016 5:46 PM

20

no

10/3/2016 5:24 PM

21

yes good idea.

10/3/2016 5:17 PM

22

Don't use the lockers

10/3/2016 5:13 PM

23

No no no

10/1/2016 8:58 AM

24

No

9/30/2016 8:20 PM

25

no

9/30/2016 5:56 PM

26

unnecessary security potential

9/30/2016 10:59 AM

27

lockers to let people keep beach chairs - charge a seasonal fee

9/30/2016 9:32 AM

28

Not necessary.

9/29/2016 9:10 PM

29

Absolutely NO NEED FOR LOCKERS!!

9/29/2016 9:04 PM

30

Not necessary

9/29/2016 7:42 PM

31

That would be a good idea but can you keep them secure.

9/29/2016 3:30 PM

32

Dont care

9/29/2016 1:05 PM

33

That's a good idea

9/29/2016 7:58 AM

34

Don't really care either way since parking is rarely an issue for me and I leave all valuables in my locked car

9/29/2016 7:38 AM

35

Small lockers to secure valuables and light clothing

9/27/2016 12:35 PM

36

For beach staff only

9/27/2016 11:36 AM

37

Perhaps

9/27/2016 10:21 AM

38

Not sure, haven't used

9/27/2016 9:41 AM

39

That would be great

9/22/2016 1:09 PM

40

Lockers would be great for locals or people who are out for a long time, so they could keep their belongings in there
and not have to lug it back and forth.

9/21/2016 6:04 AM

41

There would NEVER be enough lockers to accommodate the # of people who use the beach on weekends plus they
would end up rusting out

9/20/2016 1:44 PM

42

Tall lockers for boards & surf kayaks/paddles. I would pay a reasonable fee to store sports gear.

9/20/2016 1:20 PM

43

That means private club- so no

9/20/2016 1:01 PM

44

Do not make this a private beach

9/20/2016 12:56 PM

45

ONLY FOR EMPLOYEES

9/20/2016 12:46 PM

46

For employees

9/20/2016 12:27 PM

47

For employees ONLY

9/20/2016 12:24 PM

48

not sure

9/20/2016 11:35 AM

49

Day locker use

9/20/2016 10:56 AM

50

That would be a terrible idea. Ive been going to ponquogue beach my ENTIRE LIFE and have never had one thing

9/20/2016 1:50 AM

stolen.
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51

Put your stuff in the car or leave it home.

9/19/2016 10:00 PM

52

The folks we want at this beach should be folks w/ residences or family/friends in the area, and they would
change/shower etc. at local homes. Lockers and expanded shower facilities will encourage out of towners with no ties
to the community

9/19/2016 6:19 PM

53

Only if attedned

9/19/2016 4:33 PM

54

Waste

9/19/2016 9:27 AM

55

completely unnecessary as it should cater to residents

9/19/2016 9:05 AM

56

What a convenience that would be.

9/19/2016 12:10 AM

57

Not sure

9/18/2016 8:02 PM

58

Attractive nuisance. One more thing to keep track of and clean out. .

9/18/2016 4:00 PM

59

It would be enormously helpful not to have to carry all the beach equipment back and forth to the beach each time.

9/18/2016 12:02 PM

60

lockers will become "trash can" who will clean when not emptied.? Envision dirt, mold, & drugs!

9/18/2016 10:31 AM

61

Think like splish splash. Rent a key for the day or buy a locker season pass. Good way to generate some income.

9/18/2016 8:57 AM

62

You can use your car trunk as a locker.

9/18/2016 8:12 AM

63

That could provide a very public space for contraband exchange, very bad idea

9/18/2016 7:08 AM

64

Not sure

9/17/2016 10:24 PM

65

Would not use.

9/17/2016 7:12 PM

66

Not sure lockers are needed

9/17/2016 5:12 PM

67

Lifeguards need lockers, the public does not.

9/17/2016 1:56 PM

68

Lockers would be wonderful!

9/17/2016 1:22 PM

69

Too much maintenance and labor intensive

9/17/2016 12:51 PM

70

I don't use them. But perhaps others need them.

9/17/2016 11:07 AM

71

No opinion

9/17/2016 11:04 AM

72

You are asking for trouble with lockers. They aren't necessary.

9/17/2016 10:58 AM

73

I personally would not use them. Would increase amount of people and tourists, make beach less pleasant

9/17/2016 10:31 AM

74

For the lifeguards

9/17/2016 10:31 AM

75

if changing rooms then yes

9/15/2016 11:23 AM

76

could charge a nominal fee to cover costs, people would not be opposed to paying for this service

9/15/2016 11:11 AM

#

Comments for "Unshaded outdoor Seating?"

Date

1

not necessary

10/11/2016 11:12 AM

2

The building is fine as it is.

10/7/2016 3:21 PM

3

Up to the concessionaire - they have to clean up and keep debris off the beach

10/7/2016 7:51 AM

4

Keep it as is

10/7/2016 7:00 AM

5

That's why we go to the beach

10/7/2016 3:19 AM

6

There is currently both shaded and unshaded. Shaded is preferable for eating.

10/6/2016 5:48 PM

7

yes for those that can't get on the beach easily

10/6/2016 4:07 PM

8

There is enough seating. No additional seating needed.

10/6/2016 1:01 PM

9

Have some available.

10/5/2016 8:50 PM

10

Why not.

10/5/2016 3:47 PM

11

should include both shaded and non-shaded.

10/5/2016 12:51 PM

12

sure why not

10/4/2016 10:37 PM
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13

Just sit and watch the Sea...

10/4/2016 6:15 PM

14

Already has some

10/4/2016 4:55 PM

15

fine

10/4/2016 3:45 PM

16

Only if maintained

10/4/2016 2:55 PM

17

More tables outside in sun

10/4/2016 2:54 PM

18

no comment

10/4/2016 2:29 PM

19

what is there now is sufficient

10/4/2016 2:18 PM

20

n

10/4/2016 9:50 AM

21

yes

10/3/2016 5:24 PM

22

both shaded and unshaded

10/3/2016 5:17 PM

23

Should go hand in hand with Item 12

10/3/2016 5:13 PM

24

It is adequate but the place is not clean

10/2/2016 2:39 PM

25

Both would be preferred

10/2/2016 12:19 PM

26

Why would you have unshaded outdoors seating?

9/30/2016 8:20 PM

27

I think if you want to sit in the sun there's plenty of room to do that

9/30/2016 7:07 PM

28

The benches are fine the way they are

9/30/2016 12:29 PM

29

Shade is needed at the tables.

9/29/2016 9:04 PM

30

It must also include some shaded seating are as it gets very very hot and shade is at a premium.

9/29/2016 7:42 PM

31

It has that

9/29/2016 11:37 AM

32

Alot of people sit at the pavilion during the off seasons, when it is nice to sit in the sun but not neccasarily on the
beach

9/29/2016 9:53 AM

33

Should be covered

9/27/2016 11:42 AM

34

Perhaps

9/27/2016 10:21 AM

35

You already have it - but should be enlarged

9/27/2016 9:41 AM

36

Already has that.

9/21/2016 5:33 AM

37

Shade would be great.

9/20/2016 3:49 PM

38

its the beach just walk down to the sand

9/20/2016 12:46 PM

39

It's the beach!!

9/19/2016 10:00 PM

40

Many people are there for the sun, and would want to eat while in the sun. However, should be shaded seating area

9/19/2016 6:19 PM

as well
41

And some shaded areas

9/19/2016 3:51 PM

42

Just a nice touch

9/19/2016 10:52 AM

43

In spring and fall we walk there and eat breakfast there in the sun

9/19/2016 9:27 AM

44

Need shaded areas.

9/18/2016 7:39 PM

45

It's a beach! How much more unshaded outdoor seating does one need?

9/18/2016 7:27 PM

46

The town board seems to want to change the pavilion at Ponquoque Beach to an upscale facility - people do not head
to our beaches to dine, but to enjoy the simplicity of beach life. Hopefully they will not destroy like the over
development of the east end.

9/18/2016 5:41 PM

47

If visitors want to eat in the sun the will do so on the heach. Again, proper waste recepticals and staff needed.

9/18/2016 12:58 PM

48

Perhaps shaded during the summer but removable as winter approaches.

9/18/2016 10:57 AM

49

For the cooler weather in fall, spring

9/18/2016 10:31 AM

50

We nee the shade

9/17/2016 7:48 PM
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51

I enjoy the sun but if it's too hot I would use a shaded area as well.

9/17/2016 6:04 PM

52

Some shaded and some unshaded should be included.

9/17/2016 5:12 PM

53

Lightly shaded area is better , pergola

9/17/2016 4:24 PM

54

Lightly shaded area is better , pergola

9/17/2016 4:23 PM

55

see above

9/17/2016 1:56 PM

56

Lots of times this area is unshaded, but we wear hats!

9/17/2016 1:22 PM

57

this is a silly question - it is beach, there is outdoor seating everywhere

9/17/2016 12:09 PM

58

It's fine

9/17/2016 11:49 AM

59

I called and wrote to Parks and Rec about getting benches at the end of the blue "ramp" for older people to sit. No
response to my letter.

9/17/2016 10:58 AM

60

fine as is as there is always room to sit

9/17/2016 10:31 AM

#

Comments for "Shaded outdoor Seating?"

Date

1

not necessary

10/11/2016 11:12 AM

2

Not necessary. The open style of the "roof" is attractive

10/7/2016 3:21 PM

3

It has it now.

10/7/2016 7:51 AM

4

If shade is available in the end design or becuase of the direction of the sun, that's one thing but I don't think it should
be a design consideration.

10/7/2016 6:26 AM

5

yes with adirondeck chairs and a Tiki Bar.

10/6/2016 5:48 PM

6

I would hate to lose the quaintness of the pavilion

10/6/2016 5:01 PM

7

same as above

10/6/2016 4:07 PM

8

But it would be utilized if provided I believe

10/5/2016 10:32 PM

9

please add more shaded outdoor seating

10/5/2016 7:36 PM

10

Why not.

10/5/2016 3:47 PM

11

should include both shaded and non-shaded.

10/5/2016 12:51 PM

12

should have both

10/4/2016 10:37 PM

13

That would be wonderful!

10/4/2016 10:12 PM

14

no

10/4/2016 3:45 PM

15

Only if maintainec

10/4/2016 2:55 PM

16

For the over 60 crowd, it would be nice to be able to enjoy the shade

10/4/2016 2:54 PM

17

shaded are would be better for some of the older folks who may come with family and dont really want to sit in the
sun.

10/4/2016 2:29 PM

18

There is never enough shaded seating .

10/4/2016 9:18 AM

19

Nice to be able to get out of sun

10/4/2016 8:35 AM

20

The filtered shade under the pergola seems sufficient.

10/3/2016 8:47 PM

21

better more comfortable seating

10/3/2016 6:22 PM

22

yes

10/3/2016 5:24 PM

23

Should be combined with unshaded seating and adjacent to the snack bar and the playground area

10/3/2016 5:13 PM

24

We are 82....we don't want to sit in the sun.

10/3/2016 4:33 PM

25

Nice --though not necessary

10/3/2016 2:57 PM

26

Could use some additional outdoor seating in the shade

10/3/2016 2:27 PM

27

absolutely!

10/3/2016 12:42 PM

28

Definitely

10/3/2016 10:15 AM
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29

Really! You go to the beach to be in the sun!

10/3/2016 4:52 AM

30

Both would be preferred

10/2/2016 12:19 PM

31

Yes

9/30/2016 8:20 PM

32

I believe that there is a shaded area to sit in with picnic tables

9/30/2016 7:07 PM

33

The benches are partially shaded

9/30/2016 12:29 PM

34

protection from from sun and pesky gulls

9/30/2016 10:59 AM

35

The existing type of pergola shading is perfect!

9/29/2016 9:04 PM

36

Yes please.

9/29/2016 7:42 PM

37

Dont care

9/29/2016 1:05 PM

38

We have umbrellas

9/29/2016 12:59 PM

39

Absolutely

9/27/2016 12:11 PM

40

Perhaps

9/27/2016 10:21 AM

41

Excellent idea

9/22/2016 1:56 PM

42

Geat idea!

9/22/2016 1:09 PM

43

Some would be nice as a relief for the occasional heat stroke victim

9/21/2016 5:33 AM

44

Shaded seating would be a plus!

9/20/2016 1:42 PM

45

It's a beach. Bring an umbrella or go to a park.

9/19/2016 10:00 PM

46

Mix od shaded and unshaded outdoor seating makes sense

9/19/2016 6:19 PM

47

Sometimes sun is too intense and people need a break from it

9/19/2016 9:27 AM

48

needed-

9/18/2016 10:57 PM

49

Not too large of an area where clubs or groups congregate

9/18/2016 3:27 PM

50

yes, fresh air under a canopy for skin cancer prevention

9/18/2016 8:02 AM

51

It's the beach

9/17/2016 10:42 PM

52

Rinse station for feet at all entrances to the sandy beach

9/17/2016 4:10 PM

53

Improve or repair existing facility

9/17/2016 1:56 PM

54

Would be pleasant.

9/17/2016 1:22 PM

55

Shading shold be provided by pergolas over part of the deck.

9/17/2016 12:51 PM

56

Not sure it's worth it...there is partial shading and it might increase volume of of people sitting there to an
uncomfortable amount

9/17/2016 10:31 AM

57

canopies needed

9/15/2016 11:11 AM

#

Comments for "IndoorSeating?"

Date

1

not necessary

10/11/2016 11:12 AM

2

but perhaps more protected seating for year round weather

10/7/2016 3:32 PM

3

Not necessary. This would detract from the beautiful natural aspect of this facility.

10/7/2016 3:21 PM

4

outdoor protected seating

10/7/2016 10:05 AM

5

It is difficult enough to keep the pavallion clean and vermon free. Indoor seating is NOT need at this summer outdoor
facility. There is plenty of indoor seating at the five restaurants less than a mile away.

10/7/2016 8:35 AM

6

Not unless the concessionaire wants to include it in their contract

10/7/2016 7:51 AM

7

There is no place for indoor seating and it would only serve a purpose if you added an indoor restaurant which could

10/6/2016 5:48 PM

be very welcoming
8

Again, I love the beach pavilion just the way it is. I would hate to lose that quaintness and coziness of the beach
pavilion we have. Maybe some updates would be nice but I wouldn't go too crazy.
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9

not needed

10/6/2016 4:07 PM

10

Seating under awning/pergola/umbrellas.

10/5/2016 8:50 PM

11

You are at the beach. Plenty of restaurants nearby.

10/5/2016 3:47 PM

12

nope its a beach. we are not a beach club.

10/4/2016 10:37 PM

13

absolutely not

10/4/2016 6:45 PM

14

Covered, an open sided pavilion would be nice in bad weather.

10/4/2016 6:15 PM

15

A roof over some would be helpful during rain and very hot sunny days.

10/4/2016 4:55 PM

16

not needed

10/4/2016 3:45 PM

17

there isn't any & i feel it may create lottering

10/4/2016 2:29 PM

18

It depends if you want to extend the season of use and if that can be staffed. It is fine for the summer use.

10/4/2016 9:18 AM

19

Possibility

10/3/2016 7:05 PM

20

doesn't have to but it would be nice in the winter

10/3/2016 5:44 PM

21

yes

10/3/2016 5:24 PM

22

In the snack bar area

10/3/2016 5:13 PM

23

Covered, shaded seating at the very least

10/2/2016 12:13 PM

24

we might visit in inclement weather

10/2/2016 6:50 AM

25

Depends on the definition of indoors

9/30/2016 8:20 PM

26

Why is this necessary?

9/30/2016 7:07 PM

27

your at the beach so enjoy the breeze

9/30/2016 10:59 AM

28

It is a town beach, not a restaurant!

9/29/2016 9:10 PM

29

No - keep it natural; no need for indoor seating at all.

9/29/2016 9:04 PM

30

If you enlarge the pavilion to include a potion of indoor.

9/29/2016 7:42 PM

31

Maybe, but not losing present area to accomplish.

9/29/2016 1:19 PM

32

What is the cost, environmental impact, and estimated revenue associated with an indoor area? If it doesn't bring in
money, it's not worth it since a hurricane will take it down eventually. Can the parking lot support more visitors during
peak times?

9/29/2016 12:06 PM

33

Don't think that you need much indoor space at all but should have to option to get out of the sun but you don't come
to the beach to sit inside

9/29/2016 7:58 AM

34

not necessary

9/28/2016 10:33 PM

35

Do not want a restaurant

9/27/2016 12:19 PM

36

Perhaps

9/27/2016 10:21 AM

37

Restaurant

9/22/2016 1:30 PM

38

shaded seating would be helpful for a break fromthe sun

9/20/2016 1:42 PM

39

Would need more details before offering opinion.

9/20/2016 1:20 PM

40

People go to the beach to be OUTDOORS

9/19/2016 10:56 PM

41

It's a beach!!! Not a club.

9/19/2016 10:00 PM

42

People are here to enjoy sun, sand, surf, breeze... no need for indoor. If they want indoor dining, PLENTY of other
places to go other than Ponquogue Beach!

9/19/2016 6:19 PM

43

With better food services

9/19/2016 5:43 PM

44

With air conditioning

9/19/2016 2:26 PM

45

If the town plans are utilizing the venues to the fullest capacity, evening sponsored music live events... Currently the
parks close too early and the town offers nothing in the form kf tegulat entertainment

9/19/2016 1:03 PM
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46

You go to the beach to be outdoors and enjoy nature. I find this question absurd.

9/19/2016 9:27 AM

47

Needs complete overhaul.

9/19/2016 8:12 AM

48

If current facilities are expanded

9/19/2016 12:02 AM

49

Only if it's a restaurant with a/c

9/18/2016 4:52 PM

50

The pavilion is perfect. It does not need to be ruined by an additional indoor structure.

9/18/2016 3:23 PM

51

You are at the beach, If you want to be indoors stay home or visit the resturants down the road

9/18/2016 2:30 PM

52

Cafe style with cleaning staff.

9/18/2016 12:58 PM

53

With a dress code.

9/18/2016 10:57 AM

54

Will just get washed away or damaged in the next storm. Waste of money.

9/18/2016 8:57 AM

55

In a restaurant, yes.

9/17/2016 10:12 PM

56

great idea!

9/17/2016 9:01 PM

57

For rainy or off season times that you want to enjoy the beach.

9/17/2016 6:04 PM

58

Why not - if people get overheated or too much sun some AC would be a good option. Also, in the off season we

9/17/2016 5:12 PM

could stay longer when it is cold and windy if we had a cool observation area like they do at Quogue wildlife refuge
59

keep it as it is.

9/17/2016 1:56 PM

60

We don't have the space for indoor seating

9/17/2016 1:22 PM

61

Unless the pavilion will open earlier in spring and stay open through the fall.

9/17/2016 11:50 AM

62

Not sure.

9/17/2016 11:07 AM

63

Not necessary, this is a beach!

9/17/2016 10:58 AM

64

not a fan of indoor dining at the beach

9/15/2016 11:11 AM

65

Maybe,if bugles and clean

9/15/2016 7:32 AM

66

prefer covered outdoor space to enjoy rather than indoor. If operating during shoulder season then limited indoor
would be appreciated.

9/14/2016 11:55 AM

#

Comments for "Any other facilities?"

Date

1

An interpretive display explaining the fragility of the dunes

10/17/2016 3:20 PM

2

not necessary

10/11/2016 11:12 AM

3

Restaurant all year round

10/11/2016 10:54 AM

4

Restaurant

10/11/2016 10:53 AM

5

INADEQUATE MAINTAINING OF THE FACILITES ALL OF THE TIME

10/11/2016 10:36 AM

6

-Caribbean style palapas for shade with seating - not benches - with backs, some on sand and some on deck. Should
be casual/caribbean

10/11/2016 10:23 AM

7

Healthier food could be served at this facility. A good example of incredible food near the beach is Joni's in Montauk.

10/7/2016 3:21 PM

8

additional seating and tables

10/7/2016 9:56 AM

9

indoor swimming facility during colder months

10/7/2016 9:50 AM

10

Bar

10/7/2016 9:23 AM

11

It's the beach that people visit, we already have facilities in town

10/7/2016 9:21 AM

12

we need two changing rooms- as there used to be- there is room in the ladies room for it. I am sure the men's room
could accomidate one or two as well.

10/7/2016 8:35 AM

13

A nature study, informative kiosk on water quality, sea birds, shell identification

10/7/2016 7:51 AM

14

better handicap access to beach. shaded area on beach

10/7/2016 7:49 AM

15

Showers/changing rooms. Make WHB Rogers your footprint

10/7/2016 3:19 AM

16

Boardwalk

10/6/2016 11:12 PM
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17

beachchair & Umbrella rentals float rentals-fresh water showers, lockers

10/6/2016 8:37 PM

18

The beachfront restaurant idea is a good one as long as it doesn't affect the earnings of the privately owned
businesses at the inlet. Live music would be great and attract more people like Meschutt Beach Hut.

10/6/2016 5:48 PM

19

BETTER Handicapped access

10/6/2016 12:13 PM

20

Fresh water showers enclosed in ladies and mens rooms

10/6/2016 11:37 AM

21

Need a real restaurant and bar, improve the pavilion, clean up sand daily, better management in bathrooms: need

10/6/2016 10:19 AM

baby changing station, more sinks, more soap dispensers, often are out of toilet paper, need better hand drying)
22

Outdoor Showers

10/6/2016 10:06 AM

23

More than one concession stand

10/6/2016 7:53 AM

24

Better dining options.

10/5/2016 8:50 PM

25

I think Beaches should be very simple as they are very vulnerable to weather.

10/5/2016 3:47 PM

26

Restaurant

10/5/2016 1:00 PM

27

an area for entertainment/music (like Meschutt), bbq stations, food and beverage vending machines (for after hours)

10/5/2016 12:10 PM

28

A shed (with charge) where kayaks, SUPs can be stored

10/5/2016 10:08 AM

29

Pool

10/5/2016 8:26 AM

30

Better food

10/5/2016 5:57 AM

31

There are restaurants nearby. We don't need any development on the beach

10/4/2016 8:37 PM

32

Board walk

10/4/2016 7:03 PM

33

larger concession/ordering area, better traffic pattern

10/4/2016 6:45 PM

34

lock bike rack

10/4/2016 6:11 PM

35

Pay phone that works, because cell services is sketchy

10/4/2016 5:44 PM

36

Keep it simple. Small is Beautiful.

10/4/2016 4:45 PM

37

fine as is

10/4/2016 3:45 PM

38

Extended walkway to beach for handicapped

10/4/2016 2:55 PM

39

Bathrooms open later in day

10/4/2016 12:30 PM

40

THERE SHOULD BE A WALKWAY TO ALLOW EASIER ACCESS TO THE WATER. CURRENTLY THERE IS JUST
A WALKWAY OVER THE DUNE AT SOME BEACHES. THIS RESTRICTS THE USE OF THE BEACH AND THE

10/4/2016 12:05 PM

WATER FOR OUR OLDER CITIZENS.
41

Beach rentals

10/4/2016 11:16 AM

42

MAINTENANCE CREW NEEDED

10/4/2016 11:13 AM

43

Fall service

10/4/2016 11:06 AM

44

More boardwalk

10/4/2016 10:59 AM

45

Better food selections

10/4/2016 10:31 AM

46

Restaurant with live music

10/4/2016 10:27 AM

47

better access ramps.

10/4/2016 9:50 AM

48

Upgrade food vendor and selections- Sagg Main has a great food truck. There should be some healthy choices at the

10/4/2016 9:18 AM

food bar.
49

food

10/4/2016 8:17 AM

50

Restaurant, handicapped ramp down the sand to the water

10/4/2016 7:50 AM

51

wi-fi connectivity

10/4/2016 7:04 AM

52

Not sure

10/4/2016 6:47 AM

53

Larger selection of gift items

10/4/2016 4:34 AM
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54

Chair and umbrella rentals and a beach shop

10/4/2016 12:45 AM

55

Not sure

10/3/2016 11:47 PM

56

Showers

10/3/2016 11:21 PM

57

Restaurant

10/3/2016 10:50 PM

58

shade areas

10/3/2016 10:14 PM

59

Better concession and band area

10/3/2016 9:37 PM

60

beach bar

10/3/2016 9:05 PM

61

restaurant, outdoor pool, recreation, volleyball, bandshell

10/3/2016 8:42 PM

62

Changing rooms and functioning showers

10/3/2016 8:22 PM

63

Any snack bar to stay open late. More night time activities like concerts, movies, etc.

10/3/2016 8:21 PM

64

Updates needed on all

10/3/2016 8:17 PM

65

Move snack bar so additional seats can be added facing ocean view

10/3/2016 7:05 PM

66

Snack bar

10/3/2016 6:40 PM

67

Restaurant

10/3/2016 6:40 PM

68

better food

10/3/2016 6:22 PM

69

pavillon is in bad shape & facility next door worse

10/3/2016 5:46 PM

70

Children's playground

10/3/2016 5:13 PM

71

A second shower for people coming from the beach

10/3/2016 4:58 PM

72

A more extensive snack bar would be nice. Maybe offering a wider variety on your menu.

10/3/2016 3:53 PM

73

Wireless access and usb ports

10/3/2016 2:57 PM

74

Pool

10/3/2016 2:25 PM

75

A Beach Hut on the ocean!

10/3/2016 12:42 PM

76

The snack bar needs to be overhauled and expanded.

10/2/2016 9:01 PM

77

Bar

10/2/2016 12:31 PM

78

Pizza place and arcade for the younger people.

10/2/2016 12:19 PM

79

Variety of food options. Live music

10/2/2016 12:13 PM

80

a better restaurant

10/2/2016 6:50 AM

81

Restaurant

10/1/2016 11:04 PM

82

No except a snack bar

9/30/2016 8:20 PM

83

Definitely not a bar/ liquor.

9/30/2016 5:09 PM

84

chair and umbrella rentals

9/30/2016 12:25 PM

85

not needed since we have literally miles of open beaches

9/30/2016 10:59 AM

86

Better food, more concession items for rent, boogie boards, surf boards, SUP, bikes, kayaks across the road for bay,
much better outdoor shower, paddle tennis courts, basketball

9/30/2016 9:25 AM

87

a less expensive snack concession

9/30/2016 7:18 AM

88

More blue walkways down to the beach

9/29/2016 9:59 PM

89

No - the more natural the better.

9/29/2016 9:04 PM

90

Changing rooms are needed.

9/29/2016 8:38 PM

91

Bigger snack bar!

9/29/2016 8:13 PM

92

Should be handicapped accessible to get on the beach

9/29/2016 8:12 PM

93

game tables

9/29/2016 8:09 PM
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94

Lovely restaurant

9/29/2016 6:50 PM

95

perhaps a sm room for nursing mothers

9/29/2016 3:26 PM

96

Nice restaurant

9/29/2016 1:58 PM

97

More outdoor showers

9/29/2016 1:53 PM

98

Expanded area for bycicles needed

9/29/2016 1:41 PM

99

better trash disposal areas

9/29/2016 1:21 PM

100

Restrooms open after 5

9/29/2016 1:20 PM

101

Bar / baseball court

9/29/2016 1:16 PM

102

Flower pots

9/29/2016 1:09 PM

103

Bar?

9/29/2016 12:56 PM

104

Alcoholic Beverages should be served

9/29/2016 12:49 PM

105

A restaurant would be nice

9/29/2016 12:45 PM

106

Please we need a drinking fountain! A lot of people exercise at this beach. When the snack bar is closed there is

9/29/2016 12:06 PM

nowhere to get water.
107

Better food, equipment rental, pool

9/29/2016 11:44 AM

108

more showers

9/29/2016 10:17 AM

109

an area to purchase food that offers more than ice cream and fried foods

9/29/2016 9:53 AM

110

It would be cool if on the bay side you could rent paddle boards, kayaks etc

9/29/2016 7:58 AM

111

More healthy lunch and snack options

9/29/2016 7:53 AM

112

for young families, a cleaner family changing area for Moms or Dads at the beach with young kids

9/28/2016 11:45 PM

113

Pool! and equipment rental

9/27/2016 1:55 PM

114

Better food facility

9/27/2016 1:52 PM

115

restaurant/bar

9/27/2016 1:22 PM

116

Outlets to charge electronic devices/Wifi

9/27/2016 12:35 PM

117

alcohol

9/27/2016 12:06 PM

118

Restaurant

9/27/2016 12:03 PM

119

After hours restrooms

9/27/2016 11:58 AM

120

Rent beach chair and umbrellas and have people carry and set up for you

9/27/2016 11:53 AM

121

Longer beach access like blue ramp

9/27/2016 11:50 AM

122

Better/more showers

9/27/2016 11:48 AM

123

Like Coopers Beach

9/27/2016 11:42 AM

124

Like Coopers Beach

9/27/2016 11:36 AM

125

sand mats needed

9/27/2016 11:25 AM

126

mimic coopers beach design

9/27/2016 11:17 AM

127

nice to have beach bar and a band

9/27/2016 11:02 AM

128

shower

9/27/2016 10:35 AM

129

pool

9/27/2016 10:26 AM

130

pool

9/27/2016 10:24 AM

131

Changin Rooms

9/27/2016 10:21 AM

132

Rent umbrellas & beach chairs

9/27/2016 9:41 AM

133

improved concessions

9/26/2016 3:56 PM
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134

Maybe spot for a band

9/23/2016 4:48 PM

135

Indoor eatert serving breakfast and lunch

9/22/2016 2:41 PM

136

surfboard rental

9/22/2016 2:28 PM

137

BAR

9/22/2016 2:05 PM

138

Pick up and drop off area

9/22/2016 1:54 PM

139

Restaurants and music

9/22/2016 1:18 PM

140

Beach should be open later

9/22/2016 1:15 PM

141

Beach bar

9/22/2016 1:13 PM

142

Coffee Shop

9/22/2016 1:09 PM

143

Bookstore

9/22/2016 12:56 PM

144

Better closed showers

9/22/2016 12:43 PM

145

Indoor Showers

9/22/2016 12:32 PM

146

Lending library

9/22/2016 12:14 PM

147

FOOD

9/22/2016 11:11 AM

148

Nicer showers

9/22/2016 11:05 AM

149

longer board walks down to the water.

9/21/2016 1:32 PM

150

Bar

9/21/2016 9:24 AM

151

First Aid Station

9/21/2016 5:33 AM

152

Just needs to be modernized.

9/20/2016 3:49 PM

153

area for of age people to drink... out door patio

9/20/2016 2:33 PM

154

Playground for kids - close but not too close to seating to be disturbing

9/20/2016 2:04 PM

155

music like beach hut - rent kayaks

9/20/2016 1:58 PM

156

More showers

9/20/2016 1:48 PM

157

wheel chair accessible walkway to the lower beach would be nice

9/20/2016 1:42 PM

158

Phone charging stations

9/20/2016 1:42 PM

159

?

9/20/2016 1:28 PM

160

Surf Shop

9/20/2016 1:20 PM

161

Restrooms accessible after hours (or at least until dark)..

9/20/2016 1:20 PM

162

Healthy food/juice bar

9/20/2016 1:16 PM

163

Nice shower facilities with warm, clean water would be great. Perhaps you could do a "club" where you would pay a
membership (rates for Town of Southampton people would be less than for those from out-of-town) and have nice
facilities that are then maintained by the membership fees, etc.

9/20/2016 1:14 PM

164

Adequate showers and bathroom

9/20/2016 1:01 PM

165

Lifeguard equipment and room and office. Please consult lifeguards for this

9/20/2016 12:53 PM

166

EMPLOYEE LOCKER ROOMS, SHOWERS, AND GENDER BATHROOMS

9/20/2016 12:46 PM

167

Rentals - surfboards/boogie boards

9/20/2016 12:46 PM

168

consult Lifeguards

9/20/2016 12:27 PM

169

Lifeguard office and equipment rooms.

9/20/2016 12:24 PM

170

Band?

9/20/2016 12:15 PM

171

The blue rampt to the beach is great. It would be nice if all routes had one

9/20/2016 12:14 PM

172

not sure

9/20/2016 12:05 PM
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173

indoor showers/changing room

9/20/2016 11:46 AM

174

Indoor showers

9/20/2016 11:22 AM

175

Better food/snack/updated bathroom

9/20/2016 11:11 AM

176

Umbrellas/surfboard/boogyboard rentals

9/20/2016 11:00 AM

177

Restaraunt/Evening/Sunset

9/20/2016 10:59 AM

178

Need showers and changing room separate from bathroom

9/20/2016 10:53 AM

179

Outdoor dining/restaurant live music

9/20/2016 12:31 AM

180

Bar

9/20/2016 12:02 AM

181

Lifeguard room, indoor showers

9/19/2016 11:33 PM

182

It's a beach. Not a club.

9/19/2016 10:00 PM

183

Better recycling bins

9/19/2016 9:56 PM

184

Snack

9/19/2016 8:04 PM

185

More deck space

9/19/2016 3:51 PM

186

Sausage and Pepper truck

9/19/2016 3:16 PM

187

Restaurant

9/19/2016 3:04 PM

188

Affordable rental business: boogie boards, beach game toys

9/19/2016 2:06 PM

189

Good, hip food

9/19/2016 1:59 PM

190

Rec room...

9/19/2016 1:03 PM

191

Better grade food options

9/19/2016 10:52 AM

192

Boardwalk

9/19/2016 9:47 AM

193

Just needs to be redone with changing stalls and showers added to the bathrooms

9/19/2016 9:27 AM

194

perfectly serviceable as is

9/19/2016 9:05 AM

195

the facility is in disrepair and needs to be updated

9/19/2016 8:21 AM

196

You have close to a mile plus stretch between Tiana to the old Neptunes. There could be shops, town facilities,
catering hall and a huge amount of parking where one would assume the town makes a great deal amount of money. I
am certain that the town could get private funds from businesses that would live to be a part of that area.

9/19/2016 8:12 AM

197

Chair and umbrella rentals

9/19/2016 12:10 AM

198

beach chair and umbrella rentals- nicer food service with healthy options

9/18/2016 10:57 PM

199

Surf shop

9/18/2016 8:53 PM

200

Indoor showers. More outdoor showers

9/18/2016 8:51 PM

201

Lockers......

9/18/2016 6:08 PM

202

room for music/dancing

9/18/2016 5:12 PM

203

More bathrooms

9/18/2016 4:52 PM

204

Better eating choices. Look how well the beach huts do.

9/18/2016 3:52 PM

205

Yes seating separate from dining for seniors, handicap or just want to sit for a while n enjoy view.

9/18/2016 3:27 PM

206

a restaurant.

9/18/2016 2:36 PM

207

A clean bathroom off season.

9/18/2016 2:30 PM

208

you are only inviting outsiders by adding amenities keep it the way it is only cleaner

9/18/2016 2:18 PM

209

Gift shop or small general store to buy things that were forgotten

9/18/2016 12:58 PM

210

Not a facility but security or an officer.- A desent reataurant on the water with a dress code.

9/18/2016 10:57 AM

211

Just update fix and renew the facility that exists.

9/18/2016 10:56 AM
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212

Wheelchair accessible boardwalk and pier

9/18/2016 9:52 AM

213

Beach equipment rentals i.e. Chairs, umbrellas, boogie boards, paddle boards, etc..

9/18/2016 9:42 AM

214

restaurant with healthy foodp

9/18/2016 8:10 AM

215

upgrade bathrooms....water fountains

9/18/2016 8:02 AM

216

Healthier selections at snack bar

9/18/2016 7:37 AM

217

Snack bar

9/17/2016 11:38 PM

218

cafe with espresso

9/17/2016 11:10 PM

219

Beach hut

9/17/2016 10:50 PM

220

A playground

9/17/2016 10:46 PM

221

Some activities and better staff

9/17/2016 9:29 PM

222

boardwalk n handicap mats to tide line

9/17/2016 9:27 PM

223

Locker storage

9/17/2016 9:23 PM

224

playground for small children

9/17/2016 9:01 PM

225

We need a better snack bar and another feet washing station

9/17/2016 7:48 PM

226

No, I feel just updating the existing facilities and giving the pavilion a facelift would be sufficient.

9/17/2016 7:16 PM

227

Lounge chair rental, beach food/drink service.

9/17/2016 7:12 PM

228

Snack bar, beach access for those who are not as mobile

9/17/2016 7:10 PM

229

Charging stations

9/17/2016 6:12 PM

230

Beach equipment rental

9/17/2016 5:18 PM

231

It would be great to have a space for dancing that is not the parking lot. The space by Tiana Beach used for classes is
very cool. It would be great to have an option for hosting events dance floor and kitchenette or new restaurant.

9/17/2016 5:12 PM

232

free wi-fi

9/17/2016 4:46 PM

233

More BLUE MATS on the other path

9/17/2016 4:34 PM

234

More of that blue carpeting, leading right down near the water and at all entrances to the sand.

9/17/2016 4:24 PM

235

More of that blue carpeting, leading right down near the water and at all entrances to the sand.

9/17/2016 4:23 PM

236

Board rentals (paddle/surfboard/boogie/raft)

9/17/2016 4:10 PM

237

Better snack bar and seating

9/17/2016 4:00 PM

238

Place to buy sun guard, hats etc

9/17/2016 3:14 PM

239

More outdoor hoses shaded seating

9/17/2016 2:36 PM

240

Individual kiosks might be nice serving healthier choices.

9/17/2016 2:36 PM

241

Board walk through the sand towards the water.

9/17/2016 2:32 PM

242

More shaded table and chair areas

9/17/2016 1:56 PM

243

Ramps or some way for disabled together closer to water

9/17/2016 1:53 PM

244

Small shops.

9/17/2016 1:31 PM

245

More toilets and showers...hopefully kept clean!

9/17/2016 1:22 PM

246

Provide a Second Blue Ramp from East Side of lot for easy access over the dunes, also repairs should be made to

9/17/2016 12:51 PM

guard rails using a design that prevents warping. Refuse containers should be larger and emptied more often. An area
should be developed on the east side of the lot where the concert trailor could be placed facing the beach so people
could view the concert from beach chairs instead of sitting in the parking lot. See Cooper Beach in southampton for
an example. Any restaurant should use the Tiana Beach builings already owned by the Town (Neptune or Summers)
247

More modern snack area better food

9/17/2016 12:36 PM

248

More food choice

9/17/2016 12:22 PM
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249

Indoor and outdoor showers

9/17/2016 12:00 PM

250

Better concessions. Since Slo Jack's lost their contract, the food has been less than desireable.

9/17/2016 11:47 AM

251

Hot showers

9/17/2016 11:41 AM

252

Bocce ball court, outdoor gym equipment, handball court

9/17/2016 11:32 AM

253

Resturant bar

9/17/2016 11:16 AM

254

Good snack bar and possibly a bar!

9/17/2016 11:08 AM

255

Changing tables and family restrooms

9/17/2016 11:03 AM

256

I think there are enough,inclduing a decent food service also

9/17/2016 10:31 AM

257

Improve lifeguard storage facilities

9/17/2016 10:31 AM

258

Better and more changing rooms and bathrooms

9/15/2016 12:58 PM

259

Indoor Showers

9/15/2016 12:50 PM

260

sports court

9/15/2016 12:42 PM

261

Area for bands to play at night

9/15/2016 12:35 PM

262

moer food options- restaurant

9/15/2016 12:24 PM

263

bar

9/15/2016 12:21 PM

264

Playground

9/15/2016 11:58 AM

265

Showers and locker rooms

9/15/2016 11:18 AM

266

Showers and changing rooms

9/15/2016 11:08 AM

267

Beach hut type of rest.

9/15/2016 10:36 AM

268

One tennis court

9/15/2016 10:19 AM

269

I have to think on that

9/15/2016 7:32 AM
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Q14 If outdoor seating is provided it should
include (check all that apply);
Answered: 1,222

Skipped: 119

Snack bar menu
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Table service
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Responses

Snack bar menu only

64.98%

794

Table service

18.49%

226

A variety of menu items

54.34%

664

Total Respondents: 1,222

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

We need a water view restaurant

10/11/2016 10:53 AM

2

Palapas- see my comment above

10/11/2016 10:23 AM

3

This is former Councilwoman Carolyn Zenk. I visit this facility about three times a week all year long. I am extremely
familiar with it. It provides an incredible natural setting to be enjoyed. It offers panoramic views of the coastline, bays,
and Ponquogue Bridge. It's modest size and modest structure provide for an incredible natural experience, which
includes a sense of solitude. The only elements for improvement would include: 1) The blue plastic picnic tables should
be replaced with something that looks more natural and which artistically blends with the building, 2) The glossy blue
plastic mat rolling down to the sea should likewise be replaced with something that blends in much better, 3) The food
at the snack bar should be vastly upgraded. There are incredible, health food options these days that the Town of
which the Town can take advantage. 4) The garbage needs to be emptied at this facility more; it is sometimes
overflowing. 5) It is advisable to provide garbage containers, which do not burn. My Subaru car was lost at this facility
because someone threw hot charcoal in the plastic trash bin and it caught my engine block on fire. It also caught the
cars next to it on fire. PLEASE DO NOT RUIN THE SERENITY CURRENTLY PROVIDED BY THIS BEACH
FACILITY.

10/7/2016 3:21 PM

4

Nothing. Order on your own

10/7/2016 10:27 AM

5

The present menu is adequate, it could use some additional choices. I don't think dinner entrees are called for.

10/7/2016 9:34 AM

6

there are restaurants in Town and on Dune Rd.

10/7/2016 9:21 AM

7

Please let's not make this family friendly pavalion formal. It is a great plus that those who want to bring there own food
can, esp for those with special needs.

10/7/2016 8:35 AM

8

Healthier choices, some vegetarian

10/6/2016 10:12 PM

9

I think things should be kept simple. Decent snack bar and a place to eat.

10/6/2016 7:42 PM
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10

Again, I enjoy the snack bar that is already there. Anything too big would make the area more crowded. I really think
things are perfect the way they are, maybe just some updates.

10/6/2016 5:01 PM

11

Option to self ordering, too.

10/6/2016 4:57 PM

12

something like the beach huts, with extended food options and live music after typical beach hours

10/6/2016 1:42 PM

13

No additional seating or restaurant-type services.

10/6/2016 1:01 PM

14

Its too complicated. People should bring their own refreshments unless you see this profit making

10/6/2016 10:50 AM

15

As stated before I bleive you need to keep beaches very simple.

10/5/2016 3:47 PM

16

I think we need to focus on maintaining the existing facility. once the existing facility is functional, the town can
consider adding services, etc.

10/5/2016 10:56 AM

17

But with healthier options

10/5/2016 8:26 AM

18

Go to snack bar, order, take it to your table, eat, and go back down to the beach. Again, not a beach club.

10/4/2016 10:37 PM

19

Out door seating is not necessary

10/4/2016 9:41 PM

20

Please keep the beach "real" and not cater to those looking for the stereotypical "Hamptons vibe"

10/4/2016 8:37 PM

21

don't need new services, need current services to work better and for more people

10/4/2016 6:45 PM

22

It should be available to snack bar patrons and folks with their own pick nick items.

10/4/2016 4:55 PM

23

Shouldn't be limited to people who pay to eat; people want to bring their own food or just sit and talk.

10/4/2016 4:45 PM

24

none enough restaurants in area

10/4/2016 3:45 PM

25

it all depends on the type of food being served, the way it is is not necesseary.

10/4/2016 2:29 PM

26

Simple menu items such as salads and sandwiches made from organic, fresh fruits and vegetables, whole wheat
breads etc...

10/4/2016 11:21 AM

27

No

10/4/2016 11:08 AM

28

None of the above. There should be seating if people want to purchase from the snack bar or picnic.

10/4/2016 10:03 AM

29

be cleaned more often

10/4/2016 9:50 AM

30

Salads,wraps, healthy snacks- similar to high end food trucks at Sagg Main or at Easthampton beaches.

10/4/2016 9:18 AM

31

More variety and better quality though

10/3/2016 8:17 PM

32

Questions are hard to answer without an idea of cost of redoing and the end effect on price for a local to go to the
beach

10/3/2016 5:46 PM

33

no food service

10/3/2016 5:24 PM

34

like the food and drinks served at Meschutt Beach.

10/3/2016 5:17 PM

35

Vending machines

10/3/2016 5:13 PM

36

The food concession should be of excellent quality, offering excellent coffee and pastry choices. The food options
should emphasize healthy choices, such as egg rolls in the morning, chicken wraps, lobster/crab/fish rolls using local
fish. Far less unhealthy heavily fried high calorie junk foods. Perhaps the concession can be used as part of a local
government training program, in partnership with local restaurants, to provide young adults with transferrable jobs
skills in cooking and food management, tied in to the local fish producers.

10/3/2016 3:21 PM

37

I bring my own food for the outdoor seating. It's the only location at the beach I can take my grandma to see the water
(she can't walk on the sand anymore) and would hate to be told we could only sit there if we buy something.

10/3/2016 2:38 PM

38

Keep it simple

10/3/2016 10:15 AM

39

I like a burger, fries and coke as much as any American, but make for healthy eating choices, too, for a change.

10/2/2016 10:41 PM

40

More truly healthy snack options: veggies; fruit; salads in a variety

10/2/2016 10:37 AM

41

Healthier menu items

9/30/2016 10:22 PM

42

I don't want a restaurant

9/30/2016 8:20 PM

43

I do not often go to the existing pavilion to eat. I pack my own lunch or dinner.

9/30/2016 7:07 PM

44

Food trucks with a variety of offered cuisines.

9/30/2016 10:58 AM
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45

outdoor seating is already provided.

9/30/2016 8:11 AM

46

less expensive prices

9/30/2016 7:18 AM

47

Don't wish the beach facilities to take away from neighboring establishments that serve food/drink.

9/29/2016 11:05 PM

48

Again, keep it simple.

9/29/2016 9:10 PM

49

Let's remember we are at the beach; snack bar items are sufficient. Too much emphasis on FOOD is not healthy nor
appropriate!!

9/29/2016 9:04 PM

50

I do not se the need for more than a snack bar at the beach. The potential for storm damage and increased costs for
upkeep and repairs are expenses that we don't need.

9/29/2016 8:38 PM

51

beer and wine

9/29/2016 8:09 PM

52

Snack bar is fine - don't need more.

9/29/2016 7:45 PM

53

I think the three options would be lovely provided there was enough room for it.

9/29/2016 7:42 PM

54

I would like to see something like the County Beach Huts

9/29/2016 7:17 PM

55

BUT NO ALCOHOL

9/29/2016 3:30 PM

56

No table service, go to the snack bar and purchase items

9/29/2016 10:15 AM

57

I don't think table service is needed, alot of people bring there own food to the beach I may just want to sit at a table
instead of the sand. There are other restaraunts in the area that people can go to if they want sit down table service

9/29/2016 9:53 AM

58

Definetly not table service.

9/29/2016 7:58 AM

59

It's fine as is.

9/29/2016 7:31 AM

60

Expand food options

9/28/2016 9:07 PM

61

should include some local seafood, fried clams, muscles, flounder, in addition to hot dogs and burgers. Keep prices

9/27/2016 4:47 PM

reasonable and use a local vendor.
62

the current 'snack bar' has a variety of menu items, don't need any more

9/27/2016 5:15 AM

63

Perhaps a sit down restaurant could operate in the evenings when the beach is not as active, and a snack bar during
the day. That would help balance the use of the site

9/23/2016 4:48 PM

64

No seating

9/23/2016 5:54 AM

65

bar

9/22/2016 2:35 PM

66

Healthy food and drinks

9/22/2016 2:05 PM

67

Bar

9/22/2016 1:13 PM

68

Burgers, pizza, salads, veggie burgers

9/21/2016 10:03 PM

69

coffee

9/21/2016 5:31 PM

70

I believe with or without table service people would be satisfied, however if decide to keep snack bar and add a

9/21/2016 6:04 AM

restaurant could do table service to hit all consumers.
71

definitely a cleaning crew

9/20/2016 6:02 PM

72

None

9/20/2016 4:44 PM

73

options for individuals with allergies

9/20/2016 3:57 PM

74

Table service is Sooooooo East Hampton. No way. We are way cooler than that.

9/20/2016 3:49 PM

75

Order at counter & food/drink is brought out.

9/20/2016 2:04 PM

76

Healthy food options

9/20/2016 1:58 PM

77

healthy options for children and diet restrictions please

9/20/2016 1:42 PM

78

We have LOVED and enjoyed the breakfasts served at Ponquogue. Perhaps having the snack bar open later for early
dinners would be great as sunset is the best time of day at the beach!

9/20/2016 1:14 PM

79

finger easy to handle foods.

9/20/2016 11:35 AM

80

Simple foods burgers dogs etc

9/19/2016 10:56 PM
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81

Inexpensive decent items only. Not all kinds of sugary crap. Simple.

9/19/2016 10:00 PM

82

Burgers ice cream etc

9/19/2016 8:04 PM

83

The facility should remain "concession stand" only, where people order at a stand and take their food to their table.
Maybe add a service where folks order at the stand, and someone delivers to their table based on a display number
provided to the customer. The menu of options that could be ordered can and should be upgarded, along with the
quality and presentation. But no need for table service nor indoor seating!

9/19/2016 6:19 PM

84

Beach Cafe @ Cuspogue does a good job

9/19/2016 4:33 PM

85

Only to deliver food like the beach huts

9/19/2016 3:51 PM

86

The last thing I want at the beach is a hot lunch...prefer sandwiches from home and snack foods

9/19/2016 1:22 PM

87

Cupsogue food, Meschutt beach food are two potential styles to upgrade to.

9/19/2016 1:17 PM

88

Wouldn't mind some healthier options. I don't think the fry oil was changed all summer...gross!

9/19/2016 9:27 AM

89

Adequate as is...we don't need a restaurant at the beach!

9/19/2016 9:05 AM

90

Healthier food items

9/19/2016 9:03 AM

91

It's a pavilion!

9/19/2016 8:45 AM

92

Let's get businesses involved there. There is a huge opportunity for increase in businesses and get money flowing
back into the tax roll which is desperately needed.

9/19/2016 8:12 AM

93

Just update what is there

9/19/2016 7:20 AM

94

Healthy food choices

9/18/2016 10:57 PM

95

People like to bring their own food to the beach and picnic. If it becomes a restaurant facility, tables won't be readily
available to picnickers or handicapped people who can't get down to the water..

9/18/2016 4:00 PM

96

This is a beach. Table service is completely unnecessary.

9/18/2016 3:23 PM

97

keep it casual

9/18/2016 2:43 PM

98

Food Truck

9/18/2016 2:30 PM

99

no opinion

9/18/2016 2:18 PM

100

Restaurant or picnic space

9/18/2016 1:10 PM

101

Healthy choices of salads, dont limit to one vendor, smoothies, etc

9/18/2016 12:58 PM

102

It's a beautiful location, why not make it nice?

9/18/2016 10:57 AM

103

Keep it simple

9/18/2016 10:31 AM

104

healthy seafood

9/18/2016 8:10 AM

105

Keep it simple...healthier selections

9/18/2016 7:37 AM

106

Gh

9/17/2016 10:45 PM

107

Needs better food

9/17/2016 9:29 PM

108

healthier choices

9/17/2016 9:01 PM

109

A few more picnic tables for outdoor family picnics

9/17/2016 5:41 PM

110

Seating already exists - wooden benches/picnic tables. Just a few more picnic tables are all that is necessary.

9/17/2016 5:13 PM

111

Drinks would be great like they have at Meschutt

9/17/2016 5:12 PM

112

food truck with lunch food (tacos, sandwiches , ice cream)

9/17/2016 4:11 PM

113

Please do not take a beautiful beach and make it a restaurant location,absolutely no alcohol!

9/17/2016 4:00 PM

114

outdoor seating is already provided.

9/17/2016 3:04 PM

115

None

9/17/2016 2:07 PM

116

Current food service set-up is fine.

9/17/2016 1:56 PM

117

None

9/17/2016 1:52 PM
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118

We like it as is.

9/17/2016 12:52 PM

119

The menu should include a complete breakfast menu (Bacon and Eggs, Waffles, Pancakes, cerial, coffee etc as well a
lunch items.

9/17/2016 12:51 PM

120

We dont need table service, a nice snack bar is great, its the beach.

9/17/2016 12:39 PM

121

There is already a snack bar

9/17/2016 12:35 PM

122

lunch items - hot dogs, burgers, fries, hot pretzel, ice cream (good humor type stuff, nothing crazy), drinks (non
alcholic) and candy. Kind of like when we were kids and you were given a few dollars to run up and grab a treat. It was
nothing fancy, everyone was happy.

9/17/2016 12:09 PM

123

A fast service Walk up snack with limited menu is fine.

9/17/2016 12:05 PM

124

We don't need table service at the beach. Pack a lunch, pick up a hot dog and some fries. We don't need this kind of

9/17/2016 11:47 AM

volume and inconvenience at our beach. It's a beach stand. Not a restaurant. You want a restaurant go 1/2 a mile
down the road and there's 3 to choose from. Let's keep this a beach.
125

Nothing to say

9/17/2016 11:32 AM

126

Beer wine

9/17/2016 11:16 AM

127

Like beach hut at meschutt beach -- order and pay then brought to table

9/17/2016 11:04 AM

128

There are 3 restaurants less then a mile to the east on dune road. There are 2 more restaurants less than a mile North
. They all pay taxes, we don't need a restaurant at Ponquogue Beach. Meschuttes County Beach has a restaurant and
bar-people can go there if they want that atmosphere. They had to install all new cesspools there last winter to take
care of ll the extra sewage and it still smells there.

9/17/2016 10:58 AM

129

Above not necessary

9/17/2016 10:31 AM

130

Healthy but simple choices

9/16/2016 1:00 PM

131

Like Meschutt Beach

9/16/2016 12:09 PM

132

Healthy options and breakfast would be nice.

9/15/2016 12:04 PM

133

Non of the above.

9/14/2016 5:47 PM
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Q15 If indoor seating is provided should it
be (check all that apply);
Answered: 1,126

Skipped: 215

Open in the
evenings as...

Seasonal

Year-round

Full service

Availablefor
Catering

Air conditioned

Other (please
specify)
0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Answer Choices

70%

80%

90%

100%

Responses

Open in the evenings as well as daytime

52.66%

593

Seasonal

50.53%

569

Year-round

27.18%

306

Full service

23.89%

269

Availablefor Catering

23.36%

263

Air conditioned

35.17%

396

Other (please specify)

17.41%

196

Total Respondents: 1,126

#

Other (please specify)

Date

1

No indoor seating

10/17/2016 3:20 PM

2

should not have

10/11/2016 11:12 AM

3

no indoor seating

10/11/2016 11:04 AM

4

Not crazy about the indoor seating - build restaurants in other existing commercial zones

10/11/2016 10:49 AM

5

please no!

10/11/2016 10:36 AM

6

If open in the evenings, lighting should maintain dark skies - including lighting from windows. If it has skylights dark
light proff shades must be used at night.

10/11/2016 10:23 AM

7

Snack Bar open year round

10/11/2016 10:11 AM
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8

DO NOT RUIN THE SENSE OF PEACE AT THIS FACILITY BY EXPANDING IT. Providing evening service would
ruin the sense of peace at this spot, which is cherished.

10/7/2016 3:21 PM

9

none of the above

10/7/2016 9:44 AM

10

Totally a waste of time and money. the current restaurants often close after the summer season.

10/7/2016 9:21 AM

11

for handicap only

10/7/2016 8:35 AM

12

Na

10/7/2016 7:56 AM

13

Let's not turn our natural setting into another "restaurant" establishment

10/7/2016 7:51 AM

14

N/c

10/7/2016 7:03 AM

15

None of the above

10/7/2016 7:00 AM

16

Indoor seating sounds very expensive to create and I don't see the advantage in a beach setting. It also sounds like a
continuous wet, sandy floor waiting for someone to fall on. (Sorry, I have children. Mothers think about these things.)

10/7/2016 6:26 AM

17

Family friendly

10/6/2016 10:12 PM

18

Good heath food, not fried

10/6/2016 9:48 PM

19

Indoor seating is unneccesary and does not make sense for this space

10/6/2016 9:11 PM

20

not necessary.

10/6/2016 7:42 PM

21

No restaurant

10/6/2016 7:14 PM

22

menu should offer upscale food including seafood. Entertainment should be present during the Summer days and
evenings, especially on the weekends.

10/6/2016 4:57 PM

23

Extended seasonal. April - November

10/6/2016 4:56 PM

24

Not needed

10/6/2016 3:14 PM

25

NOt applicable.

10/6/2016 1:01 PM

26

Late Spring,Summer and Fall

10/6/2016 12:13 PM

27

Please NO indoor seating.

10/5/2016 3:47 PM

28

NO INDOOR RESTAURANT!

10/5/2016 2:40 PM

29

catering would bring added income, ideal event location

10/5/2016 12:10 PM

30

let rehabilitate what we have first before looking to reinvent the wheel

10/5/2016 10:56 AM

31

Maximie income potential

10/5/2016 10:08 AM

32

Spring, Summer, Fall

10/5/2016 8:40 AM

33

Not necessary

10/5/2016 8:26 AM

34

no indoor seating. this idea is over the top

10/4/2016 10:37 PM

35

Indoor seating is not necessary

10/4/2016 9:41 PM

36

NO!!

10/4/2016 8:37 PM

37

Music

10/4/2016 7:03 PM

38

No indoor seating! No need to consume more beach dune for indoor seating. The town should not invest in an
industry that will degrade our barrier beach further or one that would compete with existing businesses. The town
should not create increased stress on already competitive parking situation.

10/4/2016 4:55 PM

39

no food

10/4/2016 3:45 PM

40

Current snack bar

10/4/2016 2:55 PM

41

music and menu items especially on weekends. Similar to Mischutt

10/4/2016 2:54 PM

42

only if the snackbar serves coffee & danish

10/4/2016 2:29 PM

43

current seating is fine

10/4/2016 2:18 PM

44

No indoor seating! Keep it a summer pavilion.. Let people go to the inlet if they want table service

10/4/2016 12:35 PM
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45

NO!

10/4/2016 11:08 AM

46

NO

10/4/2016 11:01 AM

47

Should not provide

10/4/2016 10:55 AM

48

Should not have

10/4/2016 10:54 AM

49

No restaurant

10/4/2016 10:21 AM

50

No indoor service

10/4/2016 8:26 AM

51

The consessionare should be free to extend his hours and season dependent on profitability.

10/3/2016 8:53 PM

52

just like other county beaches

10/3/2016 6:22 PM

53

It's not necessary

10/3/2016 6:14 PM

54

How large are you comtemplating the pavilion?

10/3/2016 5:46 PM

55

Please DO NOT add indoor seating - This is a BEACH!

10/3/2016 5:25 PM

56

Fully open to the views of the beach. Large folding glass doors

10/3/2016 5:13 PM

57

none of the above

10/3/2016 4:39 PM

58

keep it simple

10/3/2016 4:14 PM

59

Indoor seating that provides shade only but is otherwise open to sea breezes instead of air-conditioning.

10/3/2016 3:21 PM

60

It sounds like the term "indoor seating" is being used to describe food service, not actual indoor seating (like a waiting
room). IF that is the case, this survey has a significant flaw that will impact people's understanding of what they are
being asked as well as how they respond.

10/3/2016 2:38 PM

61

check out cupsogue

10/3/2016 2:37 PM

62

Indoor seating not required

10/3/2016 2:27 PM

63

unnecessary

10/3/2016 10:15 AM

64

clean the trash at pavillion

10/3/2016 6:45 AM

65

STOP. It is what it is. Does not need to become an airconditioned full service restaurant. Leave it be the simple place
that it is. Should not compete with private restaurants.

10/2/2016 10:41 PM

66

Not necessary

10/2/2016 9:01 PM

67

Keep what we have.

10/2/2016 7:34 PM

68

Not necessary

10/2/2016 10:37 AM

69

No indoor seating

10/1/2016 8:58 AM

70

No indoor seating

9/30/2016 10:22 PM

71

I just want a snack bar without seating

9/30/2016 8:20 PM

72

long season

9/30/2016 5:56 PM

73

None

9/30/2016 4:39 PM

74

This facility should not be changed

9/30/2016 12:29 PM

75

i dont think we need

9/30/2016 11:33 AM

76

I object to all of the above

9/30/2016 11:10 AM

77

W

9/30/2016 9:28 AM

78

im opposed to indoor seating

9/30/2016 8:18 AM

79

no indoor seating necessary

9/30/2016 8:11 AM

80

None

9/29/2016 10:30 PM

81

No indoor seating needed. We don't want a restaurant!!

9/29/2016 9:59 PM

82

should not compete with established restaurants on the beach.

9/29/2016 9:59 PM

83

None

9/29/2016 9:10 PM
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84

NO INDOOR SEATING!!!

9/29/2016 9:04 PM

85

The beach is not used by large numbers of people out of season.

9/29/2016 8:38 PM

86

No indoor seating

9/29/2016 8:22 PM

87

NO AIR CONDITIONING PLEASE!!

9/29/2016 8:09 PM

88

no

9/29/2016 7:45 PM

89

I would enjoy going there in the early evening for a light meal,or snack

9/29/2016 7:42 PM

90

Seasonal dining, with alcoholic beverages after mid day hours and enjoying sunsets make sense. Beach should close
by 11 pm

9/29/2016 7:21 PM

91

Maybe open 9 to 10 months a year

9/29/2016 6:50 PM

92

I'm against indoor seating

9/29/2016 4:44 PM

93

don't see the need for indoor seating

9/29/2016 3:26 PM

94

no!

9/29/2016 1:05 PM

95

Indoor seating is really not necessary

9/29/2016 10:15 AM

96

Don't want indoor seating

9/29/2016 8:24 AM

97

Nothing. It's fine as is.

9/29/2016 7:31 AM

98

none

9/29/2016 6:14 AM

99

None of above necessary

9/28/2016 10:33 PM

100

No indoor seating

9/28/2016 7:17 PM

101

no indoor seating

9/27/2016 12:51 PM

102

Should be available April through October until 9P or so. Catering available at Tiana-no need for two.

9/27/2016 12:35 PM

103

none

9/27/2016 11:42 AM

104

none

9/27/2016 11:25 AM

105

no not environmentally friendly. Restaurants are down the block

9/27/2016 10:46 AM

106

no indoor seating

9/27/2016 5:15 AM

107

No indoor seating

9/26/2016 4:47 PM

108

none of the above

9/25/2016 11:06 PM

109

No indoor seating

9/25/2016 10:54 AM

110

No seating

9/23/2016 5:54 AM

111

not needed

9/22/2016 2:47 PM

112

not needed

9/22/2016 2:27 PM

113

Dont want

9/22/2016 2:24 PM

114

wifi

9/22/2016 1:47 PM

115

no restaurant

9/22/2016 1:34 PM

116

no

9/22/2016 12:27 PM

117

none

9/22/2016 12:06 PM

118

No indoor seating - it's the beach

9/22/2016 11:20 AM

119

NOOOO!

9/22/2016 11:05 AM

120

handicap accessible, security

9/20/2016 6:02 PM

121

None

9/20/2016 4:44 PM

122

NO

9/20/2016 1:28 PM

123

none

9/20/2016 1:06 PM
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124

You do not need indoor anything at a beach

9/20/2016 12:58 PM

125

NO

9/20/2016 11:57 AM

126

i don't know

9/20/2016 11:35 AM

127

None of the above. Catering is a horrible idea. I am concerned the beach will be closed if there is catering. The beach
needs to remain open to the public

9/20/2016 10:53 AM

128

Not necessary

9/20/2016 7:07 AM

129

Do this at Cooper's Beach. We have three restaurant a mile away

9/19/2016 10:12 PM

130

Non of the above. It's not a club.

9/19/2016 10:00 PM

131

Sesperate restrooms

9/19/2016 5:43 PM

132

No indoor seating

9/19/2016 5:29 PM

133

Yea

9/19/2016 4:04 PM

134

NO INDOOR SEATING!!!

9/19/2016 1:22 PM

135

Indoors is ridiculous. Go to one of the three restaurants down the street

9/19/2016 9:27 AM

136

DON'T NEED IT!

9/19/2016 9:05 AM

137

Stop pushing for a restaurant

9/19/2016 8:45 AM

138

Would be a great spot for parties

9/19/2016 8:22 AM

139

I think I have already stated my point on this.

9/19/2016 8:12 AM

140

Should be order and sit and wait for your food to be brought to you

9/18/2016 6:43 PM

141

Do not want indoor facility

9/18/2016 5:56 PM

142

Should not be available.

9/18/2016 4:00 PM

143

Need more info

9/18/2016 3:27 PM

144

We need to protect the dunes. What makes this beach amazing is its natural beauty. It should be left as close to

9/18/2016 3:23 PM

natural as possible.
145

There should be NO indoor seating. It is not worth the destruction of the dunes.

9/18/2016 3:14 PM

146

I don't think there should be any

9/18/2016 2:43 PM

147

extended season

9/18/2016 2:36 PM

148

There should not be indoor seating.

9/18/2016 2:34 PM

149

sound like you wish to plan a restaurant on the beach? might work but attract outsider there are no places for the
young to gather thank god

9/18/2016 2:18 PM

150

Just something covered, no restaurant

9/18/2016 2:02 PM

151

Indoor should open after 4 during beach season and perhapsfor lunch off-season.

9/18/2016 10:57 AM

152

Screened in area

9/18/2016 9:27 AM

153

Waste of money and insurance issues and premiums. Will cost big money plus salaries and staff to maintain it.

9/18/2016 8:57 AM

154

Would prefer no indoor service

9/18/2016 7:37 AM

155

None! We don't need another Jones Beach

9/18/2016 7:08 AM

156

Fg

9/17/2016 10:45 PM

157

No alcohol!

9/17/2016 9:29 PM

158

Definitely. It need to be cleaner and the food need to be good

9/17/2016 8:16 PM

159

No restaurant

9/17/2016 5:42 PM

160

Indoor seating is not needed

9/17/2016 5:41 PM

161

Do NOT provide indoor seating!

9/17/2016 5:13 PM
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162

Not totally sure if AC is needed. Maybe windows that open/ceiling fans would be sufficient if not too much glass is
used. We don't want a terrarium effect.

9/17/2016 5:12 PM

163

none

9/17/2016 4:46 PM

164

It's the beach you should be outdoors

9/17/2016 4:25 PM

165

not necessary at a public beach

9/17/2016 4:11 PM

166

We don't need another restaurant

167

no indoor seating necessary

9/17/2016 3:04 PM

168

should not have indoor seating

9/17/2016 2:32 PM

169

None

9/17/2016 2:07 PM

170

No restaurant

9/17/2016 1:56 PM

171

No indoor seating keep it as it is.

9/17/2016 1:56 PM

172

Casual upgraded snack bar needed

9/17/2016 1:22 PM

173

If you ARE going to put in a restaurant, it should be year-round and offer alcohol in the evenings only.

9/17/2016 12:52 PM

174

If a full service restaurant is provided it should be located at Tiana Beach and take advantage of the space where the
Neptune and Summers clubs were located. This assumes the Dune Road is raised to allow use during high tide.

9/17/2016 12:51 PM

??

9/17/2016 4:05 PM

Alcohol should be available at Tiana Beach
175

not needed

9/17/2016 12:39 PM

176

Restraunt

9/17/2016 12:36 PM

177

No restaurant or catering hall

9/17/2016 12:35 PM

178

none of the above. this is a beach, not a restaurant. Do not try to make this like the beach hut.

9/17/2016 12:09 PM

179

If folks want anything indoor, they should go to a nearby restaurant.

9/17/2016 12:05 PM

180

When the beach is open

9/17/2016 12:00 PM

181

April to Nov

9/17/2016 11:53 AM

182

No indoor seating! Again, it's a beach, not a restaurant!!

9/17/2016 11:47 AM

183

Why go to beach to be inside?

9/17/2016 11:40 AM

184

This is a beautiful location. The town could lease a new catering facility that would provide benefits to the community,
and money to fund programs.

9/17/2016 11:32 AM

185

None!

9/17/2016 11:08 AM

186

Ceiling fans.

9/17/2016 11:07 AM

187

NONE

9/17/2016 10:58 AM

188

not in favor for the same reasons....beach could get very crowded and touristy and unpleasant

9/17/2016 10:31 AM

189

Extended Seasonal Days

9/16/2016 12:09 PM

190

No indoor seating

9/16/2016 8:06 AM

191

open spring, summer and fall

9/15/2016 1:19 PM

192

I do not want this

9/15/2016 12:27 PM

193

Would not like to see indoor seating, tends to become a hang out

9/15/2016 11:11 AM

194

Closed in bad weather,spring,summer fall

9/15/2016 7:32 AM

195

None of the above.

9/14/2016 5:47 PM

196

Shoulder seasons would be nice. Concession like environment with cleaning staff only. NO CATERING or rental
access during the summer season.

9/14/2016 11:55 AM
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Q16 Should the beach pavilion offer
alcoholic beverage?
Answered: 1,308

Skipped: 33

Yes

No
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Responses

Yes

44.50%

582

No

55.50%

726

Total

1,308
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Q17 If YES, alcohol should beavailable for
purchase,
Answered: 643

Skipped: 698

All day

After beach
hours only
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Total

643
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Q18 If new facilities are added, or existing
facilities are redesigned, what do you think
would be an appropriate design?
Answered: 1,297

Skipped: 44

Modern design

Traditional
design

Maintain
current design
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Maintain current design
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Total
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10

Weighted Average

809

2.15

75

1,028

1.54

9.18%
82

893

1.94
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Q19 Do you have any additional comments?
Answered: 550

Skipped: 791

#

Responses

Date

1

There is no reason to enlarge the pavilion or compete with existing restaurants. Tiana bathhouse, activity center,
lifesaving station and oyster hatchery should be restored in a unified shingle style and merged with a short boardwalk
surrounded by permeable paving and a constructed wetlands.

10/17/2016 3:20 PM

2

lockers would be great!

10/11/2016 11:13 AM

3

This beach is perfect as is!

10/11/2016 11:12 AM

4

Very clean every time I come. As good as Coopers Beach, but smaller. More foot showers needed and rubber mats.
More garbage cans. Very important to maintain the current atmosphere at the beach. No Coney Island and No
Coopers Beach.

10/11/2016 11:09 AM

5

keep beach as is now!!! This beach has charm - dont change it and commericialize it

10/11/2016 11:04 AM

6

leave as is - i like it as is

10/11/2016 11:02 AM

7

Do not want a restaurant or any other upscale reno's. This beach is for Southampton town (HB residents) - fine the
way it is - more bathrooms / showers needed. No lockers - leads to thieves. no alcohol - leads to rowdiness. Parking
lot needs to be repaved.

10/11/2016 10:57 AM

8

The parking lot is overgrown, choppy, and unsafe with broken glass. Have reported it to the toll booth several times
with no result

10/11/2016 10:53 AM

9

-Upgrade to modern in bathroom - hand dryer is salf crusted and weak. -Wide efficent ramps to beach to facilitate
traffic up and down especially for seniors. -Do not overbuild and destroy family friendly area. Restrooms and snack bar
should be revamped with a clean efficient design. Parking should not be limited by enlargements. -When in doubt,
keep it simple. We have a great beach, don't spoil it! Bigger does not mean better!

10/11/2016 10:49 AM

10

port o pottys should be provided at all of our public beaches. It is disgusting that our town does not do this!

10/11/2016 10:43 AM

11

I have lived in Hampton Bays year-round for over 40years with my family. I have spent every week of every summer
on Ponquogue beach with my family and friends. I strongly believe that redevelopment of Ponquogue Beach would be
a mistake. I am totally 100% against it!

10/11/2016 10:40 AM

12

I would mainly like to see the check in area, the parking lot, and the pavillion kept clean and maintained! Garbage
should be emptied on a regular basis. I love this beach but it needs to be maintained - sand area as well. Show
appreciation for residents.

10/11/2016 10:36 AM

13

Do not see need for this - Would impact the fragile environment of this area and increase traffic substantially. Strongly
against any expansion and construction.

10/11/2016 10:31 AM

14

I know there are many legitimate reasons why Tiana cannot be developed, but i'd love to see Tiana updated first

10/11/2016 10:29 AM

15

Casual./caribbean theme - see my comments throughout for specific style

10/11/2016 10:23 AM

16

Access to water's edge for handicapped -extend walkways for all!

10/11/2016 10:16 AM

17

Ponquogue beach appears to be the only one that the water has the least problems. If you desice to expand - the
water will have more waste and garbage in the ocean. Why take a nice beach and over populate it? The reason I visit
the beach in the winter spring and fall is that I refuse to buy a beach pass with a big S on it. I travel into Brooklyn and I
park my car overnight in the street- it's no ones business to know where I live - set up for break in. Another problem if
you decide to expand the nicest beach around it will be taken over by visitors from other states who have no regard for
our town beach - Who is going to pay for this project? Fix up Tiana beach for seniors - raise the road

10/11/2016 10:11 AM

18

Since summers and neptunes created a nightmare for the community and police dept. I can't imagine the town would
want that element back again. It's a family beach! It would be nice to see the beach itself cleaned and groomed .

10/7/2016 8:09 PM

19

I am deeply concerned that this facility could be ruined. It is cherished in its current form. The modes changes I have

10/7/2016 3:21 PM

mentioned would provide the only changes needed. Thank you. Carolyn Zenk, Former Councilwoman, Former
General Counsel Group for the East End, Environmental Attorney
20

Keep it simple and, that plastic lumber is VERY Slippery when wet.
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21

What happened to the plan to build a boardwalk for seniors and bikers from Tiana Beach to the end of Southampton
Town property on the ocean. Most of my friends would prefer a boardwalk instead of walking in the sand at

10/7/2016 9:59 AM

Ponquoque Beach. We pay school taxes, but have no children in the schools. We need a broad walk with a ramp.
22

Consider 2 or 3 potential designs for this project providing a comparison of cost and services offereed

10/7/2016 9:50 AM

23

I have lived in Hampton Bays for over 50 years (summers and full time). What makes Ponquoge Beach so special is
it's uniqueness. If people want an all day, alcohol serving, waitress style restaurant, there are plenty of beaches that
provide that. Keep Ponquogue Beach the way it has always been, a place to commune with nature, relax with your
family , or a place to go if you just want to be alone. Ponquogue Beach provides just the right amount of safe and
necessary conveniences without being loud and over done. It is perfect just the way it is (maintain when necessary) .

10/7/2016 9:44 AM

24

Clean sand daily! Add more trash cans!!!!!!!! Ridiculous how many people leave their trash behind. It's disrespectful,
but we need to have the infrastructure in place to improve it. This is a family beach - no bar. Bathrooms need serious
upgrading and improvement, and should stay open longer.

10/7/2016 9:38 AM

25

If there's really funding for a major addition to our community, I would LOVE to see a swimming pool so we could have
some year-round aquatic facility. This area NEEDS one!!!!

10/7/2016 9:34 AM

26

I think any redevelopment is completely unnecessary and misguided.. We have the perfect unadorned asset in the
beach. Don't try to improve on that -- It's impossible. And would turn out to be a fiasco.

10/7/2016 9:21 AM

27

What the pavillion needs is maintance and updating. Most importantly it needs to be clean and have two more
showers, at side perhaps. We do not need a formal restaurant when there are several less than a mile away. Let's
keep the private businesses supported. Let's keep our beach clean a eco-friendly. We have piping plovers and other

10/7/2016 8:35 AM

birds nesting in the area. The town just purchased several closed clubs further west on Dune Rd that were serving
alcohol. We do not need it on this beach.
28

As natural as possible, blending with the dunes.

10/7/2016 7:51 AM

29

Beaches should be combed of debris every morning before beaches are crowded

10/7/2016 7:03 AM

30

I checked no alcohol because I think alcohol service is something that needs serious consideration. Meschutt
manages to have a very family friendly atmosphere during the day and a more adult evening. That's a very delicate
balance that is not easily created or maintained. Given the history of ocean beach clubs in Hampton Bays (and the
number of questions about indoor seating in this survey) I would have serious concerns about striking the balance that
serving alcohol requires in a family friendly venue.

10/7/2016 6:26 AM

31

Please do not change the beach. THe only thing I think that should be added is more handicap access for disabled
and elderly.

10/7/2016 5:23 AM

32

Don't change anything.

10/6/2016 9:11 PM

33

It should have a hamptons chic feel.

10/6/2016 8:37 PM

34

Please do not change the facilities at all or make them larger. Only if the lifeguards need more office or storage
space.

10/6/2016 8:27 PM

35

I'd like to see the outdoor tarp from pavilion to beach extended as far as the lifeguard area.

10/6/2016 7:48 PM

36

I think the best thing that could be done is for the pavilion to keep things simple; good snack bar that is reasonably
priced (not over prices like Meschutt Beach Hut). Facility should be well maintained, kept clean - a place that we can
be proud of. If this is accomplished at Ponquogue a similar approach should be used at Tiana Beach.

10/6/2016 7:42 PM

37

...just fine as it is.

10/6/2016 7:33 PM

38

I do not believe another restaurant needed. There are three local restaurants who have serviced the community & do
not approve of putting government run competition at this family beach.

10/6/2016 7:14 PM

39

Upscale food and entertainment should be offered as well as volleyball nets and rented umbrellas.

10/6/2016 6:10 PM

40

Hampton Bays needs to upgrade it's appearance and offerings to vacationers, day visitors, and the full time residents.
We need to lighten our tax load and bringing in more profitable businesses and visitors who would possibly buy a
season pass to the beach - because it is so much fun to be there - and add music venues in the new park and
transportation from the train, would accomplish prosperity and would bring so much life and profitability to our Hamlet.
The beach is the key!

10/6/2016 5:48 PM

41

Facilities aren't great, but so what? It's not now, nor never will be a destination. Keep the port-a-potty year round, and

10/6/2016 5:32 PM

you've covered everything necessary.
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42

Again, my husband and I along with our family and friends are frequent visitors to the beach during the summer
season. I love the beach and pavilion just the way they are. Sure some upgrades would be nice but I would hate to

10/6/2016 5:01 PM

lose that special charm. Once things are updated or alcohol and restaurants are added it puts a whole different spin on
things. The place will change and become more crowded with less parking.
43

The design/style should be cedar shaker and consistent with the Hampton lifestyle.

10/6/2016 4:57 PM

44

Why aren't there plans to improve Tiana Beach ? What happen to the plans for the board walk ?

10/6/2016 4:56 PM

45

There are already multiple public restaurants along the waterfront -- all the pavilion needs is upgraded restrooms

10/6/2016 4:16 PM

46

No restaurant. No alcohol No night activities BOARDWALK. BOARDWALK. BOARDWALK !!!

10/6/2016 4:11 PM

47

Beach cleanup on a daily basis and more garbage cans Need supervision on site

10/6/2016 3:14 PM

48

maybe install a telescope or two for public use. also, the area surrounding the catering space next to tiana needs

10/6/2016 1:42 PM

beautification!
49

An expanded facility with indoor seating, expanded menu, and alcohol is not needed since there are already 3
establishments 1/2 mile away at the Inlet where people can go to eat and drink. Having another facility would be
redundant and a waste of money. I would rather see the old Summers Beach Club sold or leased for use as a familyoriented restaurant (e.g., a Polynesian restaurant with an out-door Tiki Bar). While Docker's is only a short distance
away, a Polynesian restaurant would be more family-friendly and a completely different venue that would not compete
with Docker's, or the other restaurants at the Inlet.

10/6/2016 1:28 PM

50

I do not want new services, such as seating or a restaurant. I'm not against minor upgrades to the existing restrooms
and lifeguard rooms. I like this beach because it is not commercial and not developed. I do not want another Meschutt
or Cupsogue.

10/6/2016 1:01 PM

51

Need better beach access for handicapped. Add some landscaping and a sprinkler system. Wifi a must Reasonable
rental of umbrellas and chairs and porters to assist in setting up and removing.

10/6/2016 12:13 PM

52

From the main beach to east Quogue is seriously eroded. It needs replenishment now not after storm breaches the
dunes

10/6/2016 10:50 AM

53

Must add blue mats on all beach paths

10/6/2016 10:45 AM

54

Snackbar menu is outdated and mostly very unhealthy fast/fried food with basically no options for those with dietary
restrictions.

10/6/2016 10:18 AM

55

No restaurant No bar Improve pavilion Clean sand daily Better garbage management Improve bathrooms, maybe
move snack bar so we have more ocean view

10/6/2016 10:07 AM

56

Improve the access to the beach with better walkways/ramps. Keep rest rooms open later during the summer.

10/5/2016 10:57 PM

57

I think Ponquogue offers amenities most beachs don't which makes it Superior as it is. Indoor and outdoor air
conditioned seating with full waitress service alcohol and a full menu would be a very significant change although I
don't find it to be necessary I do believe it could be quite successful. However it would seem to me that would be very
expensive to construct and maintain.

10/5/2016 10:32 PM

58

Have life guards weekends in September. When you are done with Ponquogue, improve Tiana & Pikes too.

10/5/2016 10:20 PM

59

Thank You.

10/5/2016 7:36 PM

60

No music, no boardwalk, no fancy restaurant. Geared to residents.

10/5/2016 5:10 PM

61

Please keep any design simple as it exists today. I really do not think we need any costly rebuild which most likely will

10/5/2016 3:47 PM

be underutilized. We have a wonderful beach with a classic pavilion.
62

The parking lots tend to fill to capacity already. I do not think we need to build a large full service facility. That being
said a new pavilion with updated rest rooms, kitchen and a Life Guard Station would be a nice compliment to one of
our greatest assets and that is, Ponquogue Beach.

10/5/2016 12:51 PM

63

The design should be in keeping with the Hampton's beach community atmosphere!

10/5/2016 12:02 PM

64

If the public facilities in hampton bays were maintained property AND operated properly, we would not need this
survey. Maintain existing infrastructure and focus on programs.

10/5/2016 10:56 AM

65

It's great that P. Beach is being re-developed; long overdue for such a beautiful beach. It would be awesome if

10/5/2016 10:08 AM

somehow Tiana could be included, on any level.
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66

There should be a charge for visitors (a daily beach pass) to help pay for trash removal, lifeguards, and security. Add
more recycling bins. Also, fine people who litter (use security cameras if you have to!). Finally, implement a "No

10/5/2016 8:40 AM

Balloons" policy at the beach. I can't tell you how many times we've recovered balloons that were left behind at the
beach or in the water because they kill marine animals.
67

We need walkways to make egress and regress easier for families and older people.

10/5/2016 8:31 AM

68

It is a public beach, it is not Coopers..... For years we have enjoyed the beach pavillion as a meeting place to enjoy
one of long island's beautiful beaches. Yes, renovations are long over do. Allocated money to improve and update the
structure is needed No restaurants or indoor seating are required. It is nice to see public opinion being valued and
taken into account. Please feel free to contact me at the email address below.

10/4/2016 10:37 PM

69

I don't think renovations are necessary since taxpayers will bear the cost and taxes are already the highest in the
Hamptons because of the balloning school budgets.

10/4/2016 9:41 PM

70

Please no overdevelopment. It is a fragile ecosystem.

10/4/2016 8:37 PM

71

this is not Jones Beach, please don't go that route! PLEASE resume raking beach and why no conversation about
Tiana?

10/4/2016 6:45 PM

72

It's a beautiful beach and our guests favorite to visit so any improvements will only make it better!

10/4/2016 6:41 PM

73

A walk to the beach for the elderly who cannot walk that far on the sand. This is a must.

10/4/2016 5:38 PM

74

Please don't turn OUR beautiful beach and ocean into CONEY ISLAND.

10/4/2016 5:09 PM

75

Improve septic system and water supply. Consider making restrooms open for a longer season. I prefer folks use a
restroom to the dunes being littered and 'dumped' on, or the building being peed on. Limit destruction of our barrier
beach. No increased footprint on the barrier beach. LIMIT competition for parking between residents and visitors.
Expansion towards a public restaurant will diminish local taxpayers access to this local heritage amenity. Do not
compete with local successful and generous food establishments. If the town is hell bent on getting into the restaurant
business, it should rethink and re-invest in the old Neptune's site to the west. It is underutilized. Revisit your mission

10/4/2016 4:55 PM

and methods for that parcel. Invest in facilities NOT in the federal flood hazard zone - duh. Sea level is rising.
PLEASE, set a better, more fiscally and environmentally sound example. Do Not spend our tax dollars on expanding
uses at this location. Upgrade and maintain existing amenities only.
76

Entertaonment

10/4/2016 4:01 PM

77

stop wasting money on something not needed, we have more than enough access to food and drinks

10/4/2016 3:45 PM

78

It is not clear from the survey what the goal is. Maintaining the current facility would go a long way in improving the
beach going experience for residents and all. There are full service restaurants at the inlet for those who want indoor
dining. There are many other projects in Hampton Bays that need attending to. All have agreed that the old bridge is a
health and safety hazard, shouldn't the bridge be at the top of the list.?-

10/4/2016 2:55 PM

79

some thing should be done with it.

10/4/2016 2:29 PM

80

The existing facilities are horrible. Any improvement will be greatly appreciated.

10/4/2016 2:20 PM

81

We do not need another restaurant and alcoholic beverages. The snack bar is sufficient.

10/4/2016 2:18 PM

82

It would be nice to be able to stay at the beach after 5:00, but w/o bathroom facilities, it isn't feasible. Also, we go to
the Beach Hut at Meschutt all the time, and would love facilities at Ponquogue that would allow for having dinner at the
ocean in the evenings.

10/4/2016 12:30 PM

83

A WALK WAY SHOULD BE PROVIDED TO MAKE EASIER ACCESS FOR THE ELDERLY / HANDICAP TO AS

10/4/2016 12:05 PM

CLOSE TO THE WATER AS POSSIBLE. CURRENTLY THE WALKWAYS JUST GO OVER THE DUNES
RESTRICTING ACCESS FOR MANY IN OUR TOWN TO THE OCEAN.
84

One major concern I think that must also be dealt with is dealing with trash and trash disposal at this beach parking lot.

10/4/2016 11:59 AM

85

Need to have rollout walkways on all beach access positions. Should extend even up to lifeguard stand

10/4/2016 11:25 AM

86

Any redesigns should be minimilistic and functional. as well as built with the environment in mind first and foremost. It
was recently brought to my attention that plans are made to build a restaurant in the location of the POnquogue
Pavillion. I find these plans unecessary, since we have wonderful restaurants at the canal to the east, a stone throw
away. I find it most important to keep construction and structures in general to a minimum right on the beach. Tax
dollars should go to strengthening the dunes by planting ammophila and keeping the beach untouched and elevated

10/4/2016 11:21 AM

as much as possible.
87

Beer only- less than 5$.. A robert moses design of the pavillion would be nice. In the summer, lifeguards should be on
duty until sun set and the pavillion, restrooms and showers.
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88

Must have garbage removal. Everyday, the trash piles out of the pails. Must have maintenance and clean up crea daily
for the pavillion. Showers not working is typical. Maintain what we have before building more

10/4/2016 11:13 AM

89

The most valuable improvement would be to keep the restrooms open longer. Closing them at 4:55 is much too early!
Keep them open until at least 6pm, but ideally 7pm.

10/4/2016 11:10 AM

90

Please leave it low key and charming! This is not Southampton Village

10/4/2016 11:08 AM

91

been coming to this beach forever! The cleanliness of bathrooms and the beach ahs really gone downhill for many
years now. This is the first beach people see coming over the bridge! How could they neglect it so much!?

10/4/2016 11:04 AM

92

More blue mat areas. This beach and parking lot needs to be maintained!!

10/4/2016 11:01 AM

93

Would like more board walk area

10/4/2016 10:59 AM

94

KEEP BATHROOM OPEN LATER

10/4/2016 10:57 AM

95

Keep bathroom open later than 5pm!!!

10/4/2016 10:56 AM

96

The town closed down and bought out 2 clubs! now you want to know if the town should sell alcohol ? WTF? Just keep
as is and clean it up

10/4/2016 10:37 AM

97

Wine and Beer only

10/4/2016 10:34 AM

98

Hamptons style

10/4/2016 10:30 AM

99

It would be great if it was like Meschutt beach with good food and music

10/4/2016 10:27 AM

100

It's a town bathing facility, not a bar! The nearby restaurants pay a fortune in taxes, the town has no business
competing.

10/4/2016 10:25 AM

101

Leave beach as is. No restaurant

10/4/2016 10:21 AM

102

More lifeguards on stands earlier in day. Keep restrooms clean - clean more often than once a day. Extend runner

10/4/2016 10:19 AM

further down beach
103

Upgrades

10/4/2016 10:17 AM

104

the facility should be simplistic and be a renovation of existing structure with more outdoor seating and shaded - amd
just a snack bar!

10/4/2016 10:12 AM

105

I have been going to this beach for 30+ years as a resident for 25 of those years. Although no longer a resident it is
worth the trip and the fee to use it as it is one of the nicest beaches around. It does not need to be a catering facility
but need to remain the great family beach it has always been.

10/4/2016 10:03 AM

106

Modern technology in restrooms, Maintained regularly

10/4/2016 9:50 AM

107

I believe the facilities should be seasonal but maybe extend the season on both ends. Also definitely no serving of

10/4/2016 9:18 AM

alcoholic beverages- that leads to more issues for the lifeguards.
108

It's a beach pavilion. Designed to keep vendors off the beach but provide limited services to beach goers. The pavilion
needs an update and a heavy dose of TLC.

10/4/2016 8:26 AM

109

No restaurant

10/4/2016 5:48 AM

110

Have a web cam located on one of the osprey nests with a screen in the eating area this will generate a lot of
interest.saw this work in UK during resent visit.my email is floyde63@yahoo.com Chris Flanagan for more details

10/4/2016 4:34 AM

111

no

10/3/2016 11:47 PM

112

The beach at Ponquogue is too crowded on weekends now. Locals can't even go there because of the day trippers.
Please don't make it more crowded by changing the snack bar. The locals like it simple. Meschutt beach is ruined by
the crowds, food and alcohol. Our beaches get enough litter from the visitors. Please leave it alone so we can still
enjoy the peace and serenity.

10/3/2016 11:31 PM

113

Please have them clean the ladies room and make sure there is toilet paper. Sometimes I am embarrassed visitors
pay so much for the day and the facility is insatisfactory. Thank you.

10/3/2016 11:21 PM

114

The Beachutt at Mechutt is run great. Good food, great music, family frendly. Good varied music. You should consider
something like that. I see garbage on the beach the only problem.

10/3/2016 11:20 PM

115

More recreational facilities such as basketball courts, more volleyball courts, shuffleboard, kayak/surfboard/paddle
board rentals. Designated Dog/Pet area on beach. Permanent concert venue seating would be a great addition and
would create jobs and revenue for the town..

10/3/2016 10:44 PM

116

The facility should be modernized within the existing structure.

10/3/2016 8:53 PM
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117

more garbage pails on beach and in parking lot needed. more frequent trash pickup. longer path for wheelchair, more
doggie bags

10/3/2016 8:42 PM

118

My parents bough a house out here in 1987. I grew up in Nassau County, Merrick and went to Jones Beach, Lido
Beach and also went to Breezy Point. I am a beach person, love spending my day at the beach. When I first came out
here and saw the quality of the water compared to just 50 miles west I couldn't believe it just gorgeous you would think
we were in the Caribbean. I didn't get to experience the old bridge b/c the new bridge was just built. So, that being
said there has been absolutely no change or improvements to the beach, pavilion nor the bridge. Why has Hampton
Bays been ignored for so long. You the elected officials should be ashamed of yourself. It annoys me that this is a
"potential" redevelopment seriously just do it. We are the pearl of the Hamptons I as a tax paying citizen have had
enough of us being ignored JUST DO SOMETHING!!

10/3/2016 8:36 PM

119

No

10/3/2016 8:22 PM

120

Parking lot needs to be repaired and at Tiana Beach!!

10/3/2016 8:17 PM

121

Keep the Hamptons beach feel. Please include Tiana Beach in upgrades. It's a disgrace.

10/3/2016 7:45 PM

122

We need our beach to be groomed daily, renovate pavilion , Expand as much as possible, move snack bar to northern
side ,need more toilets, showers Possible simple boardwalk from Ponquogue Beach to Tiana Need better garbage
containers & they need to be emptied 2x day

10/3/2016 7:05 PM

123

What about Tiana! That need way more work and should be a priority.

10/3/2016 6:45 PM

124

open it up like the county bands, drinks good times

10/3/2016 6:22 PM

125

Playground 4 tots. Maybe some hoops for the older children

10/3/2016 6:18 PM

126

I don't feel indoor seating is needed, nor alcohol. There are other independent restaurants very close by that serve
those purposes.

10/3/2016 6:14 PM

127

Let's get our priorities straight first. Let's remove the old damaged bridge. Finish the work that was started at Tiana

10/3/2016 5:49 PM

beach or abandon it altogether. We paid an enormous sum for an area which breaches with a substantial storm and I
think it is foolish to spend more money on this mistake.
128

Fixing the pavilion is wonderful and all of the new ideas are wonderful & may support themselves (table service etc.)
but the main thing is the BEACH & we need to keep that affordable for all to use and safe

10/3/2016 5:46 PM

129

Expand food choices beyond burgers/ fries/ deep fried items.

10/3/2016 5:43 PM

130

The facility should be updated, but remain " Beachy " not luxurious

10/3/2016 5:31 PM

131

Please simply keep the existing facilities in good repair.

10/3/2016 5:25 PM

132

provide facilities Old Ponquogue Bridge. The portable bathrooms are inadequate.

10/3/2016 5:24 PM

133

Would love to see a boardwalk to Tiana Beach. would love to see a pier built for restaurants and attractions.

10/3/2016 5:17 PM

134

Lots of flags and a view tower.

10/3/2016 5:13 PM

135

Tiana Beach needs money spent on it much more than Ponquogue. The boardwalk and pavillion are dangerous.
Boards are popping all over the place and it is a haven for splinters. Tiana is a lawsuit waiting to happen. Tiana is
overall a beautiful beach with a broken down, outdated and dangerous pavillion.

10/3/2016 4:55 PM

136

I preferred Tommy, the previous snack bar facilitator

10/3/2016 4:53 PM

137

Keep out loud jerks

10/3/2016 4:53 PM

138

An in/outdoor pavilion would create a wonderful venue for events which would produce revenue for the town with site
fees. Select vendors could be used for offsite catering to reduce sanitary issues, similar to how the vineyards on the
Norkfork operate. The in-season beach parking within the pavilion should only be open to town residents only, day and
seasonal permit holders should be required to use the parking across the street.

10/3/2016 4:40 PM

139

Yes, find another beach that you already own , and turn that into a catering hall.

10/3/2016 4:39 PM
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140

Before I start let me say - I am Paul Bass, asst chief Lifeguard at Tiana beach. I have lived in Southampton Town all of
my 56 years and I have been an Ocean Water Lifeguard for 40+ years and 20+ with the Town of Southampton. The

10/3/2016 4:36 PM

Ponquogue facility is fine - There are much more pressing needs for our beaches like raising dune road so it doesn't
flood, fixing up Tiana pavillion which is a disaster, adding a snack bar at pikes, or bathrooms at the access roads.
Please listen to the local public and your employees on the ground. The average local person doesn't want a high end
beach - they want adequate facilities at ALL beaches. Most of our lifeguard equipment needs to be updated and
modernized. We lifeguards need modern ATV's to handle the hundreds of " out of area" rescues we have. My point is
there are dozens of things to spend money on to improve the quality of our beaches that will serve the largest number
of people and help save lives. A high end beach with a bar and restaurant is not one of them. I apologize for not being
to make the meeting and the length of this comment. Thank you for reading. Please don't hesitate to contact me for
any other input. Cell #- 631-889-2207 - email is below.
141

Thanks for making a survey. Do you really want to get into the restaurant business? So many lose money. I've been
in the industry and is not as easy as it looks.

10/3/2016 4:14 PM

142

Garbage needs to be addressed. Not only the pavilion needs updating, the grounds need to be updated and cleaned
up as well.

10/3/2016 4:06 PM

143

Improve the restroom by the bridge.

10/3/2016 3:57 PM

144

Leave restrooms open in September and October.

10/3/2016 3:53 PM

145

I am against alcoholic beverages because it could turn the beach and the concession into another Neptune's and
attract a non-family friendly crowd that would require heavy and expensive police presence to keep things in order. As
for restaurant design, "shack" style is very popular these days for restaurants, thinking Shake Shack, the Lobster roll
shacks, etc. It would also be nice to have an information and reading room, perhaps in liaison with the library and
chamber of commerce, for information about local events, and a place where children and adults could take a break
from the sun and read some books or magazines.

10/3/2016 3:21 PM

146

Costs and the impact to homeowners should be taken into consideration when finalizing plans.

10/3/2016 2:57 PM

147

BETTER GARBAGE CONTAINERS WOULD BE NICE

10/3/2016 2:38 PM

148

It sounds like the term "indoor seating" is being used to describe food service, not actual indoor seating (like a waiting
room). If this assumption is correct, this survey has a significant flaw that will impact people's understanding of what
they are being asked as well as how they respond.

10/3/2016 2:38 PM

149

Would like to keep this facility as close to the current design and usage as possible, this is a local beach facility for our
enjoyment. I would certainly Not want or like: a Restaurant; Bar, Changing rooms or redesigns that will attract
additional outsiders to our community beach.

10/3/2016 2:27 PM

150

Need a heated POOL

10/3/2016 2:25 PM

151

Would like to see traditional shingle-style

10/3/2016 12:42 PM

152

A full service restaurant is a great idea but combined with a simpler concession stand for families during the day,
similar to beach hut

10/3/2016 11:43 AM

153

Keep it simple but adequate with more seating/shade would be wondeful

10/3/2016 10:15 AM

154

existing facilities need maintenance. need more lifeguard days.

10/3/2016 6:45 AM

155

Yeah, I do. There are only 3 routes to Ponquogue Beach. Lynn Ave, Wakeman Rd, and Ponquogue Ave. NO WAY
does this residential area need the traffic that the regional draw of an oceanfront restaurant would be. It is finally

10/2/2016 10:41 PM

getting quieter down here in this area after years of abuse by noisy bars and bozo/bimbo patrons. Don't need a town
facility, for Chrissakes, to morph into some kind of an all day and into the evening alcohol driven issue/venue. Leave
well enough alone. If pavilion needs a bit of renovation or expansion, so be it. Tear it down, NO. Why? Nice example
of waste that would set. Hampton Bays is "coming up in the world" but the residents of this neighborhood do not need
to bear the brunt of its increased popularity, and this would only make matters down here worse. There should be an
educational component to the Pavilion. Where are the brochures, or kiosks, or whatever that explain the marine
environment to visitors, discourage littering and walking on the dunes, etc. etc.??? I guess it's all supposed to be
nothing but economy generating fun and good times so please don't bother us with responsibility or awareness for the
area down there...we don't want to know about sea life choking on the balloons we just let fly, for instance. Tired of
the place being used as a playpen and treated like a pigpen with garbage cans overflowing.
156

Not a good idea to have restaurant at this location. Just improve the overall pavillion. Consider restaurant in one of the

10/2/2016 9:01 PM

empty buildings further down Dune Road.
157

The rest room facility should have longer hours. I have often been at this beach after 5pm and the bathrooms are
locked.
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158

Keep what we have. There are enough restaurants on the beach now. This is a family beach. We come and then go
home. We all live here.

10/2/2016 7:34 PM

159

The fencing to the sand needs to be maintained and the sand and deck/Pavillion needs to be more thoroughly cleaned
Garbage bins on the sand would help

10/2/2016 2:39 PM

160

This is the main beach in Hampton Bays and should look as so, over the past decade it has declined in attraction

10/2/2016 12:19 PM

leading people to go to other beaches.
161

Garbage at all facilities needs to be addressed. I fear parking will be a concern. The access roads needs the towns
attention immediately.

10/2/2016 12:13 PM

162

Thank you for taking the time to ask for input from the community!

10/2/2016 10:37 AM

163

Add blue mat walkways to additional paths

10/2/2016 10:33 AM

164

A beach feel,

10/2/2016 9:03 AM

165

Ponquogue Beach and Dune Road is the crown jewel of Hampton Bays - You guys should have invested the 3 million
from that dumb park in town out here. Fix Dune Road also and add walking/bike lanes.

10/2/2016 6:50 AM

166

It should be free to taxpayers n seniors

10/1/2016 9:56 PM

167

Restrooms should remain open into the evenings during the summer months.

10/1/2016 2:25 PM

168

To offer a restaurant is a gross waste of money. The existing facility is fine the way it is, please do not spend
additional monies on such a stupid endeavor. There are plenty of other areas that need attention, not this one.

10/1/2016 11:21 AM

169

Keep it simple. No outdoor restaurant. Add a shower.

10/1/2016 8:58 AM

170

There needs to be an upgrade in facilities but not a restaurant

9/30/2016 10:22 PM

171

Keep facilities the same. No restaurant. Clean up and up grade bathrooms. No lockers. No inside showers. Keep
snack bar.

9/30/2016 8:31 PM

172

I just love a simple family beach with a snack bar jJust leave us alone and go to East Hampton

9/30/2016 8:20 PM

173

no

9/30/2016 5:56 PM

174

It was voiced at the workshop meeting that maintenance of current facilities was Number 1 priority. I concur.
Additional lifeguards; lifeguards after 5pm; restrooms open past 5pm; more trash receptacles; receptacles emptied
more often; additional outdoor shower; current outdoor shower replaced and maintained; better upkeep of current or
future facilities; better access for the handicapped.

9/30/2016 5:09 PM

175

Please leave existing site just add new and more modern bathrooms and flooring. And make sure there is ample toilet
paper, soap and environmental friendly hand dryer.

9/30/2016 4:55 PM

176

Love it the way it is.

9/30/2016 4:24 PM

177

The Pavilion could use a face lift. There has been a steady increase in clientele that use the facility during the
summer season. Many people are from abroad which seems to be a positive cash flow.

9/30/2016 3:42 PM

178

This beach pavilion is perfect for families and friends, and just what you'd want for the small town flavor that makes
Hampton Bays special.

9/30/2016 12:29 PM

179

I was just down on the beach the other day (rainy and cloudy) and it was noticeably unkept. There was garbage and
plastic bags flying around. How about more maintenance of the beach area.

9/30/2016 12:25 PM

180

I don't think we need a restaurant at the beach.

9/30/2016 11:33 AM

181

Don't include a restaurant or bar in the design!

9/30/2016 11:10 AM

182

no Restaurant or n lockers upgrade the present facilities

9/30/2016 11:09 AM

183

We have a wonderful natural resource which is in need of modernization

9/30/2016 10:59 AM

184

What about Tiana Beach and Triton Lane (Hot Dog) Beach? Planned Afro-Amer.Life Saving Station Museum at
Former Neptune Club is a well meaning but not worthwhile proposal.

9/30/2016 10:58 AM

185

Life guards should be on duty until 6-7pm in the summer. And, the bathrooms open later as well.

9/30/2016 10:47 AM

186

if your going to build/change anticipate future needs and make it a destination.

9/30/2016 9:32 AM

187

Do not change the way it is

9/30/2016 9:28 AM

188

Do a better job of protecting nesting areas and WILDLIFE RESCUE, too many birds with fishing line and broken wings
while lifeguards are working out or surfing instead of facilitating rescues

9/30/2016 9:25 AM
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189

leave everything the way it is....with maybe free wi-fi

9/30/2016 8:18 AM

190

The last thing we need is more cars and traffic at the beach. Commercialization of the pavilion is a waste of tax dollars
when there are three restaurants on dune road and three just over the bridge.

9/30/2016 8:11 AM

191

Don't see the need to do anything other than modernize and provide clean, newer facilities. Don't wish to see the
facilities expanded past what they are now.

9/29/2016 11:05 PM

192

Please renovate bathrooms and provide healthier food at snack bar , more seating

9/29/2016 10:51 PM

193

The pavilion is an embarrassment to our community. It's inadequate and not maintained. This also applies to the
beach which needs to be raked on a regular basis. Thank you!

9/29/2016 9:59 PM

194

The beach should ask the beach permit staff to take the garbage off the beach. Another solution is carry on,carry off
enforcement.

9/29/2016 9:59 PM

195

Keep Ponquogue Beach as pristine and beautiful as it is.Do not have it look like a beach in western Suffolk. The
beauty of this beach is its natural beauty.

9/29/2016 9:25 PM

196

Do not "overdevelop." It's a beach pavilion, not a restaurant. Should be easy to maintain, keep clean, & as "vandal
proof" as possible.

9/29/2016 9:10 PM

197

Please keep our pavilion NATURAL and "beachy" - as it is now. Upgrade the bathrooms and add additional areas to
shower off the sand. Rake the beach daily to enhance the natural beauty. Forget any ideas of restaurants, alcohol,
indoor seating: there are three restaurant less than a mile away with those amenities. KEEP OUR BEACH RUSTIC
AND NATURAL - LOOKING, as it is now. Thanks for your interest and consideration.

9/29/2016 9:04 PM

198

Bike access, bike lane on bridge, bike racks and a shuttle service to and from the beach are needed.

9/29/2016 8:22 PM

199

EVERYDAY TRASH PICKUP!

9/29/2016 8:13 PM

200

Please appreciate the natural environment - ceiling fans would be ok - NO Air Conditioning!!!

9/29/2016 8:09 PM

201

It needs some updating but should remain a snack bar - no sit down restaurant is needed.

9/29/2016 7:45 PM

202

Please do,some serious revamping of the landscaping using only indigenous plantings. Entire area needs to be
cleaned up regularly. Trash looks very unsightly. Serious attention to keeping people from walking in the dunes.

9/29/2016 7:42 PM

203

Please keep the INTEGRITY of the natural beauty of the area's ecological envrronment!

9/29/2016 7:24 PM

204

Please keep the integrity of the beach, enhanced by environmentally and ecologically conscious expanded services.

9/29/2016 7:21 PM

205

I would like to see music at night during the Summer like the Suffolk County Beach Huts

9/29/2016 7:17 PM

206

How will this be financed?

9/29/2016 6:34 PM

207

at the moment - restrooms should be open into evening & assistance carrying beach equipment down to the beach

9/29/2016 6:11 PM

from parking lot
208

Southampton town officials really need to think about making any type of change to the Ponquogue Beach Pavilion.
Many things need to be considered. Parking, the beach is always full in the summer. Parking is an issue. Building a
fully functioning restaurant when there is not enough parking makes no sense. Please! no full service restaurant, no
alcohol!! (This survey should have been offered before North Montauk Highway was developed!)

9/29/2016 5:50 PM

209

I think ponqouge pavilion should be updated but remain the same in its purpose. Allowing alcohol and a " restaurant"
will bring an undesirable element to a FAMILY beach.We already have Meschutt as a " party" destination and there is

9/29/2016 4:44 PM

no need to take away business from the restaurants already in exsistence on Dune Road
210

Don't let this beach become another Hot Dog Beach. Keep the alcohol away and you will then keep the problems that
tag along away as well.

9/29/2016 4:41 PM

211

Should look "beachy"

9/29/2016 3:30 PM

212

preserve the simplicity of the beach, more garbage cans with frequent monitoring, beach patrol for dogs, cars before
hours.

9/29/2016 3:26 PM

213

Restaurant would be nice year round with other rooms

9/29/2016 1:58 PM

214

Love this beach

9/29/2016 1:51 PM

215

:)

9/29/2016 1:49 PM

216

It wouldbe nice if there were additional showers and changing rooms so we could stay in the area longer and enjoy
some of the local restaurants.

9/29/2016 1:45 PM
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217

Ponquogue is a very nice beach however I think that bus transportation would be great for the public and food prices
have become very steep.

9/29/2016 1:41 PM

218

Add signage about not leaving garbage behind!!

9/29/2016 1:21 PM

219

Current facilities are in very poor condition and have not been maintained.

9/29/2016 1:20 PM

220

better food options

9/29/2016 1:11 PM

221

We do not need a restaurant! Kepp the design beachy and just update the pavilliaon and snack bar! Must add flowers
to the area and entrance to lot

9/29/2016 1:09 PM

222

I think we have a great beach, just needs a little modernizing and updating

9/29/2016 1:05 PM

223

The facilities are basic beach family type. Keep with style! Nothing too fancy. Just old school beach facility like when
we were kids spending a great day in the sun swimming, being with friends, and family, nothing too cold.

9/29/2016 12:59 PM

224

People spend way too much time changing in the ladies restroom. Also, there are no additioal soap dispensers

9/29/2016 12:56 PM

225

More trash receptacles

9/29/2016 12:52 PM

226

Tash Cans should be added!

9/29/2016 12:46 PM

227

I would love to see a year round facility with a large bar area (inside and out) and a casual dining room.

9/29/2016 12:45 PM

228

Happy hours!

9/29/2016 12:38 PM

229

Happy Hour :)

9/29/2016 12:32 PM

230

I feel during the summer it stays light out until late and the beaches close at 5 and there will be alot of people on the
beach. No one is on the beach at 9am. I think the lifeguards should have two shifts and stay later than the day to
ensure safety of the swimmers who go right back in the water when they leave at 4:55. It is daylight until almost 8pm

9/29/2016 12:07 PM

and still too hot to go home at 5pm. I would also like a board at the pavillion with high tides and water temperatures
like they do at other beaches and a lifeguard on the beach until 7pm on weekends. Thank you! Also the young man at
the concession stands is awesome!
231

I don't want a further expansion of the pavilion to impact residents' beach driving access. Although we do want to
support less frequent visitors for the economic benefit of the town, it can't be at the cost of beach access for local

9/29/2016 12:06 PM

fisherman, surfers and kayakers who drive on. Residents who use the beach year round should be given priority. Also,
please get a drinking fountain. Thank you.
232

The pavillion needs better seating, more food options, and shower and changing rooms! Improve flooring in bathrooms
equipment rental for paddleboards, kayak, etc... Recyling options

9/29/2016 11:44 AM

233

Please don't destroy our beach by building stuff that will remain empty most of the year. Maintain what is there and
leave the rest alone

9/29/2016 11:37 AM

234

garbage is a big issue....perhaps pick up should be more than once a day.

9/29/2016 10:18 AM

235

I would love to see more of a boardwalk area built up. There are no boardwalks on the east end, and this could be a
huge draw to our existing businesses on Dune Road! A boardwalk would make Ponquogue Beach more of a day trip

9/29/2016 10:17 AM

destination. It would provide access to the beach, fitness opportunites, a foot path to our existing restaurants near the
inlet, and also an opportunity for either private or town run stalls for sales. Picture in addition to the snack hut, a stall
for ice cream, a stall for umbrella and chair rentals, a stall for sunglass and sunscreen purchases and perhaps
hopefully a few low priced carnival games for family entertainment! The boardwalk atmosphere is one of the only
things missing from our east end beaches! In regards to keeping it clean and garbage free - a must!
236

Bring back real wood. Plastic wood is slippery, obviously warps at the railings, fake, unnatural. Also, lose the plastic zip
ties holding the dune fences,please go back to wire. They fail, always in the sand.

9/29/2016 8:24 AM

237

I think the deck should be bigger with more seats. We bring our breakfast down there often and there are not enough
seats. Definetly no alcohol. People can bring there own. The pavilion shouldn't be neptunes or summers. Add more

9/29/2016 7:58 AM

and move outdoor showers and out in a modern snack bar but not s full service restaurant.
238

Please keep the pavilion the way it is. It's perfect.

9/29/2016 7:31 AM

239

Thank you for keeping the new Pavilion energy efficient, and friendly to our local eco system; friendly to families with
young kids, and for the disabled or seniors more accessable

9/28/2016 11:45 PM

240

better maintenance , supervision of existing services, open bathrooms daily starting Memorial Day thru Labor Day with
extended hours

9/28/2016 10:33 PM

241

Leave the beach alone

9/28/2016 7:17 PM
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242

some of monies should go to CLEANING THE BEACH RAKING IT AND PICKING UP GARBAGE AND MORE
GARBAGE CANS ON BEACH AND AT PAVILLION

9/28/2016 4:30 PM

243

Clean up the garbage. Either remove the cans or clean up more frequently. And fine people who dump household
garbage/items.

9/27/2016 4:47 PM

244

Recycling Better bathroom facility

9/27/2016 1:55 PM

245

Cocktails - fun vibe and clean Music - shade and sunny areas

9/27/2016 1:22 PM

246

Keep restrooms open until 7pm More trash recepticals Lighting in area

9/27/2016 1:12 PM

247

I would like to leave Ponquogue the way it is!

9/27/2016 1:08 PM

248

There need to be more garbages. Restrooms should remain open until 8pm. they currently close too early, many
people like to stay on the beach later

9/27/2016 1:06 PM

249

Absolutely no dogs allowed on beach. We need the bathrooms open later

9/27/2016 1:03 PM

250

I came to Hmapton Bays 58 years ago about, from the Bronx. We have been using ponquogue beach ever since we
moved here. It is a great beach and location. The pavillion needs work and needs to be bigger to handle the growth of

9/27/2016 12:58 PM

hampton bays
251

It's perfect as is - here are plenty of beaches that offerbars and restaurants. Snack bar could use improvement and sell
alcohol and should allow credit card payments (not cash only)

9/27/2016 12:51 PM

252

Enhanced facility with indoor seating for very hot days or for those merely seeking to get near the ocean, but don't
want to get on the sand. Facility should NOT overly infringe on exisitng commercial businesses on east end of Dune
Rd.

9/27/2016 12:35 PM

253

Love the pavillion as is

9/27/2016 12:34 PM

254

Need additional shower - outside only Extend the blue walkway Get the beach cleaned up every summer day rake up
the seaweed. Need a shaded area to sit Do not make it bigger Do not put a restaurant here - snack bar is fine

9/27/2016 12:19 PM

255

Snack bar should be enlarged with more service windows and tables should be doubled with a real roof for shade.
Blue walkwaysshould be at all of the paths through the dunes from the parking lot and eventually 2 or 3 more
segments. Also, we love the minimal amount of structures and any improvements should be kept within the current

9/27/2016 12:11 PM

footprint.
256

Every lifeguard should have a de-fribulator. My neighbor 24yrs old drowned last year at Rogers Beach and the EMT
took too long to get him so he died.

9/27/2016 12:03 PM

257

Keep it small

9/27/2016 11:46 AM

258

Like Coopers Beach. Bathrooms should remain open

9/27/2016 11:42 AM

259

Increase beach access by expanding mats on the east and west side of pavililon

9/27/2016 11:36 AM

260

Should be like Coopers Beach. Keep bathrooms open after lifeguards off duty

9/27/2016 11:25 AM

261

Upgrade snack bar offerings.Make it have a hamptons look- simple design Bach access needs improvements and

9/27/2016 11:17 AM

pathways in parking lot are difficult for seniors
262

Bathrooms should stay open until sundown. add more walkways with blue tarp to water

9/27/2016 11:11 AM

263

Bathrooms should be open late

9/27/2016 11:08 AM

264

keep restrooms open later

9/27/2016 11:05 AM

265

We need to improve the pavillion - small is beautiful. Town should not compete with local restaurants- they are right
down the road

9/27/2016 10:51 AM

266

This is one of the best beaches. There are no houses or bird nesting areas. We do NOT need a restaurant with indoor

9/27/2016 10:46 AM

seating, there are several nearby restaurants. Alchosol for purchase at the beach is not a good idea. Lets keep is
simple, natural, and family friendly. One more shower would be good. More garbage cans. Keep the beach natural
and clean.tax dollars should not be used for this. Competes with local businesses
267

I do not want it to become another beach hut! I would like restrooms to stay open until atleast 6

9/27/2016 10:33 AM

268

I think it should be geared more towards residents. This beach is getting way too crowded.

9/27/2016 10:24 AM

269

Keep beach clean.

9/27/2016 9:41 AM
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270

The beach pavillion serves an important function and should remain as it is, with renovation. The bathrooms in
particular need modernization, and real wood should be used on exteriors including decks. We don't need or want a

9/27/2016 5:15 AM

restaurant which would compete with private enterprises nearby, and change the feeling of the family-oriented beach.
The current design is natural and suits the beach environment. The use of the beach seems at a maximum, especially
on weekends. We don't need to attract more people.
271

There is no need for another restaurant in hampton bays.. The restaurants that exist on dune road struggle seasonally
..the existing facilty is quaint.. Beautiful.. It should be repaired or renovated but remain as is.. The strip mall mentality is
going yo ruin our little community feel.. Keep it as is or similar.. No restaurant please!..

9/26/2016 4:47 PM

272

Please keep it simple. As is. Just make improvements

9/25/2016 11:06 PM

273

I don't think opening up a restaurant there is a good idea. An additional parking lot would have to be built to
accommodate it, so some dunes would have to be destroyed. This survey was forwarded to me by a friend. Why isn't
this survey being emailed to everyone who's in the system for Parks & Rec.?

9/25/2016 9:36 PM

274

If we rebuild will you be increasing footprint size of the building ...will parking lot need to be increased. We have
existing restaurants in this location, we do not need to add another full service restaurant. The existing structure
blends in with the feel of Hampton Bays and the environment ............. If you want to upgrade the bathroom/ shower
facilities that is fine..... but do not change the "natural" unspoiled Dunes and beaches........ this could lead to homes
being built on our Dunes.

9/25/2016 10:54 AM

275

Bathrooms should be open til 7pm. and on weekends during September

9/23/2016 11:51 PM

276

The trash pickup at the facility needs to be expanded and improved.

9/23/2016 4:48 PM

277

The Pavillion continues to serve us nicely just as it is

9/23/2016 5:54 AM

278

indoor/outdoor restaurant

9/22/2016 2:53 PM

279

Longer hours in season

9/22/2016 2:49 PM

280

I like the pavillion as is, but could be expanded slightly. Need to extend hours of the restrooms.

9/22/2016 2:47 PM

281

Please keep restaurants open longer - until atleast 6pm

9/22/2016 2:39 PM

282

Put blue mats down each path Put soap in ladies bathroom

9/22/2016 2:26 PM

283

If you want to spend money, then bike lanes are needed in town and surrouding areas. This whole area needs more

9/22/2016 2:24 PM

and wider bike lanes. Dont want to see any more buildings. great the way it is
284

LOve it as is!

9/22/2016 2:06 PM

285

Pavillion is fine

9/22/2016 1:59 PM

286

It would be nice to have live music on weekends. Not loud/rowdy just nice, quiet summer music like jazz blues

9/22/2016 1:56 PM

acoustic more bike racks
287

Snack bar should offer breakfast and be modeled after the Cooper Beach Concession Stand

9/22/2016 1:54 PM

288

It would be nice to have a designed fire pit somewhere on the beach. Maybe it can be rented so litter or damage can
be cleaned by renters. beach bonfires are great because they are at a safe and legal place and would be worth every
dollar.

9/22/2016 1:47 PM

289

More blue mats on each pathway to beach

9/22/2016 1:41 PM

290

Upgrade bathrooms and keep them open later. Love this beach

9/22/2016 1:34 PM

291

NO smoking on beach

9/22/2016 1:30 PM

292

bathroom facilities need improvement

9/22/2016 1:23 PM

293

1) Should be a child's playground 2) Provide several outdoor showers 3)drop off/pickup area in parking lot 4)pathways
to beach with deck would

9/22/2016 1:21 PM

294

The views are under used, we need more free options and live bands

9/22/2016 1:18 PM

295

Beach should be open with lifeguards until 7pm

9/22/2016 1:15 PM

296

1) Sit down restaurant for lunch/dinner would be awesome. We love eating outdoors and most restaurants around

9/22/2016 1:09 PM

have long waits and overcrowding. 2) bathrooms need extreme makeover - countertops toiliets mirrors, several hand
dryers. 3)WE love this beach and are so happy you are renovating 4) Acitivities- yoga, zumba, cards, mah jong in a
club house would be nice and wonderful 5) no dogs, and NO smoking
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297

I have been coming to this beach for 35 years and I love it. Its simplicity is part of its charm and character. Just
upgrading showers and bathrooms

9/22/2016 1:03 PM

298

Fresh water showers - alcoholic beverages

9/22/2016 1:00 PM

299

GREAT BEACH

9/22/2016 12:56 PM

300

First time visitor - have not used anything. However, beach is beautiful, no need for facilities

9/22/2016 12:52 PM

301

Closwed showers for changing

9/22/2016 12:43 PM

302

Keep place clean More garbage cans

9/22/2016 12:27 PM

303

This beach has always been family friendly and safe. The restrooms definitely need updating and exspansion as does
the snack bar and outdoor seating area. However, this is not a beach bar and should maintain its simple and user
friendly appeal. Parking lot is adequate and enlarging it would only promote overcrowding. Lifegurads are phenomenal.

9/22/2016 12:06 PM

304

-Indoor food available seasonally -indoor large room open - hot drinks/tea/coffee/ hot chocolate - available weekends
Large room with ocean views available for renting and catering. -courts -astronomy nights/telescope -Seating area in
pavillion to bring your own food

9/22/2016 11:46 AM

305

make it last for years!

9/22/2016 11:35 AM

306

More fresh food optionswould be nice. Any fruit or more salads or hummus - vegetarian options would be nice too

9/22/2016 11:17 AM

307

Do not need restaurant at Ponquogue. Leave that to the local bussinesses. Ponquogue is low key and works fine!
Concentrate on Tiana and upgrading. Upgrade the beach access roads - need port-a-pottys there. Need better
garbage pick up at these areas. Snack bar is perfect for ponquogue- No restaurant!

9/22/2016 11:15 AM

308

More blue mats

9/22/2016 11:05 AM

309

Improve shower facilities, increase sand mats/walkways

9/21/2016 10:03 PM

310

The beach is the beach. Leave it natural with a snack bar and simple, clean restroom/changing facilites and a few
alfresco showers.

9/21/2016 6:31 PM

311

Hampton Bays beaches are amazing...make them even more amazing by updating them!

9/21/2016 1:32 PM

312

There is no pavilion at Cupsogue anymore. The views are spectacular and there is a pristine and natural feeling there.
Don't get carried away with amenities. Cleanliness of beach and facilities is the most important priority.

9/21/2016 10:43 AM

313

As a local, I never buy from the snack bar due to the high pricing for greasy/junk foods plus I am also gluten free. Also
everyone I know who goes to the beach never buys anything from up there except for an occasional lemonade. By
providing more menu choices or indoor it would attract more people to go grab lunch while having a gorgeous view or
hang out at the beach later. It will also give people a little break from the sun. If you decide to keep it open at night if
has good food it will definitely bring people back to enjoy the sunset etc.

9/21/2016 6:04 AM

314

The current design is iconic and well known by locals and tourists. Updating is, necessary but shouldn't take away
from its foundation. I am a former resident who loved the pavilion enough to use it in my wedding photos. I still visit
several times a year and am saddened to see how antiquated some parts still are - especially the restrooms and
changing areas. It always seemed very dark and uninviting. My parents are still there and use the facilities mostly off

9/21/2016 5:33 AM

season. They come rain or shine and would love to have some type of cover against the elements.
315

I've been a lifeguard for many beaches on LINKEDIN. I definitely think ponquogue needs a renovation. Pavilions are a
big attraction for tourists in the summer, and having them open after hours would make the locals happy as well. Also,
people drink on the beach whether they're allowed to or not, just make it legal and distribute alcohol for a profit.
Ponquogue attracts a younger crowd anyways so there shouldn't be too much backlash.

9/21/2016 12:09 AM

316

Just update it more.

9/20/2016 11:07 PM

317

I would like to go to beach but no way to get to see water

9/20/2016 6:02 PM

318

The facilities they have in place are adequate they just need to be updated

9/20/2016 4:44 PM

319

I would love for the pavilion to be redone with new wood etc. However, any local will tell you to keep it fairly similar.
the one unique and special quality about beaches out on eastern long island is that it is all about the beach scenery
and not like other touristy beaches. Not having a ton of restaurants and hotels on the beach is what makes it so
special and preserves these areas

9/20/2016 3:57 PM

320

Ponquogue Beach should remain an affordable, family beach. Improve the restrooms, showers and changing rooms
and leave the rest. As it is the parking is tight enough. Tiana Beach facilities really need the improvement.

9/20/2016 3:34 PM
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321

Create a place where locals can get good affordable food & drink & hear live music. As a model look at Venetian
Shores in Lindenhurst. It's a nice place where locals can gather, informal school reunions can meet, local musicians

9/20/2016 2:04 PM

can play, etc.
322

Need music - good food- rent kayaks. Should use old beach bar rental.

9/20/2016 1:58 PM

323

Dont allow smoking on the beach or pavillion

9/20/2016 1:53 PM

324

Outlaw smoking

9/20/2016 1:51 PM

325

I like the beach and facilities as they are.. quaint long Island beaches

9/20/2016 1:45 PM

326

Sounds like you are trying to take a nice family beach and turn it into something upscale? Maybe I am wrong, but if
this is the case it will destroy the natural beach setting that most enjoy.

9/20/2016 1:44 PM

327

Can this beach be dog friendly in off season?

9/20/2016 1:42 PM

328

Healthy menu. Music. Variety of kids food

9/20/2016 1:38 PM

329

Need a healthier menu.

9/20/2016 1:37 PM

330

More garbage cans

9/20/2016 1:35 PM

331

Things are perfect the way they are

9/20/2016 1:28 PM

332

Would like proposed examples of "modern" or "traditional" design before offering opinion.

9/20/2016 1:20 PM

333

Shaded area would be nice for people having a rest.

9/20/2016 1:18 PM

334

Update to modernized look. Add more convenience. Full service restaurant can offer more income and upscale
visitors. Stay open past labor day

9/20/2016 1:16 PM

335

Should be open past labor day and before memorial day. Should have maintenance after hurricanes and storms. Staff
needs to clean and upkeep needs to be maintained.

9/20/2016 1:13 PM

336

Southampton town has the best beaches anywhere. LEAVE PONQUOGUE ALONE

9/20/2016 1:10 PM

337

I would like Dune Rd fixed. I dont like to drive through salt water

9/20/2016 1:06 PM

338

Cheap design...... love this beach

9/20/2016 1:04 PM

339

If you have a restaurant this will ass to garbage and septic issues

9/20/2016 1:01 PM

340

The beach is fine the way it is! DONT MESS WITH WHAT WORKS

9/20/2016 12:58 PM

341

Pre-1920s Design Please consult lifeguards for proper equipment room design

9/20/2016 12:56 PM

342

Please consult lifeguards when designing new pavillion as our equipment room and office are understated and in need

9/20/2016 12:53 PM

of repair. We would greatly appreciate having input in our beach
343

it is great to fix the pavillion it is falling apart. but you need to think of the people that work for the town that are on
those beaches daily. Employees have no locker room facilities. No where to shower at all. We all share one bathroom
and bathrooms with the public. The Town of Southampton should take a note from East Hampton and make their
working facilities up to pair.

9/20/2016 12:46 PM

344

East Hampton main beach is perfect, please visit that location. Timeless.

9/20/2016 12:41 PM

345

I come to this beach to relax and only use snack bar and restromm facilities

9/20/2016 12:36 PM

346

Would love to see bathrooms updated and working. CLEAN

9/20/2016 12:32 PM

347

Needs improvement

9/20/2016 12:30 PM

348

Please consult lifeguards when designing new pavillion. Our equipment toom and office are severly undersized and
very poorly designed.

9/20/2016 12:27 PM

349

Please consult a lifeguard for designing lifeguard office and equioment room. I am an assistnat chief at poonquogue
beach and I love it here

9/20/2016 12:24 PM

350

Do not turn this into the beach hut! No bands!

9/20/2016 12:17 PM

351

This is my favorite beach. I have come here since I was a baby and I bring my children here

9/20/2016 12:14 PM

352

Restrooms open after hours Safer TD

9/20/2016 12:08 PM

353

Would like the bathrooms to be open later than 5pm or provide a port-o-potty for later hours

9/20/2016 12:05 PM

354

PRICES ARE TOO HIGH FOR FOOD>

9/20/2016 12:00 PM
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355

This has always been the best beach for the family anywhere. I have been coming here for over 30 years. Would be
better if trucks could never be allowed on beach and the no day rule was enforced.

9/20/2016 11:57 AM

356

I am a summer resident/homeowner. Bathroom/shower facilities are a priority, and outdoor shower is terrible. I just do
not want to see the beach get out of hand. Major updating needed at this area.

9/20/2016 11:46 AM

357

Nice beach!

9/20/2016 11:23 AM

358

AFFORDABLE FAMILY FRIENDLY dining would be great, especially for year round locals :)

9/20/2016 11:18 AM

359

Updated, clean, new snack bar. Year round restaurant. Showers changing area designed with a simple beachy feel.

9/20/2016 11:14 AM

360

We l;ove this beach, but showers and bathrooms need updating. food needs improvement. Would love to have warm
water for showers. Would love to have blue nylon pathways at all beach paths

9/20/2016 11:11 AM

361

The bay area and old bridge are an eyesore - great opportunity to add services and revenue on the bay as well

9/20/2016 11:00 AM

362

Priority to residents

9/20/2016 10:59 AM

363

The natural setting of beach must be maintained. The footprint of the existing building should not exceed a 20%
increase.

9/20/2016 10:56 AM

364

I am very opposed to the idea of putting a restaurant at the beach. It would ruin the beach atmosphere. I am also
concerned it would make it more difficult to go to the beach. The facilities do need to be upgraded and should be
updated to increase the quality of available facilities, including a snack bar, better food, and locker rooms. The town
should look towards redeveloping Neptunes and doing something with that. Also, smoking should be prohibited and
enforced.

9/20/2016 10:53 AM

365

Bathroom and snack bar and lifeguards should be open until at least 6pm until labor day

9/20/2016 10:43 AM

366

Don't over expand and make it Jones beach-overcrowded, under protected and ruined by city people

9/20/2016 9:52 AM

367

changing area & showers would be greatly appreciated. I wish the bathrooms would stay open later than 5:00. We
take walks at night we stay after hours & it would be nice to have a light dinner.

9/20/2016 9:09 AM

368

I was pleasantly surprised by the cleanliness of the Port a Potty on my recent visit. Although, the hand sanitizer
dispenser was broken.

9/20/2016 8:48 AM

369

The town doesn't know how to be a business owner so they should not buy business's or start thinking they can run a
business.

9/20/2016 7:37 AM

370

The facility should reflect the natural beach environment.

9/20/2016 7:06 AM

371

Please consider carefully the environmental impact of these decisions. Hampton Bays us lucky to have a beautiful
stretch of mostly undeveloped beach. Nature lovers should continue to enjoy this while the town also accommodates
the desires of beach goers. Thank you.

9/20/2016 6:14 AM

372

It needs more but at a low cost. Improvements can be made without breaking the bank. Small changes. You don't
need a survey. You need head counts on visitors and accommodate accordingly. Music and alcohol would be a nice
addition and bring in revenue

9/20/2016 12:02 AM

373

You are trying to ruin a good thing. People have flocked to this beach for decades because it is a gorgeous beach. We
don't need or want a fancy concession. It's the beach. We have five restaurants right in the area. Whose pockets will
be lined? We don't want more parking or traffic. It's a family beach. If this is such a great idea do it at Cooper's Beach.

9/19/2016 10:12 PM

374

It's a beach. Not a club. Keep it as natural as possible. And take care of it. None of this. " not money or time to keep it
up"

9/19/2016 10:00 PM

375

I would like to see better sinks, faucets and soap dispensers and paper towels in the bathroom

9/19/2016 9:21 PM

376

The blue runners from lot to beach should be at all walk areas not just from pavilion

9/19/2016 8:04 PM

377

Alcohol service is very profitable, and likely would go a long way to justifying upgrades of Pavilion faciltiy. Limiting

9/19/2016 6:19 PM

consumtion of alcohol to the Pavilion area would likely be all that is required to assure minimal abuse. Bigger issue:
Where are the $$$ coming from? Would MUCH prefer to see PRIVATE investment via lease of the property as
opposed to the Town soending tax $$$ to upgrade.
378

Overall cleanliness should be a major priority in all areas.

9/19/2016 5:43 PM

379

It would be nice with live music in the evening, like beach hut.

9/19/2016 5:29 PM

380

Something needs to be done to our facilities. They are old and falling apart.

9/19/2016 4:54 PM

381

Have purchased non rez parking permit annually & will continue to do so. In general the facilities offered are good, but
not nearly as good as Cuspogue, which I am using as "standard".

9/19/2016 4:33 PM
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382

They should really put more into how the beach looks. For the amount of money it cost they should have enough To
make it look and be better! Look at main beach in east Hampton now that's a beach! I would go there everyday if the
traffics wasn't so bad all the time in the summer.

9/19/2016 4:04 PM

383

First thing lets get some more of the blue sand carpet that assists in walking from the parking lot to the beach (the 3
main routes, one in each side of the pavilion and the center one that already exsists). Lets get some residential
camping (tent) areas on dune road along with better marine docks/ and possibly a boardwalk to bolster the use of the

9/19/2016 2:53 PM

area by residents all year around
384

Look at other successful beachfront pavilions. Go to any main in beach in Florida and should give an idea of how
these could be done.

9/19/2016 2:06 PM

385

The set up now is working well. No need to reinvent the wheel. However, it is old and tired and need to be made
current overall. A new design with an artistic touch as well as some clean minimalist landscaping would go a long way
in making an already good experience better. A display of tides and current conditions would be a nice touch. Solar
power should be included (wind as well) always plenty of both.

9/19/2016 1:52 PM

386

I think that all of the town beaches are in need of some major facelifts. Personally, as a lifeguard for the town, I would
rather see Tiana be rebuilt before anything else as it is in the worst shape. Floor boards are constantly being nailed
down and cones being put in place to prevent people from stubbing toes.

9/19/2016 1:31 PM

387

Invest money into the Tiana Beach Activity center for indoor usage ie....catering that building needs a makeover!!
Leave Ponquogue as is...only fixing up what exists and maybe a few small add ons.....NO restaurant!!!!

9/19/2016 1:22 PM

388

As a resident of Southampton town since 1974 I believe, as well as other people in my family, that there is so much
room for improvement at all of our beaches. We have some of the most beautiful beaches in the world. Let's embrace
that and move into the 21st. Century and improve all all levels. One important thing that is not mentioned in this survey
is garbage. I have been involved in a few beach clean ups. It is very disappointing that there is not enough garbage
cans, and pick up as there should be. These beaches especially in Hampton Bays should be equipped with proper

9/19/2016 1:19 PM

garbage disposal areas! Thanks
389

Make Ponquogue Great Again

9/19/2016 1:06 PM

390

Both Ponquogue and Tiana beach facilities need to be completely updated with the additional amenities mentioned in
this survey

9/19/2016 1:04 PM

391

How about you develop and utilize the old Girl Scout Camp, utilize Tiana beach as an RV park? Do something with
hot dog beach? Save money on structure.... Get nice trailers like yhe court house down there... How's about telling
that whining jerk who bought his million dollar home for 1/8 its value because it was next to Neptunes, to quit being a
jerk and deal with the fact the town needs establishment down there, that are not an African American Coast Guard
museum

9/19/2016 1:03 PM

392

fix up parking lot at Tiana instead

9/19/2016 11:03 AM

393

The current facilities are first rate and don't require additions or changes.

9/19/2016 10:22 AM

394

There is NO need to add additional food/beverage/restaurant facilities at the Ponquogue beach pavilion. Keep the
beaches protected and as a NATURAL resource. The Supervisor's desire to build a restaurant at this site is asinine,
will only promote the degradation of the natural beauty of this area, and doesn't fulfill any need that the local

9/19/2016 9:38 AM

restaurants on Dune Rd don't already provide.
395

Why don't you put the restaurant/bar on the two existing beachfront properties the town owns that were formerly
restaurant/bars? It's despicable tax payer money was used to purchase them and now they sit unused in disrepair.
Ponquogue is a family BEACH and should stay that way!

9/19/2016 9:27 AM

396

IT'S PERFECTLY FINE AS IS! NO NEED FOR A BIG CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT.

9/19/2016 9:05 AM

397

Please do not sell alcohol! It is important to main train a family friendly atmosphere!

9/19/2016 9:03 AM

398

Just clean up what we have..rhe town needs to concentrate on the houses on squire town & west landing & newtown
& squire town rds before the Fall apart & Rot

9/19/2016 8:45 AM

399

Beach hut style ....family orientated live music ... Counter food service

9/19/2016 8:22 AM

400

Please, please, please, do something with all of this wasted land. These beaches are some of the best in the country
and it's a crime that they are left in such disrepair. There is so much wasted opportunity from parking permits to
bringing in desperately needed business. There are so many ways to have thriving businesses that bring in families
and not revert back to the club scene that many people may be worried about or noise issues. It would be very easy
for a business to close at 10pm or a catering hall to have an event end at that time and still be able to bring in a great
deal of money that can be reinvested into the town. Again there is so much wasted land and it's a travesty that there is
nothing there for people and everything looks like it's about to fall into the water.

9/19/2016 8:12 AM
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401

We love the pavilion but it needs repair and updates. I feel a full service restaurant would limit beach use,busy
weekends there is limited parking

9/19/2016 7:20 AM

402

While this is a great idea, we on the western edge of the town would like to see more town facility upgrades close by
(Pike's, for example). You tease us with a potential community center in Westhampton, then forget us and refocus on
Hampton Bays.

9/19/2016 7:18 AM

403

All the beaches should have facilities. Including Tiana, and Pikes..

9/19/2016 12:10 AM

404

It would be great if it was a very white Hamptons modern look.

9/18/2016 10:57 PM

405

We need to improve facilities in our town to attract tourism. Fishing docks should replace the old delapetated
ponquogue bridge.

9/18/2016 8:53 PM

406

Concerned that if you add restaurant or additional seating the parking lot will not be ample enough. Also, if you add
alcohol concerned about drinking and driving.

9/18/2016 8:34 PM

407

I came home with a lone star tick dug into my arm. Needed antibiotics for a month. Need to do some pest control
around the pavilion. Brush under the pavilion needs to be trimmed back or removed.

9/18/2016 7:39 PM

408

Beautiful, clean, beaches. If you want restaurants/boardwalks/structures go somewhere else!

9/18/2016 7:27 PM

409

Please consider the blue mats that go down to the beach for those in wheelchairs and mobility issues Thank You

9/18/2016 6:08 PM

410

We love having an old fashioned beach pavilion and snack bar. The drew is the beach and water. Having a snack bar
just supplements what we bring. Having a modernized "restaurant" would not only take away business from the
existing restaurants on Dune Road, i.e. Oaklands, Sundays, The Hampton Lady, it would drew more crowds and tax
the already fragile area - bird nesting areas, water and beach quality, more traffic, pollution, litter, etc. We love our
small town facilities. Let's not ever lose that feel!

9/18/2016 5:56 PM

411

Love the old Cupsogue Beach set-up. Maybe something similar could be done at Ponquogue. Need more seating and

9/18/2016 5:12 PM

more food choices. Would love to hear live music. Perhaps an open mic day for local bands. Miss Hot Dog Beach
bands!
412

It would be great if it would be easier to walk down to the water also the ramps for handicapped should be upgraded
and reconfigured

9/18/2016 4:45 PM

413

Yes, the pavilion needs to be updated. It's a FAMILY beach, not an upscale restaurant/bar facility. It's an affordable,

9/18/2016 4:00 PM

safe place to take children and grandchildren. NO ALCOHOL!!! We have enough bars and restaurants in town
already.
414

it sounds like someone wants this beach to mirror popular long island beach destinations like the state parks.
Ponquogue is a beautiful beach with adequate facilities. The biggest problem at out beaches is the litter, not the
facilities. Why doesn't the town spend money to clean up the beaches and provided adequate waste receptacles to

9/18/2016 3:36 PM

encourage people visiting to maintain our beaches?
415

I like the current design n a natural environment. My preference is not to make it commercial w food service as a focus
but rather the natural beauty of the ocean to be focal point.

9/18/2016 3:27 PM

416

Preserve the dunes. Do not disrupt the natura environment. The pavilion does not need an upgrade. It is perfect.

9/18/2016 3:23 PM

There are plenty of options for food and drink and places to eat. Do not turn this beach into a bar on the water.
417

Protect the dunes. Do not expand the pavilion.

9/18/2016 3:14 PM

418

DO NOT SPEND ANY MONEY ON THIS!

9/18/2016 3:09 PM

419

I think the Ponquogue should be left as is and money should be spent fixing up Tianna parking lot,the old bridge, and
beach raking at both beaches

9/18/2016 2:43 PM

420

Not just Ponquogue, Tiana is in worst shape than Ponquogue. Or even use the old Hot Dog Beach and start fresh!

9/18/2016 2:36 PM

They're ALL in need of upgrading, and service.
421

The beach pavilion's size should be contained and not significantly expanded. However the facilities should be
upgraded to provide a more pleasant and luxurious environment in the restrooms and the much needed shower/locker
room facilities.

9/18/2016 2:34 PM

422

Why would you want to serve Alcohol at the beach? We don't need more drunks on the road and causing accidents.
Also I don't like the big S on the permit. I visit friends in Brooklyn as well as different places west of Hampton Bays. It's
no ones business in town or any place I travel that I am a Senior, I don't buy a permit because of it I am afraid that
some one would break into my car.

9/18/2016 2:30 PM

423

clean up what exists now keep out the riff raft

9/18/2016 2:18 PM

424

Just make improvements to the facility. Maybe rent beach umbrellas and chairs like they used to do.

9/18/2016 2:02 PM
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425

There should not be indoor seating, table service, or any other additional food service at the pavilion. Hampton Bays
has more than enough waterfront dining options. The town owns other beach properties if they want to create a new
restaurant without ruining the Ponquogue pavilion. Allowing alcohol would cause too many problems. Smoking should
also not be allowed in town parks, as it is not in state parks.

9/18/2016 2:00 PM

426

I enjoy Meschutt and the convenience of having a full restaurant and evening entertainment. Now that my daughter is
older she wants the waves and the Town beaches are more beautiful but the facilities very limited. Have some music

9/18/2016 1:34 PM

let families enjoy the entire day at the beach.
427

No

9/18/2016 1:10 PM

428

Hamptons style. Complete so it doesnt interfere with spring, summer seasons. Utilize the enterprise fund to maintain
and support with staff not only this facility but all others. Longbeach is another opportunity for a beach hut.

9/18/2016 12:58 PM

429

More garbage cans and more garbage pickup. Also cans out for fall /spring not just summer

9/18/2016 12:04 PM

430

Whatever you put there, we definetley need water fountains to drink from

9/18/2016 12:01 PM

431

Double as emergency shelter for homeless in off season months

9/18/2016 11:43 AM

432

Please do NOT serve alcohol - there too many coolers with drinks already and too many DWIs!

9/18/2016 11:05 AM

433

Dress code for indoor seating and security.

9/18/2016 10:57 AM

434

Present bldg is "iconic" - design should represent this. Easier access to get down to beach - more "blue mats" Design
should be so residents do not have to sit in a "parking lot" for concerts ( similar to coopers beach) keep it simple - - a
pavilion with modernized facilities that are easy to keep clean - residents are not looking for a sit down restaurant there are 3 restaurants down the road on the water. Don't think a " full service " restaurant would make it.

9/18/2016 10:31 AM

435

Consider developing the tiana bathing pavilion utilizing the sh town owned "summers" beach club and the tiana
bayside sailing club area.

9/18/2016 10:22 AM

436

I would LOVE to see a boardwalk or pier for people that are unable to physically get onto the sand. It could be used for
biking, walking and jogging as well as outdoor festivals, and possibly include a concert pavilion and pier.

9/18/2016 9:52 AM

437

Air dryers in bathrooms, foot shower sat various spots near parking lot so that not all have to go to pavilion to rinse
feet.

9/18/2016 9:27 AM

438

All bathroom sink/toilet/ hand dryer should be automatic and better lighting and bathrooms maintained

9/18/2016 9:20 AM

439

This undertaking could be a major expense with more expenses to maintain it. Maybe, if done correctly, we can use
SOME monies to update and SOME monies to repair/tweak other areas in town rather than putting it all in one place,
which will undoubtedly have damage during storms. Keep it simple.

9/18/2016 8:57 AM

440

More parking and bands

9/18/2016 8:10 AM

441

pay attention to US flag... handicaped access could be more front and center... bring live music to the deck 3 to 6 pm
for sundays in the summer, before you go home for dinner.

9/18/2016 8:02 AM

442

I adore the facility just the way it is. An update for the restrooms, showers, etc. is really all that is needed...please
keep it as is. There are plenty of indoor restaurant/bar options nearby. Thank you for asking our opinion!! Please keep

9/18/2016 7:37 AM

me posted as I am very interested in this process.
443

Fresh paint, New sinks is all that is necessary

9/18/2016 7:08 AM

444

Ponquogue is busy as it is. It's also a great beach because of the simplicity of it. If it were to be redesigned it should
be designed sustainably. Maybe an ecological landscape interpretive design as well. But also something that would fit
the scenery and no be obstructive.

9/17/2016 10:53 PM

445

I really feel beaches in other towns offer more than Southampton Town beaches. Some things we no longer have are

9/17/2016 10:46 PM

playgrounds at the beach (there was one many, many years ago,) basketball hoops, and live music. I had hope when
the town acquired Neptune's that it could be made into a "Beach Hut" type of place. Was extremely disappointed that it
will no longer be a beach club. I have friends who visit every year and we trek to Cupsogue because there is more to
do there with the live music. I have a ten year old child who still loves to play on jungle gyms and swings. My entire
family loves live music and feels there is nothing better in summer than to sit at the beach and listen to music with the
option of staying for dinner, too.
446

Once the area is done the Town needs to put the money into maintaining it.......all year long not just for seasonal folks

9/17/2016 10:42 PM

447

It would be great to have a nice place on the ocean to have a nice meal.

9/17/2016 9:42 PM

448

Just renovate what is there. We don't need another tax increase

9/17/2016 9:39 PM
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449

Yes. If this is our beach then it should look better in many ways and have facilities that are up to par There should not
be any alcohol because there will be lots more of drunk driving

9/17/2016 9:29 PM

450

we need restrooms to b opened april - november. residents pay taxes n dont get to enjoy beach areas once tourist go
home...not fair to lical taxpayers

9/17/2016 9:27 PM

451

Beach access for elderly or disabled should be increased so they can en joy it more easily.

9/17/2016 9:23 PM

452

It needs to be more handicap friendly.

9/17/2016 9:05 PM

453

Healthier food choices would be fabulous. There are not many places in the Hamptons to eat dinner at a restaurant at
the beach so it'd be great to make that possible.

9/17/2016 9:01 PM

454

Keep it simple not so commercial .

9/17/2016 9:01 PM

455

The Beach should be more maintain too. Cooper beach in Southampton is so much nicer the the beaches in Hampton
Bays.

9/17/2016 8:16 PM

456

The last thing we need there is for alcohol to be available. The thing I love the most about this beach is that it is family
friendly. If alcohol is available it will become a terrible place to take my kids too. It should stay a beach not a bar.

9/17/2016 7:48 PM

457

Would like to see rentals of equipment and in general more festive. Perhaps umbrellas and lights. Some music
performances. Swings or play area for children. Would like to see more up beat and positive. Can have job growth if
there was more of a destination for those that are not swimmers but would like to go out.

9/17/2016 7:35 PM

458

Expand service and menu. Something a notch above meschutt. The current pavilion is ugly and uninviting.

9/17/2016 7:12 PM

459

Ponquogue needs to be updated and better maintained over all. It's sad that it was allowed to get to this state.

9/17/2016 6:04 PM

460

An indoor/outdoor restaurant is not needed at Ponquogue Pavilion. People use the picnic tables and benches for
family pizza/picnic suppers and sunset gatherings. A few more picnic tables would be very helpful, and a few shaded

9/17/2016 5:41 PM

eating areas would be useful for lunch times. A restaurant would crowd-out or prohibit families and friends from
picnicing/gathering there. ALSO, please update/renovate the deck at Tiana Beach Pavilion - THIS is the pavilion that
needs attention. The deck has many loose/cracked/broken/splintered boards, and it needs a few more picnic tables
and some benches similar to those at Ponquogue. Thank you.
461

Solar power.

9/17/2016 5:18 PM

462

Do not change what we already have. I do NOT want a restaurant on this facility. I am an independent voter and
veteran who has voted in every election in the last 40 years. I will vote against any town official that changes my
Ponquogue Beach Pavillion!

9/17/2016 5:13 PM

463

I like the traditional style with cedar shakes that age naturally - but updating would be great. Main thing is to expand
the space and make more useful. Keep it beach comber style and not modern/neon awkward vs surroundings. Thank

9/17/2016 5:12 PM

you for the opp to have a say!
464

Just TLC. Fix what's there. No renovations

9/17/2016 5:09 PM

465

Keep it beachy and remember how crowded Ponquogue beach already gets!!

9/17/2016 5:00 PM

466

leave the pavilion alone and make the old bridge safe and usable

9/17/2016 4:46 PM

467

The pavilion needs to be updated in its current form ... If the town is dying to get in the ocean front restaurant
business use former Neptunes or Summer's location that you already dumped tax payer money into to sit there and
decay (what an eyesore). Ponquogue is an amazing family beach an asset to the community leave it as that. Please!

9/17/2016 4:25 PM

468

It would be nice to have it all updated, clean and be able to go for a lite lunch and dinner..

9/17/2016 4:22 PM

469

I like Ponquogue the way it is, but it just needs to be fixed up. The bathrooms need a major overhaul and the means
to clean up the pavilion and garbage containers needs to be addressed. They are all filthy most of the summer. I liked

9/17/2016 4:20 PM

when Slo Jacks was at the beach- food was delicious and prices were reasonable. They did a great job. There could
be a few more tables as well.
470

Repair parking lot

9/17/2016 4:10 PM

471

Don't take away the natural beauty of our beach facility with a modern restaurant! Please keep the beachy feel of a
pavilion with a relaxed, casual atmosphere that accommodates local residents and not the tourist community! There
are plenty of restaurants that serve alcohol further down dune road near the inlet. Ponquogue is a family beach!

9/17/2016 4:05 PM

472

No????

9/17/2016 4:05 PM

473

Please just limit amount of food concession this is our home let us maintain and improve just basic facilities ,people
come to enjoy beach.

9/17/2016 4:00 PM

474

no

9/17/2016 3:40 PM
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475

Please leave the beach the way it is, we do not need improvements

9/17/2016 3:23 PM

476

It should provide life guard stands with sufficient shade for the life guards!! Skin cancer should not be an occupational
hazard for them!!!!

9/17/2016 3:08 PM

477

The Ponquoque Pavillion is wonderful just the way it is. No need for any improvement.

9/17/2016 3:04 PM

478

There is considerable room for improvement in the bathing facility and concession area. I'm not well versed in this

9/17/2016 2:37 PM

area but I'm certain there are other town and private beaches from which ideas and improvements can be drawn. The
present facility is dated and past its life expectancy. This is a good time to bring new design ideas and contemporary
conveniences to a long term establishment.
479

Which ever is most cost effective.

9/17/2016 2:32 PM

480

should not have a restaurant or indoor seating or alchohol there are enough restaurants on dune road.

9/17/2016 2:32 PM

481

Updating and enhancing what is there is really all needs to be done. Using easthamptons main beach as a model is a
good example of offering an nice pavilion with different options suited to appeal to different visitors of the beach. This
ocean represents Hampton bays and it will be great to see it cleaned up and upgraded !

9/17/2016 2:24 PM

482

The pavilion has been ignored for years. I started coming out here in 1987, and it hasn't changed one iota. It is about

9/17/2016 2:14 PM

time Hampton Bays has been acknowledged and finally some improvements are finally being addressed. I do hope
politics aren't going to impede the improvements.
483

As Ponqougue Beach Manager for 5 years 2011-2015 I am very familiar with the patrons of this beach. I feel the best
improvements of this facility would be to keep things as they( snack bar, bathrooms and showers.) are while
modernizing the physical structure..

9/17/2016 1:56 PM

484

I would hate to see any food service competition with already existing local restaurants.

9/17/2016 1:52 PM

485

Real wheelchair access to beach and pavilion. Day and night cleaning crews. Beach cleaning and raking. And to

9/17/2016 1:31 PM

rebuild Tiana Beach pavilion in a similar fashion, to include recreation center.
486

Full service restaurant not necessary....dune road has plenty of them. Upgraded, CLEAN facilities would be most
welcome.

9/17/2016 1:22 PM

487

Do ot increas size of deck area. Better utilize existing space for buildings.

9/17/2016 1:20 PM

488

Please don't modernize it and make it a restaurant or a bar or anything else! Please leave it the charming way it
already has been for many years because once you change it is no turning back and more of the charm of happened
days will be lost forever!

9/17/2016 12:53 PM

489

One thing that you don't mention that would really help is for the flag that shows swimming conditions be bigger. Also it
would be a great help to post swimming conditions (ie the color of the flag plus wave height and periodicity) online.

9/17/2016 12:52 PM

And why not tide times also? In general we like this beach fine just the way it is. Please don't put in more structures
or buildings.
490

Take a look at the Marco Island Florida Residents Beach for a nice design that includes Kitchen, Outdoor Restaurant,
Restrooms, Stage for Concerts, Seating area for the restaurant, Sheltered Picnic area with Barbeque facilities etc. The
beach should be equipped with a tractor for grooming the beach on a regular basis during the season. For security

9/17/2016 12:51 PM

reasons only credit card payment should be taken at the beach entrances.
491

Thank you for taking the time to ask our opinion

9/17/2016 12:36 PM

492

There are 3 restaurants wilthin a mile of the pavilion. Give the current pavilion a facelift and I am sure most of the local
patron would be happy with that.

9/17/2016 12:35 PM

493

There is no need to make this like the beach huts. How about we look back to how it was 20 years ago? Simple food
and snack, bathroom facilities (not going to lie they were gross then too), happy kids, happy adults. I do believe that
more of the handicap mats (not sure if that is what they are called) at a few different beach entrances would be great.

9/17/2016 12:09 PM

That was not addressed in this survey. Also not addressed, GARBAGE. There needs to be MORE cans and somehow
fines for those who leave their crap on the beach. I have stopped more than my fair share of people leaving their
garbage on the beach when they pack up. Embarrassment usually works to get them to take away. I know the police
cannot be expected to do this but maybe one or two of the beach attendants and life guards can help remind people to
take off what they have brought on the beach?
494

The facility just needs renovation/modernization within the current building.

9/17/2016 12:05 PM

495

I truly think a few more showers indoor and out would make it great!

9/17/2016 12:00 PM
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496

The town has the opportunity to make Ponquogue or Tiana an amazing restaurant on the ocean. It would be so nice
to go in the winter and sit inside while looking at the ocean. There are so many months that these buildings aren't
used. Do something that residents can utilize year round. Winters are long and cold. Even make one a coffee shop in
winter with fireplace and seating where residents can enjoy the ocean and the beauty while nice and warm.

9/17/2016 11:59 AM

497

Town should open more 4x4 access. Trident lane is always empty.

9/17/2016 11:53 AM

498

Recycling bins, compost bins, and garbage cans on deck of pavillion. A Drinking water bottle refill station to promote
reusable bottles

9/17/2016 11:51 AM

499

Put more outdoor places to rinse feet and body if needed.

9/17/2016 11:50 AM

500

I think there is minimal work that needs to be done. The town ahould start keeping up on existing beaches. There
needs to be lifeguards down at inlet, the square should need beach permits and bathrooma are needed. I am sure the
side beaches need things room. I have luved out here my entire life simple is best. Not sure the Pavillion needs much
change. I know people that i talk to , mostly down at inlet want things down there. I went to the beach this summer a
lot and found the needs of the above mentioned are important. That beach is getting more crowded every year.

9/17/2016 11:49 AM

501

Maintain as natural as possible. Don't add a restaurant- many local restaurants already. It should be clean and
maintenance free as possible.

9/17/2016 11:49 AM

502

How about we get some more of those blue handicapped mats on all the entrances to the beach? That would help.
Create/Increase shaded seating areas. Let's remember what the beach is for. A stress free enjoyable day. Not a
restaurant.

9/17/2016 11:47 AM

503

Restore and update what is there now...it is a landmark... Garbage needs addressing and bathrooms need to be
sanitary...

9/17/2016 11:40 AM

504

The beauty of Ponquogue Beach is its local appeal. By commercializing the pavilion it will become like any other
"tourist beach". If redevelopment should occur, It is imperative the local essence is maintained

9/17/2016 11:25 AM

505

This is My favorite beach for many a year and it could certainly use some updating

9/17/2016 11:14 AM

506

This survey is woefully inadequate in assessing the needs of the TOWNS Beach facilities. Ponquogue is the nicest
facility in town, though it does need repairs. How about we fix the really shabby beach facilities throughout the rest of
this billion dollar beach town? Further, Hampton bays community wants to reinvigorate their downtown, how would
opening a restaurant on the beach do that exactly? It does exactly the opposite, there are already restaurants in that
area that service the beach going population and this proposal does nothing for downtown. Try again.

9/17/2016 11:08 AM

507

I would love to see the existing food area remain the same-- great for beach-goers who want to eat while barefoot and
in their bathing suits. But additionally (not instead) it would be terrific to have an inside, reasonably-priced full service
dining area with a wonderful ocean view! All the other Hampton Bays dining areas are on the north side of Dune
Road.

9/17/2016 10:58 AM

508

Keep the beach pavilion as it is! There is absolutely no need for a bar/restaurant at this facility. What would be
appreciated was a blackboard where you enter the parking lot stating the times of high and low tide, the outdoor
temperature and water temperature.

9/17/2016 10:58 AM

509

The garbage cans are always overflowing. Something needs to be done to address this problem. Also if a restaurant is

9/17/2016 10:42 AM

added it should go to Tiana beach. There are buildings on site to support a restaurant and they have more parking
available. Parking is a problem at Ponquogue on a busy weekend for beach goers.
510

Ponquogue beach is a low key beach haven for residents. I say improve some of the bathrooms, changing areas and
showers - and spend money on maintaining them more often, etc. and not on other stuff

9/17/2016 10:31 AM

511

Make the lifeguard room larger with shower. Current storage is too small for necessary lifesaving equipment.

9/17/2016 10:31 AM

512

I'd love to see something the locals can enjoy after our summer friends have left. Snacks for a nice day with our kids
so we can enjoy the reasons we live here

9/17/2016 10:20 AM

513

keep the beach as is.

9/17/2016 6:25 AM

514

Restrooms should stay open until dusk. The sand needs to be groomed of trash and seaweed at least once a week at
all town beaches. While on vacation in Florida, the public beaches are cleaned every morning! Our beaches are dirty
in comparison.

9/16/2016 1:38 PM

515

ABSOLUTELY NO BOOZE! The current pavilion is fine as is, it just needs to be cleaned up and modernized where
necessary.

9/16/2016 8:06 AM

516

There are currently 3 "sit down" restaurants on Dune Road in Hampton Bays. Please do not make Ponquogue
another one.

9/15/2016 4:57 PM

517

Keep the bathrooms open in the spring and fall.

9/15/2016 1:19 PM
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518

Would like to see bathroom and snack bar hours past 5. Would be nice to have diner on the beach

9/15/2016 12:56 PM

519

Love this beach. Keep it up! Need more garbage pails

9/15/2016 12:52 PM

520

Tiana is way better. Everything needs restoration. Town should look into a food truck if it cannot be updated. The
concession stand is pathetic. railing is missing.

9/15/2016 12:45 PM

521

facilities shoul be set up only for daily use. A restaurant would just add to the crowding

9/15/2016 12:39 PM

522

Use neptunes for year round indoor dining.

9/15/2016 12:36 PM

523

It's sad that the town doesn't take advantage of making this something great- I do worry it will become another building
owned by the town that looks run down and not attractive at all for instance Tiana Beach Center (the old Summers
building) that looks horrible such an eye sore.

9/15/2016 12:35 PM

524

It all needs to be updated. I think an indoor restaurant would take away from our beach use. On weekends there is no
parking as it is. The town owns Neptunes why dont they use that for a restaurant?

9/15/2016 12:33 PM

525

Hampton Bays residents should get a break with fee for parking

9/15/2016 12:29 PM

526

Replace wood with better technology. Live music

9/15/2016 12:24 PM

527

keep prices down So far, the prices are reasonable

9/15/2016 12:21 PM

528

Keep bathrooms open after 5

9/15/2016 12:14 PM

529

Overall snack bar should be bigger with wise food options

9/15/2016 12:01 PM

530

If a restaurant is built, I would like to see it be affordable and family friendly. Breakfast during the summer would be
nice. A concern of mine is the parking. I would like to also keep this a family beach.

9/15/2016 11:58 AM

531

extend blue walkway. Repair hand dryers. update showers.

9/15/2016 11:42 AM

532

Nautical/beach design

9/15/2016 11:33 AM

533

I really wouldnt like a 5 star design. I feel we have a nice layout. Lower the prices

9/15/2016 11:25 AM

534

Snack bar needs ro be nicer and better priced. Need healthy options! More comfortable seating outside. Need shower
stalls. Showers separate from restrooms.

9/15/2016 11:23 AM

535

More comfortable outdoor seating

9/15/2016 11:20 AM

536

Enforce no smoking. Footprint not to expect 70% of existing structure most preserve environmental integrity. Consider
more restaurant facilites on tiana only. Consider no music policy

9/15/2016 11:18 AM

537

Parking has to be addressed if more dining opportunities arise. Where would permitted residents park if it's open to the

9/15/2016 11:11 AM

public at no parking cost ? Would not like to see another Meshutt with all the outsiders, alcohol served all day is not a
good idea in the hot sun, music daily, car shows etc. Would like to see it kept as a pristine ocean beach facility but
updated. Meshutt has become hang out for many non residents, you can't get a parking space in the evening. There is
too much all day drinking permitted with young children around.
538

A hand dryer that works in the bathroom

9/15/2016 11:09 AM

539

more outdoor showers for rinsing off

9/15/2016 11:04 AM

540

I travel a distance to enjoy this beach. Should updates be made, please do not lose the charm of this facility.

9/15/2016 10:58 AM

541

First time visitor to this facility

9/15/2016 10:55 AM

542

TOILET PAPER!

9/15/2016 10:49 AM

543

Take the hill out of the blue tarp walkway. Too difficult to walk on for disabled.

9/15/2016 10:36 AM

544

We really enjoy this beach and come from Douglaston,Queens and usually stay for the weekend. Since we go out at
night from the beach, indoor showers would be much better for us.

9/15/2016 10:19 AM

545

Maybe an additional special needs beach chair Also mats to beach on all access areas

9/15/2016 7:42 AM

546

The design is a hard question, I am used to the current look,and like it,but maybe a modern glass look?maybe
combine old and new design!

9/15/2016 7:32 AM

547

Leave the beach as it is. S

9/14/2016 5:47 PM

548

Update the bathrooms. They are just cold and dirty looking. Needs to be brightened up and a little more modern

9/14/2016 1:31 PM

549

I just wanted the Park and Recreation Staff to know that they does a outstanding job to keep our "jewel" (our beaches)
of Southampton perfect for our visitors and residence to enjoy our beaches. Thank you.

9/14/2016 12:21 PM
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550

the design should be "Hamptons Beach" and consideration of such should be accounted for in replicating at other
beach facilities in the near future. Wrap around access to all vistas.
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April 27, 2017
Kristen M. Doulos
Town Parks Director
Southampton Town Dept. of Parks & Recreation
116 Hampton Road
Southampton, New York 11968
Re:

Sanitary Inspection and Evaluation – Ponquogue Beach, Hampton Bays

Dear Ms. Doulos:
ZEB Environmental Solutions, Inc. (ZEB) is pleased to present you with the following report, which details the
results of the existing sanitary system inspection and evaluation at the above referenced property. ZEB
performed the inspection on March 16, 2017. Initially, each cover associated with the sanitary system was
located and opened. A visual inspection was conducted on each structure and construction details and
depths were recorded. Additionally, influent/effluent piping locations were recorded.
As shown on Figure 1, this system is composed of one (1) cylindrical solid bottom septic tank connected to
two cylindrical open-bottom leaching cesspools. All structures are accessible via steel cover or concrete
slab at or < 1’ below grade. Figure 2 contains a cross section of the system, which details depth, diameter,
and construction details of each system component.
In addition, photographs collected during the
inspection are included as Appendix A.
Based on the results of the inspection and evaluation, this system appears to be in very good condition with
leaching pool bases having a minimum of two-feet of separation from the groundwater table. As you are
aware, this system was designed/installed prior to 1976 and does not meet current SCDHS Standards for
Approval of Sewage Disposal Systems. In addition, since this system is pre-existing/non-conforming, there is
no requirement to upgrade they system. However, since this facility contains a concession stand with food
service, a grease trap should be installed prior to the septic tank
It is understood that renovations are planned for this property and structure, however these plans do not
call for an increase in structure size or additional parking. Therefore, there is no requirement to upgrade the
system. However, the system should be maintained periodically (at least on a yearly basis) to promote
adequate drainage and treatment of wastewater.
Please call, if you have any questions, or would like to discuss your project further. I look forward to hearing
from you.
Very truly yours,
ZEB Environmental Solutions, Inc.

Zeb Youngman
President

cc. J. Erwin
C. Fetten

188 W. Montauk Highway, Suite E6 – Hampton Bays NY 11946
631.594.5300

FIGURES

ZEB Environmental Solutions, Inc.
188 W. Montauk Highway, Suite E6 – Hampton Bays NY 11946
631.594.5300

APPENDIX A
Project Photographs

ZEB Environmental Solutions, Inc.
188 W. Montauk Highway, Suite E6 – Hampton Bays NY 11946
631.594.5300

Photo 1: Sanitary system piping underneath Ponquogue Beach pavilion.

Photo 2: Garden area, to the west of the pavilion, containing the septic tank and one of the two cesspools.

Photo 3: Solid bottom septic tank located in the garden.

Photo 4: Solid bottom septic tank filled with approximately six (6) feet of sludge.

Photo 5: First sand bottom leaching cesspool influent pipe from the septic tank.

Photo 6: First sand bottom leaching cesspool with less than one (1) foot of liquid, located north of the
septic tank

.
Photo 7: Second sand bottom leaching cesspool with less than one (1) foot of liquid, located south of the
septic tank.
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INTO GROUND - POSSIBLE FILTER
UNITS.

Tel 631-467-7775

Fax 631-467-7840
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LANDSCAPE @ ISLAND ENDS, TYP.

DUNE ROAD
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EXISTING
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Project Address:

280 DUNE ROAD, HAMPTON BAYS,
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SHOWERS
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LIGHT FIXTURES WITH NEW
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Town of Southampton
Ponquogue Beach Facility

Concept Design

Savik Murray
Bohemia, New York

Cost Estimate

SUBJECT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:
TYPE EST.:
CLIENT:

GENERAL NOTES & QUALIFICATIONS

EST. NO:
EST. BY:
CHKD. BY:
DATE:
REV. DATE:

DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DCAK-MSA ARCHITECTURE

16049
RC
JK
1.30.17

$1,711,300

1. ALL PRICES ARE BASED ON January 2016 CONSTRUCTION COSTS.

2. THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE NOT INCLUDED:
a) PROFESSIONAL FEES
b) TENANT MODIFICATIONS IN SNACK BAR
c) HAZARDOUS MATERIAL ABATEMENT

3. THIS ESTIMATE IS BASED ON THE FOLLOWING;
DRAWING #
C-100
A-200
A-100.1
A-100.2
A-100.3

DATE
2017.01.03
2017.01.03
2017.01.03
2017.01.03
2017.01.03
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2/1/2017 4:58 PM

Concept Design

Town of Southampton
Ponquogue Beach Facility

Savik Murray
Bohemia, New York

Cost Estimate

SUBJECT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:
TYPE EST.:
CLIENT:

SUMMARY - ALL TRADES
PONQUOGUE BEACH BATH HOUSE
HAMPTON BAYS NY
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DCAK-MSA ARCHITECTURE

EST. NO:
EST. BY:
CHKD. BY:
DATE:
REV. DATE:
GSF:

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

2.00
2.01
2.02
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00
10.00
15.00
16.00

SITE WORK
DEMOLITION
LANDSCAPING
METALS
WOODS & PLASTICS
THERMAL MOISTURE PROTECTION & ROOF
WINDOWS & DOORS
FINISHES
SPECIALTIES
PLUMBING
ELECTRIC

16049
RC
JK
Jan 30 2017

AMOUNT
$296,906
$42,050
$51,955
$482,467
$42,375
$75,125
$19,675
$93,540
$67,019
$62,306

Alternate Wider Ramp: Add $58,900
Alternate Windows and Shutters: Add $34,300

SUBTOTAL
GENERAL CONDITIONS - 5.0%
SUBTOTAL
G.C. OH & P - 10.0%
SUBTOTAL
DESIGN CONTINGENCY - 10.0%
SUBTOTAL
ESCALATION - 5.0%
SUBTOTAL
BONDS & INSURANCE - 4.0%
TOTAL COST

Page 2 of 13

$1,233,418
$61,682
$1,295,100
$129,500
$1,424,600
$142,500
$1,567,100
$78,400
$1,645,500
$65,800
$1,711,300
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Concept Design

Town of Southampton
Ponquogue Beach Facility

Savik Murray
Bohemia, New York

Cost Estimate

SUBJECT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:
TYPE EST.:
CLIENT:

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
PONQUOGUE BATH HOUSE
HAMPTON BAYS NY
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DCAK-MSA ARCHITECTURE

ITEM

2.00

EST. NO:
EST. BY:
CHKD. BY:
DATE:
REV. DATE:

DESCRIPTION

QTY

UNIT

UNIT
PRICE

AMOUNT

16049
RC
JK
Jan 30 2017

TOTAL

SITE WORK
STORMWATER

240
225
200
16
250
1
3,300
3,240
3,250

a
Excavate Storm water
b
Backfill W/ Excavated Material
c
Dispose Of Excess Material On Site
d
DRYWELLS
e
Eight inch DR-18 pipe
f
Catch basin
g
Excavate South West Area
h
New Concrete Curb
i
Saw cut pavement
j
Rain Leader four inch cast iron pipe
k
Erosion protection/Silt Fence
l Paving
Sealing
Stripping
Asphalt Patching

CY
CY
CY
EA
LF
EA
CY
LF
LF
LF
5,240 SF

20.00
15.00
5.00
1,400.00
60.00
2,500.00
15.00
28.00
3.50
40.00
2.40

4,800
3,375
1,000
22,400
15,000
2,500
49,500
90,720
11,375

22,000 SY
19,660 LF
25 SF

2.00
1.00
800.00

44,000
19,660
20,000

12,576

296,906

Sub-Total
2.01

DEMOLITION
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q

Demo Ramp to beach
Containers
Demo Handicap Ramps
Containers
Demo Siding
Containers
Demo Roofing
Containers
Demo Main Deck
Containers
Demo Rest Room
Containers
Demo Guard Shed Backhoe
Labor
Containers
Demo Misc. Metal/Wood Railing
Containers

40
4
20
2
25
5
60
10
12
1
1
4
2
4
1

MD
EA
MD
EA
MD
EA
MD
EA
MD
EA
MD
EA
MD
MD
Ea.
MD
EA

100.00
950.00
100.00
950.00
100.00
950.00
100.00
950.00
100.00
950.00
100.00
950.00
1,800.00
100.00
950.00
100.00
950.00

4,000
3,800
2,000
1,900
2,500
4,750
6,000
9,500
1,200
950
1,800
400
1,900
400
950

42,050

Sub-Total
2.02

LANDSCAPING
a
Trees
b
Shrubs
c
Rain Gardens
d
Picket Fence

32
21
6,600
940

EA
EA
SF
LF

12,320
3,150
19,800
16,685
51,955

Sub-Total
5.00

385.00
150.00
3.00
17.75

METALS
Not used

Sub-Total
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Concept Design

Town of Southampton
Ponquogue Beach Facility

Savik Murray
Bohemia, New York

Cost Estimate

SUBJECT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:
TYPE EST.:
CLIENT:

ITEM
6.00

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
PONQUOGUE BATH HOUSE
HAMPTON BAYS NY
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DCAK-MSA ARCHITECTURE

EST. NO:
EST. BY:
CHKD. BY:
DATE:
REV. DATE:

DESCRIPTION

QTY

UNIT

UNIT
PRICE

AMOUNT

16049
RC
JK
Jan 30 2017

TOTAL

WOODS & PLASTICS
Rough Carpentry
a. Repair/Replace Joists
b. Replace Sheathing
c. Replace rotted or termite infested sill plates, pile caps,
stringers
d.
Durock Sheathing in restrooms
e. Frame Door Opening
f. Furnish and Install Stanchion
g. Ramp to beach
- Six inch diameter pressure treated post

h.
i.

j.
k.
l.

- Floor joists, strigers
Furnish and Install Anderson Windows
Epay Decking and railing
- 5/4 by 6 decking
- 4x4 Posts
- 2x3 Posts
- Top and Bottom Rails
- 4x4 Caps
- 4x4 Post skirts
Install Doors Frames and Hardware Sets
Install Toilet Accessories
Furnish and Install Changing Room benches

m Pergola
- Epay or Cedar Pergola
n Pre Fab Roof Arch
o Reframe Entrance Roof Line
p Scaffold
q Misc. Wood Blocking

1,000 LF
1,600 SF

11.00
6.50

11,000
10,400

1,500 LF

5.00

7,500

2,000 7
1 EA
45 LF

18.00
675.00
75.00

36,000
675
3,375

EA
LF
EA

345.00
15.00
1,550.00

LF
LF
LF
LF
EA
EA
EA
EA

15.00
25.00
5.00
25.00
45.00
40.00
550.00
50.00

135,825
15,000
61,750
35,000
6,300
5,600
9,350
1,500

6 EA

1,200.00

7,200

SF
EA
LF
SF
LS

60.00
2,750.00
10.00
5.00
2,500.00

76,800
2,750
1,450
5,500
2,500

3,100 SF
32 LF
24 LF

12.00
6.00
400.00

37,200
192
9,600

9,055
600
12,350
1,400
140
140
17
30

1,280
1
145
1,100
1

Finish Carpentry
a. Hardi Plank Siding
b. Hardi Plank Trim
c Bathroom Vanity

482,467

Sub-Total
7.00

THERMAL & MOISTURE PROTECTION
5,900 SF
525 LF
LF
1 LS

a.
Asphalt Shingles
b.
Metal trim
c. Alum. Gutters & Leaders
d. Misc. Caulking & Sealants

5.00
15.00
15.00
5,000.00

29,500
7,875
5,000
42,375

Sub-Total
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Concept Design

Town of Southampton
Ponquogue Beach Facility

Savik Murray
Bohemia, New York

Cost Estimate

SUBJECT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:
TYPE EST.:
CLIENT:

ITEM
8.00

GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
PONQUOGUE BATH HOUSE
HAMPTON BAYS NY
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DCAK-MSA ARCHITECTURE

EST. NO:
EST. BY:
CHKD. BY:
DATE:
REV. DATE:

DESCRIPTION

QTY

UNIT

UNIT
PRICE

AMOUNT

16049
RC
JK
Jan 30 2017

TOTAL

WINDOWS & DOORS
Doors W/ Frames & Hardware
a
b
b
c
c

Skylight Cupola
Counter Shutter
Window in life guard area
Wood Doors. Wood Frames and Hardware Sets
Access Doors - Allow

4 EA
EA
EA
17 EA
1 LS

15,000.00
3,000.00
1,800.00
875.00
250.00

60,000

14,875
250
75,125

Sub-Total
9.00

FINISHES

a. Ceramic Walls Rest Rooms w/ cleavage membrane
b Painting Walls
c Painting Doors

225 SF
2,500 SF
14 EA

25.00
4.50
200.00

5,625
11,250
2,800
19,675

Sub-Total
10.00

SPECIALTIES
a. Toilet Accessories
- Toilet Paper Dispenser
- Soap Dispenser
- Mirrors
- Changing Table
- Grab Bars
- Hand Dryer
b Toilet Partitions
- Standard
- Handicapped
- Urinal Screen
c Pre Fab Guard Shed
d Sign
e.
Benches
f
Tables
g.
Chairs
h.
Picnic Tables
i.
Stools
j
Trash Receptacles
f. Planters

9
9
3
2
6
4

EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA

35.00
45.00
250.00
350.00
55.00
325.00

315
405
750
700
330
1,300

8
2
2
1
1
9
12
48
8
18
6
6

EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA

750.00
950.00
500.00
30,000.00
3,000.00
800.00
925.00
225.00
1,000.00
225.00
890.00
225.00

6,000
1,900
1,000
30,000
3,000
7,200
11,100
10,800
8,000
4,050
5,340
1,350
93,540

Sub-Total
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Town of Southampton
Ponquogue Beach Facility

Concept Design

Savik Murray
Bohemia, New York

Cost Estimate

SUBJECT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:
TYPE EST.:
CLIENT:

SUMMARY - PLUMBING
Ponquoge Bath House
Hampton Bays NY
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DCAK-MSA ARCHITECTURE

EST. NO:
EST. BY:
CHKD. BY:
DATE:
REV. DATE:
GSF:

ITEM

DESCRIPTION

15.00

PLUMBING

1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00
6.00
7.00
8.00
9.00

STORM UNDERDECK
SANITARY UNDERDECK
RAIN LEADERS
SANITARY WASTE & VENTS
DOMESTIC WATER PIPING
WATER HEATER FLUES
PROPANE PIPING
PLUMBING FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT
MISCELLANEOUS

16049
RC
JK
Jan 30 2017

AMOUNT

SUBTOTAL
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$5,519
$7,262
$28,710
$10,282
$1,650
$13,596

$67,019

2/1/2017 4:58 PM

Concept Design

Town of Southampton
Ponquogue Beach Facility

Savik Murray
Bohemia, New York

Cost Estimate

SUBJECT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:
TYPE EST.:
CLIENT:

PLUMBING
Ponquoge Bath House
Hampton Bays NY
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DCAK-MSA ARCHITECTURE

ITEM
1.00

EST. NO:
EST. BY:
CHKD. BY:
DATE:
REV. DATE:

DESCRIPTION

QTY

UNIT

UNIT
PRICE

AMOUNT

6" SV Wt. Cast Iron Pipe
4" Sv Wt. Cast Iron Pipe
Sv Wt. Cast Iron Fittings
Cleanout Deck plates
Excavation, Bedding and Backfill
Gaskets, Lubricants, Etc.

50
10
8
1
60
1

LF
LF
EA
EA
LF
LS

45.94
33.60
185.22
285.51
16.93
195.30

2,297
336
1,389
286
1,016
195
5,519

Sub-Total
SANITARY UNDERDECK
a.
b.
c.
d.
e
f

4" Sv Wt. Cast Iron Pipe
3" Sv Wt. Cast Iron Pipe
2" Sv Wt. Cast Iron Pipe
Sv Wt. Cast Iron Fittings
Excavation Bedding and Backfill
Gaskets, Lubricants Etc.

90
10
10
14
110
1

LF
LF
LF
EA
LF
LS

33.60
27.34
21.64
72.31
16.93
892.50

3,024
273
216
994
1,862
893
7,262

Sub-Total
3.00

TOTAL

STORM UNDERDECK
a
b
c
d
e
f

2.00

16049
RC
JK
Jan 30 2017

RAIN LEADERS
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g

6" No Hub Cast Iron Pipe
4" No Hub Cast Iron Pipe
No Hub Cast Iron Fittings
Hangers
Roof Drains
No Hub Couplings Etc.

LF
LF
EA
EA
EA
LS

33.80
23.12
198.94
82.37
593.62
383.25

Sub-Total
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Concept Design

Town of Southampton
Ponquogue Beach Facility

Savik Murray
Bohemia, New York

Cost Estimate

SUBJECT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:
TYPE EST.:
CLIENT:

PLUMBING
Ponquoge Bath House
Hampton Bays NY
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DCAK-MSA ARCHITECTURE

ITEM
4.00

EST. NO:
EST. BY:
CHKD. BY:
DATE:
REV. DATE:

DESCRIPTION

QTY

UNIT

UNIT
PRICE

AMOUNT

4" Sv Wt. Cast Iron Pipe
3" Sv Wt. Cast Iron Pipe
2" Sv Wt. Cast Iron Pipe
1 1/2" St Wt. Cast Iron Pipe
Sv Wt. Cast Iron Fittings
Lavatory Carriers
Hangers
Floor Sleeves
Roof Flashings
No Hub Couplings, Etc.

70
20
360
250
88
15
88
10
5
1

FT
FT
FT
FT
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
LS

23.12
17.48
13.58
12.67
48.31
265.34
82.37
127.05
278.25
609.00

1,618
350
4,888
3,168
4,227
3,980
7,208
1,271
1,391
609
28,710

Sub-Total
DOMESTIC WATER PIPING
a.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.
p.

2" L Copper Tubing
Wrought Copper Fittings
Hangers
1" Thk Fiberglass Insulation
150# Bronze Ball Valves
150# Bronze Balancing Valves
150# Bronze Check Valves
150# Bronze Strainers
Thermostatic Mixing Valve
Reduced Pressure Zone Backflow Preventer
Water Meter

200
5
3
200
2
1
3
1
4
1
1

FT
EA
EA
FT
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA
EA

19.22
56.37
82.37
10.35
107.76
175.50
150.15
326.58
235.00
821.73
908.59

3,843
282
247
2,071
216
175
450
327
940
822
909
10,282

Sub-Total
6.00

TOTAL

SANITARY WASTE & VENTS
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

5.00

16049
RC
JK
Jan 30 2017

WATER HEATER FLUES
a. 4" Stainless Flue Pipe w/ Accessories
b. Roof Flashings
c. Miscellaneous Materials

10
2
1
Sub-Total
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FT
EA
LS

89.91
278.25
194.25

899
557
194
1,650
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Concept Design

Town of Southampton
Ponquogue Beach Facility

Savik Murray
Bohemia, New York

Cost Estimate

SUBJECT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:
TYPE EST.:
CLIENT:

PLUMBING
Ponquoge Bath House
Hampton Bays NY
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DCAK-MSA ARCHITECTURE

ITEM
7.00

EST. NO:
EST. BY:
CHKD. BY:
DATE:
REV. DATE:

DESCRIPTION

QTY

UNIT

UNIT
PRICE

AMOUNT

16049
RC
JK
Jan 30 2017

TOTAL

PROPANE PIPING

Sub-Total
8.00

PLUMBING FIXTURES & EQUIPMENT
a.
b.
c.
c.

Floor Mounted Close Flush Type Water Closets
Wall Hung Lavatories
Urinals
Outdoor showers
Sub-Total

9.00

9
9
3
4

EA
EA
EA
EA

582.60
504.18
545.00
545.00

5,243
4,538
1,635
2,180
13,596

MISCELLANEOUS

Sub-Total
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Concept Design

Town of Southampton
Ponquogue Beach Facility

Savik Murray
Bohemia, New York

Cost Estimate
SUBJECT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:
TYPE EST.:
CLIENT:

ITEM #
1.00
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

SUMMARY - ELECTRICAL
Ponquoge Bath House House
Hampton Bays NY
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DCAK-MSA ARCHITECTURE

DESCRIPTION

EST. NO:
EST. BY:
CHKD. BY:
DATE:
REV. DATE:
GSF:

MATERIAL COST LABOR COST

LIGHTING FIXTURES
Lighting Circuitry
Power Circuitry
Power Equipment
Special Systems
Site Work:

DIRECT COST

16049.00
RC
JK
Jan 30 2017
1600.00

TOTAL COST

$14,937
$4,967

$5,812
$7,803

$20,749
$12,770

$3,900
$8,134
$9,600

$4,082
$2,363
$709

$7,982
$10,497
$10,309

$41,538

$20,768

$62,306
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Concept Design

Town of Southampton
Ponquogue Beach Facility

Savik Murray
Bohemia, New York

Cost Estimate

SUBJECT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:
TYPE EST.:
CLIENT:

ITEM #
1.00

ELECTRICAL
Ponquoge Bath House
Hampton Bays NY
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DCAK-MSA ARCHITECTURE

EST. NO:
16049.00
EST. BY: RC
CHKD. BY: JK
DATE: 1.30.17
REV. DATE:

DESCRIPTION

MATERIAL
UNIT
PRICE

QTY

MATERIAL
AMOUNT

LABOR
HOUR
UNIT

LABOR
HOUR
TOTAL

2.000
1.500
1.800
2.000

70.00
30.00
9.00
14.00

LABOR
AMOUNT

TOTAL
L&M

LIGHTING FIXTURES
Interior Surface Mounted
Misc. Sconce
Type X Exit
Type W Exterior Wall Pack

35
20
5
7

EA
EA
EA
EA

197.500
231.250
189.750
350.000

Subtotal

6,913
4,625
949
2,450
14,937
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3,308
1,418
425
662

10,221
6,043
1,374
3,112

5,812

20,749
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Concept Design

Town of Southampton
Ponquogue Beach Facility

Savik Murray
Bohemia, New York

Cost Estimate

SUBJECT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:
TYPE EST.:
CLIENT:

ITEM #
2.00

ELECTRICAL
Ponquoge Bath House
Hampton Bays NY
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DCAK-MSA ARCHITECTURE

EST. NO:
16049.00
EST. BY: RC
CHKD. BY: JK
DATE: 1.30.17
REV. DATE:

DESCRIPTION
Lighting Circuitry

QTY

MATERIAL
UNIT
PRICE

3/4" Emt, 4#12
MC Cable

1,241 LF
245 LF

1.029
0.893

1,277
219

Wiring Devices, branch Circuitry

1,600 SF

2.169

3,471

Subtotal

3.00

MATERIAL
AMOUNT

LABOR
HOUR
UNIT

LABOR
HOUR
TOTAL

0.124
0.045

154.11
11.03

LABOR
AMOUNT

TOTAL
L&M

7,282
521

8,559
740
3,471

4,967

7,803

12,770

1,361
2,722
4,082

3,881
4,102
7,982

Power Circuitry

Subtotal

4.00

Power Equipment
100 Amp Panel Board
New Meter Pans

2 EA
3 EA

1260.000
460.000

Subtotal
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2,520
1,380
3,900

14.400
19.200

28.80
57.60
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Concept Design

Town of Southampton
Ponquogue Beach Facility

Savik Murray
Bohemia, New York

Cost Estimate

SUBJECT:
PROJECT:
LOCATION:
TYPE EST.:
CLIENT:

ITEM #
5.00

ELECTRICAL
Ponquoge Bath House
Hampton Bays NY
DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
DCAK-MSA ARCHITECTURE

EST. NO:
16049.00
EST. BY: RC
CHKD. BY: JK
DATE: 1.30.17
REV. DATE:

DESCRIPTION

QTY

MATERIAL
UNIT
PRICE

LABOR
HOUR
UNIT

LABOR
HOUR
TOTAL

LABOR
AMOUNT

TOTAL
L&M

Special Systems
Fire Alarm
Fire Alarm Allowance

1,600 SF

2.169

3,471

3,471

Telecommunications System
Telecomm Rough-in, empty conduit
Telecomm Wiring, Devices

1,600 SF
1,600 SF

0.434
1.302

694
2,083

694
2,083

Security System (Empty Conduit)
Security Rough-in, empty conduit

1,600 SF

0.304

486

486

1 LS

1400.000

1,400

Temp Power and Lighting
Subtotal

II

MATERIAL
AMOUNT

200.000

50.00

8,134

2,363

3,763

2,363

10,497

709

10,309

709

10,309

Site Work:
Site Lighting:
Light Pole 1-Arm

3 EA

3200.000

Subtotal

9,600

9,600
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5.000

15.00
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FACILITY ASSESSMENT
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Department of Municipal Works
116 HAMPTON ROAD
SOUTHAMPTON, NY 11968

TOWN OF SOUTHAMPTON

Phone: (631) 702-1750
Fax: (631) 287-1530
JAY SCHNEIDERMAN
TOWN SUPERVISOR

Date:
To:
From:
Re:

CHRISTINE FETTEN, P.E.
DIRECTOR OF MUNICIPAL WORKS
JOHN LA ROSA, P.E.
ASSISTANT TOWN ENGINEER
PETER GAUDIELLO
FACILITIES MAINTENANCE SUPERVISOR
THOMAS F. NEELY
TRAFFIC SAFETY DIRECTOR
EDWARD THOMPSON, JR.
WASTE MANAGEMENT SUPERVISOR

March 11, 2016
File
Christine Fetten, P.E., Town Engineer
Ponquogue Bathing Beach

On March 11, 2016, Jon Erwin, Parks Maintenance Supervisor, Paul Birmingham, Civil Engineering Aide,
and I inspected the Ponquogue Bathing Beach, located at 276 Beach Road, Hampton Bays (SCTM No.
900-379-2-6.1).

Site Information
The parcel is 9.8 acres and was purchased and improved by the Town of Southampton in or around 1964.
The Parks Department has construction drawings from 1966 which substantially match the current
configuration of the main deck platform and structures. The site is currently improved with a 4.4 acre
parking lot, which includes approximately 507 parking spaces. There are three main structures on the main
deck platform. The building located to the west is 784 square feet in size and contains a ladies restroom
and lifeguard station. The Ladies Restroom includes six (6) toilets and three (3) sinks. The Lifeguard
Station contains one (1) toilet and one (1) sink. The building located on the north east side of the main deck
is 576 square feet in size and contains a lifeguard storage area and the Mens Restroom. The Mens
Restroom includes four (4) urinals, four (4) toilets, and two (2) sinks. The building located on the southeast side of the main deck is 484 square feet in size and contains an improved area for concessions. There
is a hood ventilation in this part of the building. The three buildings are connected by both an open and
closed breezeway system. The two northerly buildings are connected by an open breezeway running
west/east. The two easterly buildings are connected by an enclosed breezeway running north/south that
contains a utility room and custodial storage. There is a main entrance at the north side of the main deck
consisting of a stairway from the west and the east. There is another entrance at the south-west side of the
main deck including two sets of stairs. There is an accessible ramp located on the east side of the deck that
accesses the main deck elevation between the easterly two buildings. There is an accessible ramp located
on the south-east side of the main deck platform. There is a boardwalk accessing the Atlantic Ocean that
extends off the south side of the main deck. Along this main boardwalk is a rinse off shower.
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Past Work and Reports
The facility appears to have been constructed sometime in the mid to late 1960’s. The original building
uses have changed from the original layout in the following ways. The north-west building originally
included Womens toilets, showers, and changing rooms which were located on the north- west portion of
the building. The remaining area of the north-west building originally included a first aid station and
toilets. The north-east building layout had included a lifeguard room on the north side of the building, and
Mens toilets, urinals and showers on the south side of the building. The south-east building included a
Snack Bar and storage room. The enclosed breezeway between the north and south east buildings include
the refuse area and storage room for soft drinks. While it is not known when the interior layout of the
buildings changed, there was a Capital Improvement Project to demolish the deck benching and handrails,
remove and replace the exterior decking and to extend the boardwalk ramp which cost approximately
$205,310.
Conditions of Buildings
Sill Plate – It appears that through past capital improvements of this site, the deck has been
removed and replaced. During this time, it would appear that the buildings have remained unmoved. As a result of this, it appears that the sill plates of all buildings are from the original
construction. These sill plates appear to have been adversely affected by both weather and termite
degradation. Reportedly termites are an annual springtime occurrence that pest specialists are
reluctant to treat due to the environmentally sensitive location of the facility.

Roof
The roof appears to have been subject to high winds, and environmental conditions which has
caused loss of shingles, and mold to develop on the north side of the roofs. It appears that there are
currently two courses of asphalt shingles on the roof. Interior inspection of the exposed support
system did not indicate any structural issues.
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All three buildings have a sky light at the apex of the roof. During Hurricane Sandy, one of these
sky lights was damaged and required replacement. The original open glass type window was no
longer made by this point in time, so the sky light was replaced with two windows.
Replaced Sky Light

Main Deck Structure
The main deck structure constructed in the 1960’s appears substantially unchanged in configuration since
that time with the exception of stringer replacement as needed due to deterioration. The main deck is
approximately 6,500 square feet in size, although the length of the east side is slightly shorter in dimension
than the west side.
Piles – The piles are approximately 10” in diameter and treated with creosote. They are spaced
approximately 13.5’ on center in the north south direction and east west direction. These piles are
in generally good condition.
Pile Caps – There appears to be two sets of pile caps, one in the north south direction (lowest level),
followed by a second, larger dimension set in the east west direction. The base cap in the north
south direction consists of 2- 3” x 12” CCA treated members thru-bolted to the piles with
approximately 1” diameter bolts. The second set of pile caps runs in the east west direction and
includes 2 – 4” x 14” CCA treated members thru-bolted to the piles with approximately 1” diameter
bolts.
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Synthetic Decking
Wood Decking
2” x 12” CCA treated timber Stringer spaced 25” on center
2-4”x14” CCA treated timber pile caps (East / West)

2-3”x12” CCA treated timber pile caps (North/South)
10” Dia Creosote treated timber pile – spaced
approximately 13.5’ in each direction
4” x 6” CCA treated timber cross brace, on each north
south pile run.

The overall conditions of the pile caps are in good condition, although some of the lower pile caps
on the east side of the facility are in need of replacement due to termite damage.

Pile Cap Cross Bracing
The overall condition of the pile cap cross bracing could not be ascertained, as many of them are
buried in the beach sand and were not visible.
Stringers
It appears that some of the stringers have been sistered up or replaced over the years due to either
rot or termite damage. In the locations where there has been sistering of members, it is a concern
that the termites may have entered the new stringer as the old one was not removed and likely still
contain insect habitat.
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There are current stringers that appear to be affected by termite damage that will require
replacement in the near future.
Decking and Handrails
The decking of the open air portions of the main deck have been removed and replaced with a
synthetic deck material in the past ten years. Synthetic decking material, if not supported correctly
has the tendency to deform (Creep). The decking at Ponquogue appears to have a wave on the
surface due to this type of deformation as the stringers spacing for deck support is not adequate.
When the current decking was installed, the spacing of the stringers was not amended due to
financial constraints, and therefore there are waves in the elevation of decking and bowing in the
handrails as shown below.

The interior portions of these buildings remain as wood decking. In some areas where there
appears to be the tendency for standing water, the deck boards have rotted.
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Conclusion
The Town is considering a capital improvement to this facility. Potential inclusions to this reconstructed
facility include the following:
x Restaurant
x Restroom and Shower Facilities.
x Bar
x Indoor and outdoor seating.
This Conditions Report was prepared to establish existing conditions of this facility, for use by a potential
consultant to utilize in an plan for redesign of this parcel.
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